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I. CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM TRAINING MODEL REPORT 
A. Project Background 
This project is a continuation of a project started during the summer 
of 1972 and funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration through 
the Georgia State Crime Commission under Grant Number 72-TN-04-0003. The 
purpose of this grant, as well as the previous grants, was to develop an 
interactive computer model of the criminal justice system that will be 
suitable for use in training sessions for criminal justice planners. 
The initial grant was to determine the feasibility of such a model. 
During that initial three-month period a preliminary model was developed 
and programmed for the Georgia Tech owned Univac 1108 computer. This model 
was then demonstrated to several representative groups. These demonstra-
tions took place between August, 1972 and February, 1973. The purpose of 
the demonstrations was to show the feasibility of this approach to the 
training of criminal justice planners. It was the opinion of persons view-
ing the demonstrations that this approach was feasible and further funding 
was provided by LEAA to complete the training model. This is the report 
which concludes that development. 
The training model is based on Atlanta and covers Part I crimes. How-
ever, for training purposes, the model could be thought of as a representa-
tion of any large city. The important thing to someone interested in learn-
ing how to make decisions regarding the criminal justice system is to 
observe relative changes in the system when various possible changes in 
control variables are made. However, if the trainee really wants to change 
the model to represent some other city or area, such as a state or region, 
instructions for making such changes are included in this report. 
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B. Activities  
1. Data Gathering 
Data gathered during the initial feasibility study (Summer, 1972) 
was of a preliminary nature and only that data that could be readily 
obtained by interviews, study of published reports, etc. was obtained. 
Much of the data needed to develop a realistic model was not obtain-
able by these methods. When such data was not available, the research-
ers were forced to make estimates of the appropriate numbers. One of 
the tasks of the current study has been to go back and obtain the cor- 
rect data where this occurred. As a result of this step the model 
quite adequately represents the condition in Atlanta in 1960, the ini-
tial period of the simulation studies. 
Data was also required for the years between 1960 and the present. 
This has been obtained and used to improve the relationships expressed 
by the model. It is believed that all necessary data has now been 
obtained to represent the Atlanta Criminal Justice System as far as it 
pertains to Part I crime during the period studied. 
2. Model Building 
The initial feasibility study developed the framework for the 
model. However because of the brief time available many aspects of 
the model were not activated at that time. In other words, if the 
dynamic nature of some relationship was not understood it was not made 
a part of the model. One of the principal tasks of this phase of the 
training model development was to go back and learn enough about each 
of these relationships to activate them in the model. In this sense 
then, the basic model of the system has become considerably larger and 
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more realistic than was the previous model. 
These additional relationships were added very carefully and 
were done only after the appropriate data was collected and sample 
simulations were made. The resulting simulations were described to 
criminal justice experts who thus helped in their final evaluation. 
The final model that has been developed will be described in 
detail in several places in this report. First in Section II in 
which the structure and relationships are described by means of words 
and flow diagrams and by equations. This is the mathematical and 
philosophical basis for the model. Section III describes the model in 
the form of FORTRAN statements. This is the computer program which 
enables the trainee to use the model. Section III also contains a 
model builder's guide which will facilitate any later changes in the 
model to more closely represent any particular system. Finally Sec-
tion IV consists of a trainee's manual which describes the model in 
qualitative terms and contains complete descriptions of the procedures 
recommended for using it for training purposes. 
3. Programming 
As changes or additions to the model equations were proposed they 
were translated into computer language and the original program was 
correspondingly modified. A number of improvements were also made in 
the interactive capabilities. These were made to attempt to make the 
use of the program more appealing to the trainee by more nearly enabling 
it to answer any question he might wish to ask. The computer program 
is discussed in detail in Section III. 
Many of these changes were made following questions that had been 
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asked during the several demonstrations discussed in the first paragraph 
of this report. Others were suggested by members of the advisory com-
mittee which is discussed in the next paragraph. Still others were 
proposed by members of the research team in weekly meetings held 
throughout the life of the project. While it is felt that the current 
version contains most of the interactive conveniences that may be put 
into the program, additional refinements may come up in later demon-
strations. If this happens the program will be modified if possible 
to accommodate these improvements. 
4. Advisory Committee 
An ad hoc advisory committee was appointed by Mr. George Murphy, 
Director of the Atlanta Regional Office of LEAA. This committee con-
sisted of the following members: 
a. Dr. Gordon Waldo 
Southeastern Correctional and Criminology Research Center 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Fla. 
b. Mr. Chet Dettlinger 
Chief, Police Planning 
Kentucky Crime Commission 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
(In September, 1973 Mr. Dettlinger changed positions to 
become Assistant to the Police Chief, City of Atlanta, 
Atlanta, Ga.) 
c. Judge Reed Merritt 
Gwinnett County Superior Court 
Lawrenceville, Georgia 
d. Ms. Cheryl Purvis 
Office of State Crime Commission 
1430 W. Peachtree Street 
Atlanta, Ga. 
The above committee represented the respective areas of correc-
tions, police, courts, and overall systems in the criminal justice 
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field. Its purpose was to advise the research team on matters pertain-
ing to model development and implementation. They met together in 
Atlanta on many occasions during the life of the project and contributed 
their expertise to the project. 
Some of the specific things they did were to correct some of the 
definitions of terms used by the research team, propose other variables 
and relationships that should be considered, prod the research team to 
more adequately define variables used in the model, etc. 
It is uniformly agreed by all persons associated with the project 
that the assistance and advice given by the advisory committee was 
invaluable and, in fact, essential to successful culmination of the 
project. These expert practitioners in the criminal justice field 
added a great many years of practical experience to the project that 
could not have been obtained in any other reasonable way. 
5. Presentation to CJS Groups 
The model has not been demonstrated to members of any criminal 
justice groups since the start of the present improvement phase. How-
ever the use of the Trainees Manual, included in this report, will 
greatly facilitate such presentations in the future. In addition to 
the Trainees Manual, suitable training aids, such as slides, charts, 
etc. will be prepared for future presentations and training programs. 
The next task facing the research team is the development of such 
training aids. This will be accomplished in time to conduct training 
programs specified by LEAA personnel. 
6. LEAA Personnel Trained to Administer Training 
No personnel, other than members of the research team, are 
currently prepared to administer training sessions using this model. 
However, others can be instructed very easily if desired by LEAA. It 
is hoped that in the near future such persons will be designated and 
this instruction may be given. 
9 
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II. THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM MODEL 
The criminal justice system model is a group of mathematical expressions 
(equations) and numbers. The equations represent the forces and influences 
between conditions and decisions in a selected criminal justice system. 
The numbers correspond to the values of unchanging system characteristics 
(parameters) and the values of certain necessary quantities at a time chosen 
as the beginning of the study. The equations and numbers, taken together 
and iteratively solved on a large computer, recreate the time histories of 
variables such as crime rate, number of police officers, corrections budget, 
etc. in the criminal justice system starting at a pre-selected time. For 
this model the starting time is 1960 and the subject system is the City of 
Atlanta. 
The model is designed to be used as a training aid. It is felt that a 
person's understanding of how the parts of a criminal justice system are 
related and what might be the consequences of changing decisions or budgets 
will be improved by his involvement with this model. This means examining 
the flow diagrams and descriptions contained in the attached training 
manual and observing and interpreting the model's time histories under dif-
ferent conditions. Since the model is for training, rather than decision 
making, the scope of the project is somewhat limited and the predicted 
time histories generated by the model should not be used for planning or 
policy making purposes. 
A. Model Structure  
This CJS model has six major parts or sectors designated criminal 
flows, police, courts, corrections, financial, and community. Within each 
sector there are several variables that are mutually dependent in ways that 
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create the changes in their values through time. In addition, certain con-
ditions in each sector will influence activities in other sectors as, for 
example, when efforts by prosecutors in the courts sector create a flow of 
criminals from court to prison in the criminal flow sector. The major 
sectors and their connections are shown in Figure 1. A somewhat more 
detailed view particularly of the flows in the criminal flow sector is 
shown in Figure 2. Finally, the chart of all the variables is given in 
Figure 3. These three diagrams will be used extensively in the following 
detailed description of the relationships. 
Any person in a criminal justice jurisdiction can be associated with 
one and only one of six states or conditions. These are non-criminal, free 
active criminal, person with an unresolved arrest charge ("open case"), in 
prison, on probation, or on parole. Through time, people move from one 
condition to another. The "rates" or flows in Figure 2 represent the number 
of people per year who flow from the state at the tail of the arrow to the 
state at the arrow head. Since the existence of crime creates the need for 
the criminal justice system, and since people in the latter five states 
commit the crimes with different activity for each state, the flows between 
these states determine whether crime incidence increases, decreases, or 
remains the same. How these criminal flows and states create pressures on 
the criminal justice system and how the CJS adjusts its resources and res-
ponds to influence the criminal flows is the key to an understanding of why 
the important variables change the way they do. The description begins 
with the way the sectors of the CJS adjust their resources. 
In the model the three parts of the CJS (police, courts, and correc-
tions) have similar representations, so they will be described together. 
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FIGURE 2. FLOWS REPRESENTED IN THE CRIMINAL FLOWS SECTION OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
MODEL. 
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Each sector has one basic resource: sworn officers for the police, prosecu-
tors for the courts, and prison capacity for corrections. These are the 
factors that directly relate to the criminals and their activities. For 
financial accounting purposes, each resource stands for the total of all 
existing resources in its sector including employees, equipment, and build-
ings. Each resource has a natural attrition rate (the rate at which 
resources disappear through voluntary leaving, retirement, wear out, obsoles-
cence, etc.), an acquisition decision that may be positive for acquisition 
or negative for divestment, and a delay between the decision and the actual 
acquisition or divestment actions. These are shown in Figure 3. 
In each case the acquisition decision is based on three things: 
replacement of resources lost through attrition, an attempt to adjust the 
resources to the number needed to respond properly to the pressures created 
in the criminal flow sector, and the availability of money to support the 
existing and needed resources. The acquisition decision is the smaller of 
the rate needed based on pressures and the rate provided for by the budget. 
The acquisition budgets come from the financial sector to be discussed 
next. The pressures on the three sectors are these. Prisoners form the 
primary pressure on corrections; the case load exerts the pressure on the 
courts; and crimes reported create police pressures. 
The financial sector generates budgets for the police, courts, correc-
tions, and education. Educational expenditures are a fraction of the budgets 
for the other three sectors. The fraction is directly dependent upon com-
munity concern. The police, courts, and corrections budgets are all similar 
in the sense that each involves funds for operating expenditures, replace-
ment of resources, acquisition of new resources, and funds from outside 
16 
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sources. The budget for new resources is the smaller of the rate at which 
the sector can absorb new resources and the percentage increase the commun- 
e 
ity will tolerate based on its concern about crime. 
The community sector is designed to evaluate the crime rate through 
time and determine how concerned the community is about crime. This concern 
then determines how much financial support the people will permit for the 
criminal justice functions and extent to which the people will cooperate 
with police and law enforcement officials. 
The remaining aspects of the model are the factors that control the 
flows of people in the criminal flow sector. These flows, as shown in 
Figure 2, include the "Net Population Increase" that builds up the "Non 
Crime Population" and the "Flow to Crime" that shifts people to the "Free 
Active Criminals" state. Some cf these criminals become associated with 
the criminal justice system by being arrested (Arrest Rate) and becoming 
an "Open Case" in the judicial system. Open cases must be resolved in one 
of three ways: a prison sentence (Rate to Prison), "Release on Probation," 
or free release which results in a return to crime (Release Rate-Recidivate) 
or reform and return to "Non Crime Population" (Release Rate-Reform). "Per-
sons in Prison" eventually leave prison by dying (Death Rate), being 
"Released on Parole," or finishing their sentence and being released to 
return to crime (Release Rate•Recidivate After Prison) or return to non-
crime. The "Persons on Parole" and "Persons on Probation" also return 
either to crime or non--crime when their trial period is over. 
The "Net Population Increase" at the far left in Figure 2 (CA in Figure 
3) is based on the average empirically observed percentage increase per 
year in population in Atlanta. 
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"Flow to Crime" (CB in Figure 3) is the net number of people per year 
who first become criminals. It is formulated as a normal constant percent-
age of the "Non Crime Population" with deviations from normal being pro-
duced by changes in six factors. These are. 1) the fraction of the total 
population that is criminal (called the peer pressure influence, CBB), 
2) the financial reward of crime, CBD, 3) police visibility and arrest 
effectiveness, CBF, 4) probability of punishment as measured by the fraction 
of those arrested who are sent to prison, CBH, 5) influence of effort to 
educate the population to the problems of crime, CBJ, and 6) an empirical 
function of time, CBS, that represents the rate at which youngsters reach 
the crime susceptible teen age years. 
The "Arrest Rate" (CC in Figure 3) is the rate in people per year at 
which people are arrested by the police. It is the number of police times 
the usual arrests per officer per year. This is modified by influences from 
five factors. These are 1) the budget per officer influence, CCX, that 
assumes that better equipped, supported, and paid officers arrest more 
criminals, 2) the crime load per officer influence, CCJ, assumes that over-
or under-worked officers lose efficiency, 3) trial delay influence, CCP, 
indicates that when the trial delay gets to be too long there is not much 
point in arresting people, 4) influence of community concern, CCR, and 
5) the influence of danger to police, CCM, that is based on the aggressive-
ness of criminals. 
The four flows leaving the "Open Cases" box are "Rate to Prison," CF, 
"Released on Probation," CN, "Release Rate-Reform," CE, and "Release Rate-
Recidivate," CD. These are formulated on the basis of a total disposition 
rate, CDA, being divided into four parts by determining the fraction sent 
to prison, CFA, the fraction of those remaining released on parole, CNAA, 
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and the fraction of the free releases that reform, CEA. 
Total case disposition rate is based on the number of prosecutors and 
their average effectiveness which varies with the backlog of "Open Cases." 
The prison sentence fraction is formulated to vary a small amount in res-
ponse to changes in the amount of plea bargaining and prison crowding. The 
fraction of those released who reform also varies somewhat with plea bargain-
ing. 
A small fraction of "Persons in Prison" leave each year by dying, CG. 
Others leave on parole, CK, or after finishing their sentence, CH and CJ. 
The total release rate, CHA, is based on the average effective sentence 
time. The total rate is split into three parts based on the fraction 
paroled, CKAA, and the fraction who reform, CJA. This propensity to reform 
is influenced by average prison crowding. 
At the end of the parole time, some parolees reform, CL, and the rest 
return to crime, CM. The reforn proportion is constant, CLAA. At the end 
of the probation time, some probationers reform, CQ, and the rest return to 
crime, CP. This reform proportion, CQAA, is also constant. 
This is an overview of the model that describes some of the influences 
in the criminal justice system. The detailed descriptions and the equations 
themselves follow at the end of the chapter. As shown in Figure 3 the model 
is self contained. The value of each model variable at each point in time 
of the simulation is derived from other model variables. Outside data time 
histories are not used to determine the model time histories. As shown in 
Figure 1 there is a great deal of mutual influence between the parts of the 
criminal justice system. It is this interaction that creates the patterns 
of change in the variables. 
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B. Model Performance  
The model is intended to simulate the operation through time of a rea-
sonably realistic criminal justice system for training purposes. Therefore, 
the time histories that the model creates must be reasonable representations 
of possible time histories. The time histories actually produced by the 
model are not and were not intended to be perfect reproductions of the 
subject system - Atlanta, 1960-1970 - though in the case of most variables 
for which we have reliable data the approximation is rather close. 
The dominant characteristic of crime and criminal justice systems in 
the 1960's was expansion. Atlanta, like most large cities, experienced a 
sizable continuing increase in the number of reported crimes, the physical 
and financial size of the police, courts and corrections activities, and 
the time to try a case. The percentage increase in all of these was sub-
stantially greater than the percentage increase in population. The time 
histories of five model variables - crime rate, reported crimes per police 
officer, total criminal justice budget, open cases per prosecutor and 
reported crimes per police officer - are shown in Figure 4. This has the 
model conditions that correspond most closely to Atlanta (1960-1970). 
This simulation shows an initial increase in all five factors and then 
in the 1970's the rates of growth are reduced. The initial increases in 
the 1960's are due to the rapid flow of people from Non Crime to Active 
Criminal status. This flow was caused by the unavoidable social frustra-
tions in the city; the increasing financial reward of crime; deteriorating 
justice in the form of increased plea bargaining, lengthening trial delays, 
declining fraction sentenced to prison; and the large number of youths 
reaching the middle teen ages when crime is an enticing experience. A 
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rapid expansion in police officers, prosecutors, and budgets naturally 
follows the increase in crime. 
In the 1970's the model shows slower growth in budget and crime rate 
and an eventual decline in open cases per prosecutor, reported crimes per 
officer and percent prison capacity in use. The crime rate slows its 
growth because the number of prosecutors and police catch up with the ear-
lier crime rate expansion and slow down the flow to crime. Another signi- 
fication influence is the population distribution that produces fewer youths 
reaching the crime susceptible ages in the 1970's than in the 1960's. When 
the crime rate slows its growth at the same time the criminal justice sys-
tem continues to expand, the measures of system load - reported crimes per 
officer, open cases per prosecutor, and % prison capacity in use - stop 
increasing or decline. The criminal justice system resources - police 
officers, prosecutors, and prison facilities (not shown in the figure) - 
that rose 30% to 100% in the 1960's slow their rate of increase consider-
ably in the 1970's, though they do not decline. 
For training purposes the model is used to illustrate that changes 
or actions in one part of the criminal justice system (increased police 
hiring for example) will produce changes in other parts of the system (more 
arrests, larger case backlog, more plea bargaining, more crowded prisons, 
etc.). Such changes are shown by making a change in one function and 
observing the impact on other factors. The impact is determined by simulat-
ing the model with the new condition and then comparing the new time his-
tories with the time histories in Figure 4. 
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C. Model Relationships (Equations and Constants)  
Corrections Sector  
Al Prison Capacity on Order 	 (inmate spaces) 
equation: Al.K=Al.J+(DT)(AA.JK-AB.jK) 
The "prison capacity on order" at any computation time K (as Al.K) equals 
the prison capacity on order at the previous computation time J (Al.J), 
plus the new prison capacity ordered between times J and K (DTxAA.JK) 
minus the old capacity orders that have been filled during DT (DTxAB.JK). 
initial value equation: Al=(ABXA)(AAF) 
The "initial prison capacity on order" (Al) is determined by both the 
"delay in receiving the prison capacity ordered" (ABXA) and the "initial 
average prison capacity loss rate" (AAF). 
A2 Prison Capacity 	 (inmate spaces) 
equation: A2.K=A2.J+(DT)(AB.JK-AC.JK) 
The "prison capacity" at K (A2.K) equals the "prison capacity" at the 
previous time J (A2.J), plus the new prison capacity created between 
times J and K (DTxAB.JK) minus the prison capacity retired between J 
and K (DTxAC.JK). 
initial value equation: A2=(.95)(C4) 
The "initial prison capacity" (A2) equals, in inmate spaces, 95% of the 
initial number of prison inmates. 
AA Prison Capacity Order Rate 	 (inmate spaces/yr.) 
equation: AA.KL=MAX(AAA.K,AAB.K) 
The "prison capacity order rate" (AA) is the larger of the minimum 
order rate (AAA) and a function (AAB) that defines what is otherwise 
possible and desirable. 
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AAA Minimum Prison Capacity Order Rate 	 (inmate spaces/yr.) 
equation: AAA.K=-A2.K/AAAA 
This minimum acts as a limit on how fast (AAAA years) prisons can 
dispose of capacity that is not needed. 
AAF Average Prison Capacity Loss Rate 	 (inmate spaces/yr.) 
equation: AAF.K=AAF.J+(DT)(1/AAFD)(AC.JK-AAF.J) 
The "average prison capacity loss rate" (AAF) at time K is equal to its 
previous value at time J plus the difference of the "prison capacity loss 
rate" (AC) and the average loss rate (AAF) during the interval DT divided 
by the "averaging time of the prison capacity loss rate" (AAFD). 
initial value equation: AAF=A2/ACXA 
The initial average prison capacity loss rate (AAF) equals the initial 
prison capacity divided by the normal cap. deterioration time. 
AAB Prison Capacity Order Limit Function 	 (inmate spaces/yr.) 
equation: AAB.K=MIN(AAC.K,AAG.K) 
The "prison capacity order limit function" (AAB) requires that the "prison 
capacity order rate needed" (AAC) and the "prison capacity order maximum" 
(AAG) - the financial ceiling allowed capacity orders - be calculated. 
The smaller of the two numbers is taken and used to determine AA.K, the 
prison capacity order rate. 
AAC Prison Capacity Order Rate Needed 	 (inmate spaces/yr.) 
equation: AAC.K=AAF.K+(l/AACA)(AAD.K-A2.K-Al.K+0+0+0) 
The "prison capacity order rate needed" (AAC) equals the average prison 
capacity loss rate (AAF) plus the quotient of the prison capacity needed 
(AAD) minus the present prison capacity (A2) and the capacity on order 
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(Al) divided by the "adjustment time for prison capacity" (AACA) - 
AAD Prison Capacity Needed 	 (inmate spaces) 
equation: AAD.K=(AADA)(C4.K)+(ABXA)(AAF.K) 
The "prison capacity needed (AAD) equals the spaces needed in place (AADA) 
(C4) plus the spaces needed on order (ABXA)(AAF) to maintain the replace-
ment flow; the product of the "prison capacity needed per prisoner 
factor" (AADA) and the "number of prisoners" (C4) is the space needed. 
The "delay in receiving prison capacity ordered" (ABXA) multiplied by the 
"average prison capacity loss rate" (AAF) is the pipeline need. 
AAG Prison Capacity Order Maximum 	 (inmate spaces/yr.) 
equation: AAG.K=(1/FACA)(FAC.K+FAJ.K) 
The "prison capacity order maximum" (AAG) equals the sum of the "annual 
prison replacement budget" (FAC) and the "delayed prisons capital budget" 
(FAJ) - the budget for facility expansion - divided by the "average price 
per unit capacity" (FACA). AAG is the maximum capacity has been budgeted 
at time K. 
AB Prison Capacity Arrival Rate 	 (inmate spaces/yr.) 
equation: AB.KL=Al.K/ABXA 
The "prison capacity arrival rate" (AB) equals the "prison capacity on 
order" (Al) divided by the "delay in receiving prison capacity ordered" 
(ABXA). This is the equation for a first order delay function. 
AC Prison Capacity Loss Rate 	 (inmate spaces/yr.) 
equation: AC.KL=A2.K/ACXA 
The "prison capacity loss rate" (AC) equals the present "prison capacity" 
(A2) divided by the "normal capacity deterioration time" (ACXA). This is 
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the equation for a first order delay function. 
Bl.K Prosecutors Being Hired 	 (prosecutors) 
equation: Bl.K=B1.J+(DT)(BA.JK-BB.JK) 
The "prosecutors being hired" at time K (B1.K) equals the prosecutors 
being hired at time J (Bl.J) plus the prosecutors hired between J and 
K (DTxBA.JK) minus the prosecutors hired at time J who are on the job at 
time K (DTxBB.JK). 
initial value equation: B1=(BBXA)(BAG) 
The "initial prosecutors being hired" (B1) equals the "time to acquire 
prosecutors" (BBXA) times the "initial average prosecutor loss rate" 
(BAG); in other words, Bl equals the initial number of prosecutors on 
the job times the ratio of the time to acquire prosecutors to the normal 
judge tenure. 
B2.K Prosecutors 	 (prosecutors) 
equation: B2.K=B2.J+(DT)(BB.JK-BC.JK) 
The number of "prosecutors" at time K (B2.K) equals the number at time 
J (B2.J) plus the prosecutors who arrived on the job between times J & 
K (DTxBB.JK) minus the prosecutors who leave the job during JK (DTxBC.JK). 
initial value equation: B2=B2XJ 
The "initial prosecutors" (B2) is equal the constant B2XJ=8. This number 
is a statistic obtained from the Fulton County Court Administrator. 
BA.KL Prosecutor Order Rate 	 (prosecutors/yr.) 
equation: BA.KL=MAX(BAA.K,BAB.K) 
The "prosecutor order rate" is the larger of the minimum order rate (BAA) 
and a function (BAB) that defines what is otherwise desirable and 
possible. 
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BAA•K Minimum Prosecutor Order Rate 	 (prosecutors/yr.) 
equation: BAA.K=-B2.K/BAAA 
This minimum acts as a limit on the speed with which unneeded prosecutors 
can be released. 
BAB.K Prosecutors Order Limit Function 	 (prosecutors/yr.) 
equation: BAB.K=MIN(BAC.K,BAK.K) 
The "prosecutors order limit function" at time K (BAB.K) requires that the 
"prosecutor order rate needed" at K (BAC.K) and the "prosecutor order 
maximum" at K (BAK.K) - a financial constraint - be calculated. The 
smaller of the two numbers equals BAB.K. 
BAC.K Prosecutor Order Rate Needed 	 (prosecutors/yr.) 
equation: BAC.K=BAG.K+(l/BACA)(BAD.K-B2.K-Bl.K+0+0+0) 
BAC.K equals the "average prosecutor loss rate" at time K (BAG.K) plus 
the quotient of the "judges needed" at K (BAD.K) minus the number of 
prosecutors (B2.K) minus the number of prosecutors being hired at K 
(Bl.K) all divided by BACA, the "adjustment time for prosecutor hiring." 
The added zero merely serves to meet Dynamo equation format requirements. 
BAD.K Prosecutors Needed 	 (prosecutors) 
equation: BAD.K=(BBXA)(BAG.K)+(BAE.K)(1)+(BAL.K)(1)+(0)(0) 
BAD.K equals the "average prosecutor loss rate" at time K (BAG.K) times 
the "time to acquire prosecutors" (BBXA) plus the "prosecutors needed to 
handle the arrest rate" at K (BAE.K) and the "prosecutors needed for 
load reduction at K (BAL.K). 
BAE.K Prosecutors Needed to Handle the Arrest Rate 	 (prosecutors) 
equation: BAE.K=BAF.K/CDB.K 
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BAE.K equals the "average arrest rate" at time K (BAF.K) divided by the 
"court productivity" (in persons per prosecutor-year) at K (CDB.K). 
BAF.K Average Arrest Rate 	 (persons/year) 
equation: BAF.K=BAF.J+(DT)(1/BAFD)(CC.JK-BAF.J) 
BAF.K equals its value at time J (BAF.J) plus the product of the computa-
tion time interval (DT), the inverse of the "averaging time for the 
arrest rate" (BAFD), and the difference between the actual value of the 
arrest rate during DT (CC.JK) and its average value at time J (BAF.K). 
initial value equation: BAF=(P2)(CCAB) 
The "initial average arrest rate" (BAF) equals the product of the "initial 
number of police" (P2) and the "normal effectiveness of police" (CCAB) - 
in persons arrested per officer-year. 
BAG.K Average Prosecutor Loss Rate 	 (prosecutors/year) 
equation: BAG.K=BAG.J+(DT)(1/BAGD)(BC.JK-BAG.J) 
BAG.K equals its value at time J (BAG.J) plus the product of the computa-
tion time interval (DT), the inverse of the "averaging time for prosecutor 
loss rate" (BAGD), and the difference between the actual value of the 
"prosecutor loss rate" (BC.JK) during DT and its average value at time J 
(BAG.J) 
initial value equation: BAG=B2/BCXA 
The "initial average prosecutor loss rate" equal the quotient of the ini-
tial prosecutors" (B2) and the "normal prosecutor tenure" (BCXA). 
BAH.K Prosecutors for Load Reduction 	 (prosecutors) 
equation: BAH.K=(1/BAM.K)(C3.K-BAJ.K) 
Since BAM.K is merely a dummy variable used to satisfy Dynamo format 
requirements, the equation should read: 
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BAH.K=[1/(BAMA)(CDB.K)1(C3.K-BAJ.K) 
BAH.K equals the product of two factors: the first term is the inverse 
of the product of the "time to adjust court backlog overload" (BAMA) and 
the "court productivity" (CDB.K) - this yields a prosecutor per persons 
factor for load reduction; the second term is the difference between 
the number of "people in the criminal justice system" at K (C3.K) and the 
"normal prosecutor load" at K (BAJ.K) - this supplies a direction for the 
change in the number of prosecutors. 
BAJ.K Normal Prosecutor Load 	 (persons) 
equation: BAJ.K=(B2.K)(C3XJ)/B2XJ 
BAJ.K equals the ratio of "prosecutors" at time K (B2.K) to the "initial 
prosecutors" (B2XJ) multiplied by the "initial persons with pending 
cases" (C3XJ). 
BAK.K Prosecutor Order Maximum 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: BAK.K=(1/FBCA)(FBC.K+FBJ.K) 
BAK.K equals the sum of "annual courts replacement budget" at time K 
(FBC.K) and the "delayed courts capital budget" at K (FBJ.K) divided by 
the "average cost of a new prosecutor" (FBCA). 
BAL.K Prosecutors for Load Reduction 	 (prosecutors) 
equation: BAL.K=MAX(BAH.K,O) 
BAL.K equals the maximum of two numbers: zero and the "prosecutors for 
load reduction" at K (BAH.K). BAL.K appears in the equation for prose-
cutors needed (BAH.K). BAL.K will not go negative; negative judges do 
not exist to reduce load. 
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BAM.K Factor for BAH.K  
equation: BAM.K=(BAMA)(CDB.K) 
BAM.K has no meaning as a construct. It merely serves to satisfy Dynamo 
equation format requirements. 
BB.KL Prosecutor Arrival Rate 	 (prosecutors/yr.) 
equation: BB.KL=B1.K/BBXA 
BB.KL equals the "prosecutors being hired" at K (B1.K) divided by the 
"time to acquire prosecutors" (BBXA). 
BC.KL Prosecutor Loss Rate 	 (prosecutors/yr.) 
equation: BC.KL=B2.K/BCXA 
BC.KL equals the "prosecutors" at time K (B2.K) divided by the "normal 
prosecutor tenure" (BCXA). 
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Criminal Flow Sector  
Cl Non-Criminal Population 	 (persons) 
equation: Cl.K=C1.J+(DT)(CA.JK+CE.JK+CJ.JK-CB.JK+CL.JK+CQ.JK) 
The "non-criminal population" at time K (Cl.K) equals its value at time 
J (Cl.J) plus the inflows minus the outflow during (DT). The inflows 
are the net population growth (DTxCA.JK), the persons who reform after 
experiencing the CJS (CTxCE.JK), the persons who reform after leaving 
prison (DTxCJ.JK), the persons who reform after being paroled (DTxCL.JK), 
and the persons who reform after being placed on probation (DTxCQ.JK). 
The single outflow is the number of non-criminals who become potential 
active criminals (DTxCB.JK). 
initial value equation: C1=C1IA-C2-C3-C4-05-C6 
The "initial non-criminal population" (C1) equals the "initial population" 
(C1IA) minus the "initial potential active criminals" (C2), the "initial 
persons with pending cases" (C3), the "initial persons in prison" (C4), 
the "initial persons on parole" (C5), and the "initial persons on proba-
tion" (C6). 
C2 Potential Active Criminals 	 (persons) 
equation: C2.K=C2.J+(DT)(CB.JK+CD.JK+CH.JK-CC.JK+CM.JK+CP.JK) 
The "potential active criminals" at time K (C2.J) equals its value at 
time J (C2.J) plus the inflows minus the outflow during (DT). The 
inflows include the non-criminals who enter the C2 group (DTxCB.JK), the 
persons who do not reform after experience with the CJS (DTxCD.JK), the 
persons who return to criminal activity after prison (DTxCH.JK), the per-
sons who repeat after parole (CTxCM.JK), and the persons who repeat after 
probation (DTxCP.JK). The only outflow is the people arrested (DTxCC.JK). 
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initial value equation: C2=(CCAI)(C2AI)+(CCBA)(-C3)+(CQAA)(-C6)+(CLAA)( -05) 
The "initial potential active criminals" (C2) equals the total active 
criminals (CCAI)(C2AI) minus the active criminals on bond (CCBA)(C3), 
on probation (CQAA)(C6), and on parole (CLAA)(C5). 
C3 Persons in CJS 	 (persons) 
equation: C3.K=C3.J+(DT)(CC.JK-CD.JK-CE.JK -CF.JK- CN.JK+0) 
The "persons in CJS" at time K (C3.K) equals its value at time J (C3.J) 
plus the single inflow minus the outflows during (DT). The inflow is 
the number of people arrested (DTxCC.JK). The outflows are the persons 
leaving C3 and returning to C2 (DTxCD.JK), those persons returning to 
Cl (DTxCE.JK), the people sent to prison (DTxCF.JK), and the persons 
placed on probation (DTxCN.JK). The zero is added so that the equation 
conforms to the rules of Dynamo. 
initial equation: C3=C3XJ 
The "initial persons with a pending case" (C3) equals an initial value 
constant, C3XJ=1000 persons. 
C4 Persons in Prison 	 (persons) 
equation: C4.K=C4.J+(DT)(CF.JK-CG.JK-CH.JK-CJ.JK-CK.JK+0) 
"Persons in prison" at time K (C4.K) equals its value at time J (C4.J) 
plus a single inflow minus four outflows. Added to C4.J are the persons 
sent to prison (DTxCF.JK). The outflows are the prisoners who die during 
DT (DTxCG.JK), those prisoners released who return to crime after prison 
(DTxCH.JK), as well as those who reform (DTxCJ.JK), and lastly the pri-
soners paroled between times J and K (DTxCK.JK). 
initial value equation: C4=(C4IA)(C4IB)/(CGA+CHCA) 
"Initial persons in prison" (C4) is equal to the initial flow to 
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prison (C4IA) times a factor (C4IB)/(CGA+CHCA) that represents the 
average time spent in prison. Since inmates leave through death 
and release both the average lifetime in prison (CGA) and average sen-
tence (CHCA) must be considered. 
C5 Persons on Parole 	 (persons) 
equation: C5.K=C5.J+(DT)(CK.JK-CL.JK-CM.JK+O) 
"Persons on parole" at time K (C5.K) equals its value at time J (C5.J) 
plus the persons paroled between J and K (DTxCK.JK) minus the persons 
who reform (DTxCL.JK) and return to criminal activity (DTxCM.JK) after 
parole. 
initial value equation: C5=(C4IA)(CLAD)(CKAA)/((CHCA)(1)(1)) 
C6 Persons on Probation 	 (persons) 
equation: C6.K=C6.J+(DT)(CN.JK-CP.JK-CQ.JK+0) 
"Persons on probation" at time K (C6.K) equals the value of C6 at time J 
plus the people placed on probation between J & K (DTxCN.JK) minus the 
persons who return to crime (DTxCP.JK) and those who reform (DTxCQ.JK) 
after probation. 
initial value equation: C6=(CQAD)(CNAA)(C6IB) 
The "initial persons on probation" (C6) equals the total initial case 
disposition rate (C6IB) times the fraction sentenced to probation (CNAA) 
times the average time on probation (CQAD). 
CA Net Population Growth Rate 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CA.KL=(CAA.K)(CABA) 
The "net population growth rate" between times K & L equals a percentage 
of the reproductive population (CAA.K), that is, multiplication of CAA.K 
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by a "reproduction factor" (CABA). 
CAA Reproductive Population 	 (persons) 
equation: CAA.K=CAA.J+(DT)(1/CAAA)(Cl.J+C2.J+C3.J+C5.J+C6.J-CAA.J) 
The "reproductive population" at time K (CAA.K) is equal to its value at 
time J (CAA.J) plus the change over (DT) in the number of people in the 
reproductive population. Notice that persons in prison (C4.J) are 
excluded from the reproductive population. 
initial value equation: CAA=C1+PNA 
The "initial reproductive population" equals the initial non-criminal 
population (C1) plus the initial potentially active criminals. 




(CBA.K) and (CBN.K) are merely dummy parameters used to meet 
Dynamo equation format requirements. By substituting their 
values into the above equation, we obtain a meaningful expres- 
sion for CB.KL. 
CB.KL=(Cl.K)(CBR.K)(CBB.K)(CBD.K)(CBF.K)(CBH.K)(CBJ.K) 
The "net flow to crime" between times K & L equals the non-criminal popu-
lation at time K (Cl.K) times the normal fraction to crime based on popu-
lation age (CBR.K) times several influences on the flow to crime: peer 
pressure (CBB.K), crime reward (CBD.K), police effectiveness (CBF.K), 
the average fraction of cases sent to prison (CBH.K), and the delayed 
education budget allocation (CBJ.K). 
CBA.K Factor for CB.KL 	 (1/years) 
equation: CBA.K=(CBR.K)(CBB.K)(CBD.K) 
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CBA.K is a dummy parameter used to satisfy Dynamo equation format require-
ments. 
CBB.K Influence of Peer Pressure on Flow to Crime 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CBB.K=TABHL(TCBD,CBE.K,0,20000,4000) 
The "influence of peer pressure on flow to crime" at time K (CBB.K) is a 
function of "delayed criminal-non-criminal interaction" (CBE.K) and the 
relationship is expressed by the table function TCBD. 
(see following page) 
CBC.K Delayed Criminal-Non-Criminal Interaction 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CBC.K=CBC.J+(DT)(1/CBCA)(CBP.J-CBC.J) 
This is the equation for a first-order information delay function. The 
"delayed criminal-non-criminal interaction" at time K equals its value 
at time J plus the product of the ratio of the computation interval (DT) 
to the "delay time in peer influence on to crime flow" (CBCA) multiplied 
by the difference between the actual "percent criminals to noncriminals" 
at time J (CBP.J) and the delayed value at time J (CBC.J). 
initial value equation: CBC=(100)(PNA)/C1 
The "initial delayed criminal-non-criminal interaction" (CBC) is the per-
centage of "initial active criminals" (PNA) to the "initial non-criminal 
population" (C1). 
CBD.K Influence of Crime Reward on to Crime 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CBD.K=TABHL(TCBD,CBE.K,0,20000,4000) 
The "influence of crime reward on to crime" (CBD.K) is a function of 
"delayed crime reward informatiorNCBE.K) and the relationship is des-
cribed by the table function TCBD. 
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CBE.K Delayed Crime Reward Information 	 ($/criminal/yr.) 
equation: CBE.K=CBE.J+(DT)(1/CBEA)(CBQ.J-CBE.J) 
This is the equation for a first-order information delay function. The 
"delayed crime reward information" at time K ( CBE.K) equals its value at 
time J (CBE.J) plus the ratio of DT to the "delay in crime reward infor-
mation" (CBEA) times the difference between the actual value of "crime 
reward" at the J and its delayed value at that time (CBE.J). 
initial value equation: CBE=(CBEB)(CCCA) 
The "initial delayed crime reward information" equals the product of the 
"average return per crime" (CBEB) and the "normal reported crimes per 
criminal" (CCCA). 
CBF.K Influen ce -- i to Crime 	 (dimensionless) 
2.5,.5) 
s on to crime" (CBF.K) is a func-




—ormation delay. The "delayed 
'actor" at time K (CBG.K) equals its value at time 
J plus the product of the ratio of computation time (DT) to the delay 
time for police effectiveness information (CBGA) multiplied by the dif-
ference between the actual value of the "fraction of criminals arrested" 
at time J (CLE.J) and its delayed value at time J (CBG.J). 
initial value equation: CBG=1. 
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CBH.K Influence of Average Fraction of Cases Sent to Prison  
on Flow to Crime 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CBH.K=TABHL(TCBH,CCE.K,0,.25,.5) 
CBH.K is a function of the "average fraction of cases sent to prison" 
(CCE.K). The relationship is represented as a table function, TCBH. 
CBJ.K Influence of Delayed Education Budget Allocation  
on Flow to Crime 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CBJ.K=TABHL(TCBJ,CBL.K,0,10,2) 
CBJ.K is a function of the "delayed budget allocation for education" 
(CBL.K). The table function, TCBJ, relates these two variables. 
CBL.K Delayed Budget Allocation for Education 	 ($/person) 
equation: CBL.K=CBL.J+(DT)(1/CBLA)(CLF.J-CBL.J) 
CBL.K (at time K) equals its value at time J (CBL.J) plus the ratio of 
computation time (DT) to the information delay time for education budget 
allocation (CBLA) multiplied by the difference between the change in the 
CJS budget allocation for education at time J (CLF.J) and its delayed 
value at that time (CBL.J). 
initial value equation: CBL=3E5/(Cl+PNA) 
Initial annual crime education budget per citizen equals $300,000.00 
divided by the non crime population Cl plus the free criminal popula-
tion (PNA). 
CBM.K Dollars Per Crime 	 ($/crime) 
equation: CBM.K=(CBEB)(CCD.K)(CCD.K)/((CCDA)(CCDA)) 
Crime reward equals normal crime reward (CBEB) times a factor that 
increases as the square of the criminals' aggressiveness (CCD). 
CBN.K Factor For Net Flow to Crime (CB.KL) 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CBN.K=(CBF.K)(CBH.K)(CBJ.K) 
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CBN.K is a dummy parameter used to satisfy Dynamo equation format require-
ments. 
CBP.K Percent Criminals At Large to Non-Criminals 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CBP.K=(100)(CCB.K)/C1.K 
CBP.K equals the percentage: (100) times the ratio of "criminals at 
large" (CCB.K) to the "non-criminal population" (Cl.K). 
CBQ.K Crime Reward 	 ($/criminal/yr.) 
equation: CBQ.K=(CBM.K)(CCC.K)(CBQA) 
CBQ.K equals the product of "dollars per crime" (CBN.K), "reported crimes 
per criminal per year" (CCC.K), and the "inverse of the fraction of total 
crimes reported" (CBQA). The product of CCC.K and CBQA yields, of course, 
the total number of crimes committed per year. 
CBR.K Normal Fraction of Non-Criminals to Crime Based on 	 (1/years) 
Population Age  
equation: CBR.K=(CBAA)(CBS.K) 
CBR.K equals the "normal fraction of the non-criminal population to 
crime per year" (CBAA) times the "influence of population age on the 
normal fraction to crime" (CBS.K). 
CBS.K Influence of Population Age on the Normal Fraction 	(dimensionless) 
to Crime  
equation: CBS.K=TABHL(TCBS,TIME.K,0,14,2) 
CBS.K is necessarily a function of TIME.K and is related to it by the 
table function, TCBS. 
CC.KL Arrest Rate 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CC.KL=(P2.K)(CCAB)(CCW.K) 
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The "arrest rate" from times K to L (CC.KL) equals the number of police 
officers times their normal effectiveness (CCAB) in criminals per officer 
per year times the "influence on police arrest effectiveness factor" 
(CCW.K). 
initial equation: CC=(P2)(CCAB) 
The "initial arrest rate" equals the "initial number of police" (P2) 
multiplied by the "normal police effectiveness" (CCAB). 
CCA.K Reported Crimes Per Year 	 (crimes/yr.) 
equation: CCA.K=(CCB.K)(CCC.K) 
CCA.K equals the product of "criminals at large" (CCB.K) and the "reported 
crimes per criminal per year" (CCC.K). 
CCB.K Criminals At Large 	 (persons) 
equation: CCB.K=(C2.K)(1)+(CCBA)(C3.K)+(CQAA)(C6.K)+(CLAA)(C5.K) 
CCB.K equals the sum of the following terms: the "potential active 
criminals" (C2.K)(1) - (1) occurs because of equation format require-
ments; the fraction free on bond (CCBA) times the person in CJS (C3.K); 
the fraction that return to crime after probation (CQAA) times the 
number of persons on probation (C6.K); and the fraction that return to 
crime after parole (CLAA) times the number of persons on parole (C5.K). 
CCC.K Reported Crimes Per Criminal Per Year 	 (crimes/person/yr.) 
equation: CCC.K=(CCCA)(CXJ.K) 
CCC.K is equal to the product of the "normal reported crimes per criminal 
per year" (CCCA) and the "influence of criminal aggressiveness on 
reported crimes per criminal per year" (CXJ.K). 
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CCD.K Aggressiveness of Criminals 	 (crimes/year) 
equation: CCD.K=(CCDA)(CXG.K)(CCV.K) 
CCD.K equals the "normal aggressiveness of criminals" (CCDA) times the 
influence of delayed police load on criminal aggressiveness (CCV.K) 
times the "influence on criminal aggression of the average fraction of 
cases sent to prison" (CXG.K). 
CCE.K Average Fraction of Cases Sent to Prison 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CCE.K=CCE.J+(DT)(1/CCEA)(CFA.J-CCE.J) 
CCE.K equals its value at time J (CCE.J) plus the ratio of computation 
time to the "average time for flow to prison" (CCEA) multiplied by the 
difference the "fraction of total cases sent to prison" (CFA.J) and the 
average value at time J (CCE.J). 
initial value equation: CCE=CFJA+(CFBA)(CFCA) 
The "initial average fraction of cases sent to prison" (CCE) equals the 
"fraction of total disposal to prison by plea" (CFJA) plus the product 
of the "normal fraction of trial cases to prison" (CFBA) and the normal 
fraction of trials (CFCA). 
CCF.K Delayed Current Multiple of Normal Police Load 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CCF.K=CCF.J+(DT)(1/CCFA)(CCG.J-CCF.J) 
CCF.K equals its value at time J (CCF.J) plus the product of the ratio 
of computation time (DT) to the "delay time for load on police" (CCFA) 
and the difference between the "comparison of current police load to 
norm" (CCG.J) at time J and its delayed value at J. 
initial value equation: CCF=l 
The initial (1960) value for the load on police is considered to be the 
"normal" load. 
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CCG.K Comparison of Current Police Load to Normal 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CCG.K=(CCB.K)(P2IA)(1)/((P2.K)(PNA)(1)) 
The equation is written in this manner to fulfil format requirements. 
It can be rewritten as: 
CCG.K=(CCB.K/P2.K)/(PNA/P2IA) 
This indicates that CCG.K equals the ratio of "criminals at large" at 
K (CCB.K) to "police officers" at K (P2.K) divided by the ratio of 
"initial criminal at large" (PNA) to "initial police officers" (P2IA). 
The second ratio is defined as the normal police load. 
CCH.K Factor for CCW.K 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CCH.K=(CCM.K)(CCP.K)(CCR.K) 
CCH.K is a dummy parameter used to satisfy Dynamo equation format 
requirements. 
CCJ.K Influence of Ability to Arrest on Police Effectiveness 	(dimensionless) 
equation: CCJ.K=TABHL(TCCJ,CCK.K,15,40,5) 
CCJ.K is a function of "delayed crimes per year per officer" (CCK.K). 
The relationship is expressed as a table function, TCCJ. 
CCK.K Delayed Crimes Per Year Per Officer 	 (crimes/yr./officer) 
equation: CCK.K=CCK.J+(DT)(1/CCKA)(CCL.J-CCK.J) 
CCK.K equals its value at time J (CCK.J) plus the product of the ratio 
(DT) to the "information delay time for crimes reported per year per 
officer" (CCKA) and the difference between the actual value of "crimes 
per year per officer" at time J (CCL.J) and its delayed value at that 
time (CCK.J). 
initial value equation: CCK=PAE/P2 
The "initial delayed crimes per year per officer" equals the "initial 
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average crimes reported per year" (PAE) divided by the "initial police 
officers" (P2). 
CCL.K Crimes Per Year Per Police Officer 	 (crimes/yr./officer) 
equation: CCL.K=CCA.K/P2.K 
CCL.K equals the quotient of "reported crimes per year" (CCA.K) and 
"police officers" at time K (P2.K). 
CCM.K Influence of Criminal Aggressiveness on 	 (dimensionless) 
the Fraction Arrested  
equation: CCM.K=TABHL(TCCM,CCN.K,0,10,2) 
CCM.K is a function of "delayed aggressiveness of criminals information" 
(CCN.K). The table function relating the two variables is TCCM. 
CCN.K Delayed Aggressiveness of Criminals 	 (crimes/yr.) 
equation: CCN.K=CCN.J+(DT)(1/CCNA)(CCD.J-CCN.J) 
CCN.K equals its value at time J (CCN.J) plus the product of the ratio 
of (DT) to (CCNA), the delay time for criminal aggressiveness, and the 
difference of the actual value of "criminal aggressiveness" at time J 
(CCD.J) and its delayed value at time J (CCN.J). 
initial value equation: CCN=CCDA 
CCN is equal to CCDA=5, defined as the normal aggressiveness of criminals 
in crimes per year. 
CCP.K Influence of Current Court Load on Fraction 	 (dimensionless) 
of Criminals Arrested  
equation: CCP.K=TABHL(TCCP,CCQ.K,1,5,1) 
CCP.K is related to the independent variable CCQ.K - "the delayed com-
parison of current court load to the normal load" - by the table function 
TCCP. 
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CCQ.K Delayed Comparison of Current Court Load to 	 (dimensionless) 
the Normal Load 
equation: CCQ.K=CCQ.J+(DT)(1/CCQA)(CFP.J-CCQ.J) 
CCQ.K equals its value at time J (CCQ.J) plus the product of the ratio 
of (DT) to the "delay time for the load on the courts" (CCQA) and the 
difference of the actual value at time J of the "comparison of current 
court load to the normal load" (CFP.J) and its delayed value at J (CCQ.J). 
initial value equation: CCQ=1 
The initial value for the "delayed comparison of current court load to 
normal load" equals one because the initial court load is defined as 
the normal load. 
CCR.K Influence of Community Concern on Fraction of 	 (dimensionless) 
Criminals Arrested  
equation: CCR.K=TABHL(TCCR,CCS.K,0,10,2) 
CCR.K is a function of "delayed community concern" and is related by the 
table function TCCR. 
CCS.K Delayed Community Concern 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CCS.K=CCS.J+(DT)(1/CCSA)(S1.J-CCS.J) 
CCS.K equals its value at time J plus the product of the ratio of (DT) 
to the "delay time for community concern" (CCSA) and the difference 
between the actual value of "community concern" at time J (S1.J) and its 
delayed value at time J (CCS.J). 
initial value equation: CCS=S1 
"Initial delayed community concern" (CCS) equals "initial community con-
cern" (S1). 
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CCV.K Influence of Delayed Multiple of Normal Police Load 	(dimensionless) 
on Criminal Aggressiveness  
equation: CCV.K=TABHL(TCCF,CCF.K,1,5,1) 
CCV.K is dependent on the variable CCF.K "delayed current multiple of 
normal police load," and is related to CCF.K by the table function TCCF. 
CCW.K Influence on Police Arrest Effectiveness Factor 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: (CCH.K)(CCX.K)(CCJ.K) 
Since CCH.K is a dummy parameter, the equation should read: CCW.K= 
(CCM.K)(CCP.K)(CCR.K)(CCX.K)(CCJ.K). 
CCW.K equals the product of five influences on police arrest effective- 
ness: criminal aggressiveness (CCV.K), current court load (CCP.K), 
community concern (CCR.K), dollars budgetted per officer (CCX), and 
crimes per year per officer (CCJ). 
CCX.K Influence of Delayed Dollars Budgetted Per Officer 	(dimensionless) 
on Fraction Criminals Arrested  
equation: CCX.K=TABHL(TCCX,CCZ.K,7000,17000,2000) 
CCX.K is a function of "delayed dollars budgetted per police officer" 
(CCZ.K). They are related by the table function TCCX. 
CCY.K Dollars Budgetted Per Officer 	 ($/officer) 
equation: CCY.K=FPA.K/P2.K 
CCY.K equals the "total annual police budget" (FPA.K) divided by the 
number of "police officers" (P2.K). 
CCZ.K Delayed Dollars Budgetted Per Officer 	 ($/officer) 
equation: CCZ.K=CCZ.J+(DT)(1/CCZD)(CCY.J-CCZ.J) 
CCZ.K equals its value at time J (CCZ.J) plus the product of the computa-
tion time (DT), the inverse of the "delay time for the operation budget 
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per officer" (CCZD), and the difference between the actual value for the 
"dollars budgetted per officer" at time 2J (CCY.J) and its delayed value 
at J (CCZ.J). 
initial value equation: CCZ=(1.1)(YCZ) 
CD.KL Persons Repeating After CJS 	 (person) 
equation: CD.KL=(CDC.K)(1)+(CDC.K)(-CEA.K) or CD.KL=(CDC.K)(1-CEA.K) 
CD.KL equals the "number of cases not sent to prison or probated" at 
time K (CDC.K) multiplied by one minus the "fraction of cases dropped 
who reform" at K (CEA.K) - in other words, CDC.K times the fraction of 
cases dropped who repeat at time K. 
CDA.K Total Cases Decided 	 (cases/yr.) 
equation: CDA.K=MIN(CDD.K,CFH.K) 
CDA.K equals the smaller of two numbers: the "maximum disposal rate 
due to prosecutors" at time K (CDD.K) and the "administrative limit on 
disposal rate due to load" at K (CFH.K). 
CDB.K Court Productivity 	 (person/prosecutor/yr.) 
equation: CDB.K=(CDBA)(CXD.K) 
CDB.K equals the product of the "normal effectiveness of prosecutors" 
(CDBA) and a weighting factor, "the influence of current load on court 
productivity" at time K (CXD.K). 
CDC.K Cases Dropped 	 (cases/yr.) 
equation: CDC.K=(CDA.K)(RCD.K)(1)+(CDA.K)(RCD.K) ( -CNA.K)+0)(0)(0) 
or CDC.K=(CDA.K)(RCD.K)(1-CNA.K) 
CDC.K equals the product of the "total cases decided" at time K (CDA.K), 
"the fraction of cases not sent to prison" at K (RCD.K), and the fraction 
of cases not sent to prison that are not probated at K (1-CNA.K). 
CDD.K Maximum Disposal Rate Due to Prosecutors 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CDD.K=(B2.K)(CDB.K) 
CDD.K equals the product of the "number of prosecutors" at time K (B2.K) 
and the "court productivity" at K (CDB.K). The units of court produc-
tivity are persons per prosecutor per year. 
CE.KL Flow to Reform After CJS 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CE.KL=(CDC.K)(CEA.K) 
CE.KL equals the product of the "cases dropped" at time K (CDC.K) and 
the "fraction of cases dropped who reform" at K (CEA.K). 
CEA.K Fraction of Cases Dropped Who Reform 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CEA.K=(CEAA)(CXRK) 
CEA.K equals the product of the "normal fraction of cases dropped who 
reform" and a weighting factor, "the influence of delayed load informa-
tion on the fraction of reform after CJS" at time K (CXR.K). 
CEB.K Delayed Influence of Current Load on Fraction Trials 
equation: CEB.K=CEB.J+(DT)(1/CEBA)(CLG.J-CEB.J) 
CEB.K equals its value at time J (CEB.J) plus the product of the compu-
tation time (DT), the inverse of the "delay time for influence of court 
load on fraction trials" (CEBA), and the difference between the actual 
value of the "influence of current load on fraction of trials" at time J 
(CLG.J) and its delayed value at time J (CEB.J). 
initial value equation: CEB=1 
The "initial delayed influence of current load on fraction trials" is 
one. The initial load is the normal load and its influence on trials is 
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one - there is no initial effect. 
CF.KL Rate Sent to Prison 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CF.KL=(CDA.K)(CFA.K) 
CF.KL equals the product of the "total cases decided" at time K (CDA.K) 
and the "fraction of total cases sent to prison" at K (CFA.K). 
CFA.K Fraction of Total Cases Sent to Prison 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CFA.K=(CFJA)(CFJ.K)+(CFB.K)(CFC.K) 
CFA.K equals the sum of two products: the first is the product of the 
"fraction of total cases decided to prison by plea" (CFJ.K); the second 
is the product of the "fraction of trial cases sent to prison" at K 
(CFB.K) and the "fraction of trials" at K (CFC.K). 
CFB.K Fraction of Trial Cases to Prison 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CFB.K=(CFBA)(CXS.K) 
CFB.K equals "normal fraction of trial cases to prison" (CFBA) multiplied 
by the "influence of prison capacity in use on fraction trial cases sent 
to prison" at time K (CXS.K). 
CFC.K Fraction of Trials 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CFC.K=(CFCA)(CFN.K) 
CFC.K equals the "normal fraction of cases that go to trial" (CFCA) mul-
tiplied by the "influence of current load on the fraction of trials" at 
time K (CFN.K). 
CFE.K Average Trial Delay 	 (years) 
equation: CFE.K=(1/CFC.K)(CFG.K-CXK.K) 
CFE.K equals the difference of the "average criminal justice system 
delay" at K (CFG.K) and the "criminal justice system delay due to 
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non-trial cases" at K (CXK.K), and that difference is divided by the 
"fraction of trials" at K (CFC.K). 
CFG.K Average CJS Delay 	 (years) 
equation: CFG.K=CFG.J+(DT)(1/CFGA)(CLA.J-CFG.J) 
CFG.K equals its value at time J plus the computation time (DT) multiplied 
by the inverse of the "average time for case disposition delay" (CFGA) 
times the difference between the "case disposition delay" (CLA.J) at J 
and the value of the "average CJS delay" at time J. 
initial value equation: CFG=MAX(CNA,.1) 
The "initial average CJS delay "equals the maximum of the initial CJS 
delay (CNA) as measured by the open cases (C3) and the disposition rate 
and the minimum practical delay of .1 year. 
CFH.K Administrative Limit on Disposal Rate Due to Load 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CFH.K=C3.K/CXL.K 
CFH.K equals the "persons in the criminal justice system" at time K 
(C3.K) divided by the "average criminal justice delay" at K (CXL.K). 
CFJ.K Fraction of Pleas Sent to Prison 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CFJ.K=TABHL(TCFJ,CFP.K,0,5,1) 
CFJ.K is a function of the "comparison of current prosecutor load to 
the normal (1960) load" at time K (CFP.K). The relationship is expressed 
as a table function, TCFJ. 
CFK.K Cases Per Prosecutor (Current Load) 	 (persons/prosecutor) 
equation: CFK.K=C3.K/B2.K 
CFK.K equals the "persons in the criminal justice system" at time K 
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(C3.K) divided by the number of "prosecutors" at K (B2.K). 
CFL.K Average Rate of Persons Sent to Prison 	 (persons/year) 
equation: CFL.K=CFL.J+(DT)(1/CFLD)(CF.J .K-CFL.J) 
CFL.K equals its value at time J (CFL.J) plus the product of the compu-
tation time (DT), the inverse of the "average time for flow to prison" 
(CFLD), and the difference between the "rate of persons sent to prison" 
between times J. and K. (CF.JK) and its average value at J (CFL.J). CFL.K 
does not appear in other equations; however, it is a bit of information 
which is frequently wanted. 
initial value equation: CFL=(.2)(B2)(CDBA) 
The "initial average rate sent to prison" (CFL) equals two tenths of the 
initial persons (cases) processed by the prosecutorial staff in 1960: 
that is, (.2) times the "initial number of prosecutors" (B2) times the 
"normal effectiveness of prosecutors" (CDBA). 
CFM.K Average Cases Per Prosecutor (Current Load) 	 (persons/prosecutor) 
equation: CFM.K=CFM.J+(DT)(1/CFMD)(CFK.J-CFM.J) 
CFM.K equals its value at time J plus the product of the computation 
time (DT), the inverse of the "average time for court load" (CFMD), and 
the difference between the current load at time J (CFK.J) and its average 
value (CFM.J) at time J. 
initial value equation: CFM=C3/B2 
The "initial average cases per prosecutor" equals the quotient of the 
"initial persons in the criminal justice system" (C3) and the "initial 
prosecutors" (B2). 
CFN.K Influence of Current Load on Fraction Trials 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CFN.K=TABHL(TCFC,CFP.K,0,5,1) 
CFN.K is a function of the "comparison of current load to normal load" 
at time K (CFP.K). The relationship is defined by the table function, 
TCFC. 
CFP.K Comparison of Current Load to Normal Load 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CFP.K=(CFM.K)(B2XJ)/C3XJ or CFP.K=CFM.K/[C3XJ/B2XJ] 
CFP.K equals the "average cases per prosecutor" at time K CFM.K divided 
by the ratio of the "initial people (cases) in the CJS" (C3XJ) to the 
"initial prosecutors" (B2XJ). This ratio (the divisor) is the normal 
cases per prosecutor on the normal load. 
CG.KL Prison Death Rate 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CG.KL=C4.K/CGA 
CG.KL equals the "persons in prison" at time K (C4.K) divided by the 
"average lifetime in prison" (CGA). 
CH.KL Repeat Rate After Prison 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CH.KL=(CHA.K)(CHE.K)(1)+(CHA.K)(CHE.K)(-CJA.K)+(0)(0)(0) 
or CH.KL=(CHA.K)(CHE.K)(l•CJA.K) 
The "rate of persons who return to or repeat criminal activities after 
release from prison" between computation times K & L (CH.KL) equals the 
product of the "average number of prisoners released per year" at K 
(CHA.K), the "normal fraction of prisoners released free without parole 
restrictions" at K (CHE.K), and one minus the "fraction of inmates who 
reform after prison" at K (CJA.K) (i.e., (l-CJA.K) equals the fraction 
of freed prisoners who do not reform after prison). 






CHA.K equals the number of "persons in prison" at time K (C4.K) divided 
by the "delayed average sentence time" at K (CHB.K). A delayed time is 
used because while the average sentence time might change (probably 
decrease), the effect of prison release rate is delayed. 
CHB.K Delayed Average Sentence Time 	 (years) 
equation: CHB.K=CHB.J+(DT)(1/CHBA)(CHC.J-CHB.J) 
CHB.K equals its value at time J plus the product of (DT), the inverse of 
the "delay time for average sentence time" (CHBA), and the difference 
between the "average sentence time" at J (CHC.J) and its delayed value 
at J (CHB.J). 
initial value equation: CHB-CHCA 
The "initial delayed average sentence time" (CHB) equals the "normal 
average sentence time" (CHCA). 
CHC.K Average Sentence Time 	 (years) 
equation: CHC.K=(CHCA)(CXT.K) 
CHC.K equals the product of the "normal average sentence time" and the 
"influence of delayed percent prison capacity in use on sentence time" 
at time K (CXT.K). 
CHD.K Delayed Percent Prison Capacity in Use 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CHD.K=CHD.j+(DT)(1/CHDA)(CJD.J-CHD.J) 
CHD.K equals its value at time J (CHD.J) plus the product of (DT), the 
inverse of the "delay time for the percent of prison capacity in use" 
(CHDA) and the difference of the "percent prison capacity in use" at 
time J (CJD.J) and its delayed value at J (CHD.J). 
initial value equation: CHD=(100)(C4)/A2 
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The "initial delayed percent prison capacity in use" (CHD) equals (100) 
times the ratio of "initial persons in prison" (C4) to "initial prison 
capacity" (A2) (or initial inmate spaces). 
CHE.K Normal Fraction People Released Free From Prison 	(dimensionless) 
equation: CHE.K=1-CHA.K 
CHE.K equals one minus "the normal fraction of people released from 
prison on parole "at time K (CKA.K). 
CJ.KL Rate of Reform After Prison 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CJ.KL=, (CJA.K)(CHA.K)(CHE.K) 
CJ.KL equals the product of the "average prisoners released per year" 
at time K (CHA.K), the "normal fraction prisoners released free - not 
on parole" at K (CHE.K), and the "fraction of freed inmates who reform 
after prison" at K (CJA.K). 
CJA.K Fraction Freed Inmates Who Reform After Prison 	 (dimensionless) 
CJK=. (CJAA)(CJB.K) 
CJA.K equals the product of the "normal fraction of people who reform 
from prison" (CJAA) and the "influence of prison conditions on reform" 
at time K (CJB.K). 
CJB.K Influence of Prison Conditions on Reform 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CJB.K=TABHL(TCJB,CJC.K,60,140,20) 
CJB.K is a function of the "average percent prison capacity in use" at 
time K (CJC.K). The relationship is described by a table function, 
TCJB. 
CJC.K Average Percent Prison Capacity in Use 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CJC.K=CJC.J+(DT)(1/CJCA)(CJD.J-CJC.J) 
CJC.K equals its value at time J (CjC.J) plus the product of (DT), the 
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inverse of the "average time for percent prison capacity in use" (CJCA), 
and the difference between the "percent prison capacity in use" at J 
(CJD.J) and its average value at time J (CJC.J). 
initial value equation: CJC=CHD 
The "initial average percent prison. capacity in use" (CJC) equals the 
"initial delayed percent prison capacity in use" (CHD). 
CJD.K Percent Prison Capacity in Use 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CJD.K=(100)(C4.K)/A2.K 
CJD.K equals the ratio of "persons in prison" at time K (C4.K) to 
"prison capacity" at K (A2.K - in units of inmate spaces) multiplied 
by (100). 
CK.KL Parole Rate 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CK.KL=(CHA.K)(CKA.K) 
CK.KL equals the "average prisoners released per year" at time K (CHA.K) 
multiplied by the "normal fraction of prisoners released on parole" at 
K (CKA.K). 




CKA.K is a constant, CKAA. 
CL.KL Rate of Reform After Parole 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CL.KL=(C5.K)(CLH.K)/CLAD 
CL.KL equals the number of "persons on parole" at time K (C5.K) times 
the "fraction persons who reform after parole" at K (CLH.K) divided by 
the "average time on parole" (CLAD). That is, CL.KL equals the number 
of people who reform after parole multiplied by the fraction of people 
who go off parole per year (1/CLAD). 
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CLA.K Case Disposition Delay 	 (years) 
equation: CLA.K=C3.K/CDA.K 
CLA.K equals the number of "persons (cases) in the CJS" at time K 
(C3.K) divided by the "total cases decided per year" at K (CDA.K). 
CLC.K Factor for CLE.K  
equation: CLC.K=(CCP.K)(CCM.K) 
CLC.K is a dummy variable required to satisfy Dynamo equation format 
rules. 
CLD.K Factor for CLE.K  
equation: CLD.K=(CCR.K)(CCJ.K) 
CLD.K is a dummy variable required to satisfy Dynamo equation format 
rules. 
CLE.K Fraction Criminals Arrested 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CLE.K=(CLD.K)(CLC.K)(CCX.K) 
or CLE.K=(CCR.K)(CCJ.K)(CCP.K)(CCM.K)(CCX.K) 
CLE.K equals the product of five terms: "the influence of community 
concern on the fraction of criminals arrested" at time K (CCR.K), "the 
ability to arrest (influence of delayed crimes per officer per year)" 
at K (CCJ.K), "the influence of current court load on the fraction of 
criminals arrested" at K (CCP.K), "the influence of criminal aggressive-
ness on the fraction arrested" at K (CCM.K), and "the influence on 
police arrest effectiveness factor" at K (CCW.K). 
CLF.K Dollar Change in CJS Budget per Person For Education 	($/person) 
equation: CLF.K=FEA.K/(Cl.K+CCB.K) 
CLF.K equals the "total annual CJS education budget" at time K (FEA.K) 
divided by the sum of the "non-criminals" at K (Cl.K) and the "criminals 
at large" at K (CCB.K) - i.e., the entire population. 
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See CFN for description. 
CLH.K Fraction Persons Who Reform After Parole 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CLH.K=1-CLAA 
CLH.K equals a constant, (1-CLAA), or one minus "the fraction who 
report after parole" (CLAA). 
CM.KL Repeat Rate After Parole 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CM.KL=(1/CLAD)((C5.K)(1)+(C5.K)(-CLH.K)) 
or CM.KL=(1/CLAD)((C5.K)(1-CLH.K)) 
CM.KL equals the number of "people on parole" at time K (C5.K) times 
one minus the "fraction who reform after parole" at K (CLH.K) multiplied 
by the inverse of the "average time on parole" (CLAD). In other words, 
CM.KL equals the number of people who reform after parole times the 
fraction of parolees released per year, 
CN.KL Probation Rate 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CN.KL=(CDA.K)(RCD.K)(CNA.K) 
CN.KL equals the product of three terms: "the total cases decided per 
year" at time K (CDA.K), "the fraction of total cases not sent to 
prison" at K (RCD.K), and "the fraction of cases not sent to prison 
but probated" at K (CNA.K). 
CNA.K Fraction Cases Not Sent to Prison but Probated 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CNA.K=CNAA 
CNA.K equals a constant, CNAA - "the fraction of people released on 
probation." 
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CP.KL Repeat Rate After Probation 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CP.KL=(1/CQAD)((C6.K)(1)+(C6.K)(-CQA.K)) 
or CP.KL=(1/CQAD)((C6.K)(1-CQA.K)) 
CP.KL equals the product of the number of "people on probation" at 
time K (C6.K) and one minus the fraction of people who reform after 
probation" at K (CQA.K) divided by the "average time on probation" 
(CQAD). That is, CP.KL equals the number of people who repeat after 
probation times the fraction of those people released per year. 
CQ.KL Reform Rate After Probation 	 (persons/yr.) 
equation: CQ.KL=(C6.K)(CQA.K)/CQAD 
CQ.KL equals the product of the number of "persons on probation" at 
time K (C6.K) and "the fraction of persons who reform after probation" 
at K (CQA.K) multiplied by the fraction of people released from pro-
bation per year (1/CQAD). 
CQA.K Fraction of People Who Reform After Probation 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CQA.K=1-CQAA 
CQA.K equals one minus a constant, CQAA - "the fraction who repeat 
after probation." 




See CFN for description. 
CXD.K Influences of Current Load on Court Productivity 	(dimensionless) 
equation: CXD.K=TABHL(TCDB,CXC.K,0,1.4,.2) 
CXD.K is a function of CXC.K - "the influence of current load on the 
fraction trials." The relationship is expressed as a table function, 
TCDB. 
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CXG.K Influence of Average Fraction Cases Sent to Prison  
On Criminal Aggressiveness 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CXG.K=TABHL(TCCD,CCE.K,0,.25,.05) 
CXG.K is a function of the "average fraction of cases sent to prison" 
at time K (CCE.K). The relationship pis expressed as a table function, 
TCCD. 
CXJ.K Influence of Criminal Aggressiveness on the Crimes  
Committed Per Criminal 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CXJ.K=TABHL(TCCC,CCD.K,0,10,2) 
CXJ.K is a function of the "aggressiveness of criminals" at time K 
(CCD.K). The relationship is expressed as a table function, TCCC. 
CXK.K CJS Delay Due to Non-Trial Cases 	 (years) 
equation: CXK.K=CFEA+(CFEA)(-CFC.K) 
or CXK.K=CFEA(1-CFC.K) 
CXK.K equals the product of the "normal delay for non-trial cases" 
(CFEA) and one minus the "fraction of trials" at K (CFC.K); or, CXK.K 
equals the delay for non-trial cases times the fraction of non-trial 
cases. 
CXL.K Average CJS Delay 	 (years) 
equation: CXL.K=CXK.K+(CFFA)(CFC.K) 
CXL.K equals the "CJS delay due to non-trial cases" plus the CJS delay 
due to trial cases - i.e., the product of "the normal delay for trial 
cases" (CFFA) and "the fraction of trials" at time K (CFC.K). 
CXR.K Influence of Delayed Load Information on the 
Fraction Who Reform After CJS 
equation: CXR.K=TABHL(TCEA,CEB.K,0,2.5,.5) 
CXR.K is a function of "the delayed influence of current load on the 
fraction of trials" at time K (CEB.K). The relationship is expressed 
(dimensionless) 
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by the table function,, TCEA. 
CXS.K Influence of Prison Capacity in Use on Fraction  
of Trials to Prison 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CXS.K=TABHL(TCFB,CHD.K,60,140,20) 
CXS.K is a function of the "delayed percent of prison capacity in use" 
at time K (CHD.K). The relationship is expressed by the table function, 
TCFB. 
CXT.K Influence of Prison Capacity in Use on Length of 
Sentence Time 	 T 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: CXT.K=TABHL(TCHC,CHD.K,60,140,20) 
CXT.K is a function of the "delayed percent of prison capacity in 
use" at time K (CHD.K). The relationship is expressed by the table 
function, TCHC. 
RCD.K Fraction of Total Cases Not Sent to Prison 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: RCD.K=1-CFA.K 
RCD.K equals one minus "the fraction of total cases sent to prison" 
at time K (CFA.K). 
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Financial Sector  
Fl Total Annual CJS Budget 	 (dollars/yr.) 
equation: Fl.K=FPA.K+FAA.K+FBA.K+FEA.K 
The "total annual CJS budget" (Fl) equals the sum of the "total annual 
police budget" (FPA), the total annual corrections budget (FAA), the 
total annual courts budget (FBA), and the total annual CJS education 
budget. 
FAA Total Annual Corrections Budget 	 (dollars/yr.) 
equation: FAA.K=FAB.K+FAC.K+FAD.K+FAK.K 
The "total annual corrections budget" (FAA) equals the sum of the 
"annual corrections operating budget" (FAB), the "annual prison replace-
ment budget" (FAC), the "annual prisons capital budget" (FAD), and the 
"annual outside support for corrections" (FAK). 
FAB  Annual Corrections Operating Budget 	 (dollars/yr.) 
equation: FAB.K=(FABA)(A2.K)+(FABC)(C4.K)+(FABE)(C5.K)+(0)(0) 
The "annual corrections operating budget" (FAB) equals the sum of the 
operating costs for the prison capacity - FABA (the annual operating 
cost per prison capacity unit) times A2.K (the number of prison capacity 
units); for the prisoners -. FABC (average annual operating cost per 
prisoner) times C4.K (the number of prisoners); and for parolees - 
FABE (annual cost per parolee) times C5.K (the number of parolees). 
FAC.K Annual Prison Replacement Budget 	 (dollars/yr.) 
equation: FAC.K=(FACA)(AAF.K) 
FAC.K equals the "average price per unit capacity" (FACA) times the 
"average prison capacity loss rate" at time K (AAF.K). 
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FAD.K Annual Prison Capital Budget 	 (dollars/yr.) 
equation: FAD.K=MIN(FAE.K,FAF.K) 
FAD.K equals the smaller of the "maximum prisons expansion rate" at 
time K (FAE.K) and the "maximum prison budget factor" at K (FAF.K). 
FAE.J Maximum Prisons Expansion Rate 	 (dollars/yr.) 
equation: FAE.J=(FAEA)(FACA)(A2.K) 
FAE.J equals the product of three terms: "the maximum prison expansion 
fraction" (FAEA), "the average price per unit of capacity" (FACA), and 
"the prison capacity" at time K (A2.K). 
FAF.J Maximum Prison Budget Factor 	 (dollars/yr.) 
equation: FAF.J=(FAG.K)(FAB.K+FAC.K) 
FAF.J equals the product of the "fraction of the corrections operating 
budget for expansion" at time K (FAG.K) and the operating budget at K - 
which includes the "annual corrections operating budget" (FAB.K) and 
the "annual prison replacement budget" (FAC.K). 
FAG.K Fraction Operating Budget for Expansion 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: FAG.K=TABHL(FAGT,FAH.K,0,10,2) 
FAG.K is a function of "average community concern" at time K (FAH.K). 
The relationship is expressed as a table function, FAGT. 
FAH.K Average Community Concern - Prisons 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: FAH.K=FAH.J+(DT)(1/FAHD)(S1.J-FAH.J) 
FAH.K equals its value at time J (FAH.J) plus the product of the compu-
tation time (DT), the inverse of the "average time for community concern - 
prisons" (FAHD), and the difference between "community concern - CJS" 
at time J (S1.J) and its average value at J (FAH.J). 
initial value equation: FAH=S1 
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The "initial average community concern - prisons" equals the "initial 
community concern - CJS." 
FAJ.K Delayed Prisons Capital Budget 	 ($/year) 
equation: FAJ.K=FAJ.J+(DT)(1/FAJD)(FAD.J-FAJ.J) 
FAJ.K equals its value at time J (FAJ.J) plus the product of (DT), the 
inverse of the "delay for corrections capital budget" (FAJD), and the 
difference between the "annual prisons capital budget" at J (FAD.J) and 
its average value at J (FAJ.J). 
initial value equation: FAJ=0 
The "initial delay in prisons capital budget" equals zero. 
FAK.K Annual Outside Support for Corrections 	 ($/year) 
equation: FAK.K=FAKA 
FAK.K equals a constant, "the annual outside support for corrections" 
(FAKA). 
FBA.K Total Annual Courts Budget 	 ($/yr•) 
equation: FBA.K=FBB.K+FBC.K+FBD.K+FBK.K 
FBA.K equals the "annual courts operation budget" at time K (FBB.K), 
plus the "annual courts replacement budget" at K (FBC.K), plus the 
"annual courts capital budget" at K (FBD.K), plus the "annual outside 
supports for the courts" at K (FBK.K). 
FBB.K Annual Courts Operation Budget 	 ($/Yr.) 
equation: FBB.K=(FBBA)(B2.K)+(FBBC)(C6.K) 
FBB.K equals the product of the "annual operating cost per prosecutor" 
(FBBA) and the number of "prosecutors" at time K (B2.K) plus the pro-
duct of the "annual cost per probation" (FBBC) and the number of "pro-
bationers" at K (C6.K). 
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FBC.K Annual Courts Replacement Budget 	 ($/Yr.) 
equation: FBC.K=(FBCA)(BAG.K) 
FBC.K equals the product of the "average cost of a new prosecutor" (FBCA) 
and the "average prosecutor low rate" at time K (BAG.K). 
FBD.K Annual Courts Capital Budget 	 ($/yr.) 
equation: FBD.K=MIN(FBE.K,FBF.K) 
FBD.K equals the smaller of the "maximum courts expansion rate" at 
time K (FBE.K) and the "maximum courts budget factor" at K (FBF.K). 
FBE.K Maximum Courts Expansion Rate 	 ($/Yr.) 
equation: FBE.K=(FBEA)(FBCA)(B2.K) 
FBE.K is defined by a product of three terms: the "maximum courts 
expansion factor" (FBEA), the "average cost of a new prosecutor" (FBCA), 
and the number of "prosecutors" at time K (B2.K). 
FBF.K Maximum Courts Budget Factor 	 ($/yr.) 
equation: FBF.K=(FBG.K)(FBB.K+FBC.K) 
FBF.K equals the sum of the "annual courts operation budget at time K 
(FBB.K) and the "annual courts replacement budget" at K (FBC.K) multi- 
plied by the "fraction of the operation budget for expansion" at K 
(FBG.K). 
FBG.K Fraction of the Operation Budget for Expansion 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: FBG.K= TABHL(FBGT,FBH.K,0,10,2) 
FBG.K is a function of "average community concern - courts" at time K 
(FBH.K). The relationship is defined by the table function, FBGT. 
FBH.K Average Community Concern - Courts 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: FBH.K=FBH.J+(DT)(1/FBHD)(S1.J-FBH.J) 
FBH.K equals its value at time J (FBH.J) plus the product of (DT), the 
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inverse of the "average time for community concern - courts" (FBHD), and 
the difference between the "community concern -- CJS" at time J and its 
average value at J (FBH.J). 
initial value equation: FBH=S1 
"Initial average community concern - courts" (FBH) equals the "initial 
average community concern" (S1). 
FBJ.K Delayed Courts Capital Budget 	 ($/Yr.) 
equation: FBJ.K=FBJ.J+(DT)(1/FBJD)(FBD.J-FBJ.J) 
FBJ.K equals its value at time J (FBJ.J) plus the product of (DT), the 
inverse of the "delay for the courts capital budget" (FBJD), and the 
difference of the "annual courts capital budget" at time J (FBD.J) and 
its average value at time J (FBJ.J). 
initial value equation: FBJ=O 
Initial delayed courts capital budget equals zero. 
FBK.K Annual Outside Support for Courts 	 ($/yr.) 
equation: FBK.K=FBKA 
FBK.K equals the "annual outside support for courts," FBKA - a constant. 
FEA.K Total Annual CJS Education Budget 	 ($/Yr.) 
equation: FEA.K=(FEB.K)(FPA.K+FAA.K+FBA.K+0) 
FEA.K equals the sum of the "total annual police budget" at time K 
(FPA.K), the "total annual corrections budget" at K (FAA.K), and the 
"total annual courts budget" at K (FBA.K) multiplied by the "fraction 
CJS budget for education" at time K (FEB.K). 
FEB.K Fraction CJS Budget for Education 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: FEB.K=TABHL(TFEB,FEC.K,0,10,2) 
FEB.K is a function of "average community concern - education" (FEC.K). 
The relationship is defined by the table function, TFEB. 
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FEC.K Average Community Concern - Education 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: FEC.K=FEC.J+(DT)(1/FECD)(S1.J-FEC.J) 
FEC.K equals its value at time J (FEC.J) plus the product of (DT), the 
inverse of the "average time for community concern" (FECD), and the 
difference of the "community concern - CJS" at time J (S1.J) and its 
average value at J (FEC.J). 
initial value equation: FEC=S1 
FEC equals the "initial community concern - CJS" (S1). 
FPA.K Total Annual Police Budget 	 ($/yr.) 
equation: FPA.K=FPB.K+FPC.K+FPD.K+FPE.K 
FPA.K equals the sum of the "annual police operation budget" at time K 
(FPB.K), the "annual police replacement budget" at K (FPC.K), the "annual 
outside support for police" at K (FPD.K), and the "annual police capital 
budget" at K (FPE.K). 
FPB.K Annual Police Operation Budget 	 ($/yr.) 
equation: FPB.K=(FPP.K)(P2.K) 
FPB.K equals the product of the "cost per officer per year" at time K 
(FPP.K) and the number of "police officers" at K (P2.K). 
FPC.K Annual Police Replacement Budget 	 ($/yr.) 
equation: FPC.K=(PEB)(PAF.K) 
FPC.K equals the product of the "normal acquisition cost per officer" 
(PEB) and the "average police loss rate" at time K (PAF.K). 
FPD.K Annual Outside Support for Police 	 ($/Yr.) 
equation: FPD.K=FPDA 
FPD.K equals a constant, "the annual outside support for police" (FPDA). 





FPE.K equals the smaller of the "maximum police expansion rate" at 
time K (FPH.K) and the "maximum police budget factor" at K (FPK.K). 
FPH.K Maximum Police Expansion Rate 	 ($/yr.) 
equation: FPH.K=(FPHA)(PEB)(P2.K) 
FPH.K equals the product of three terms: the "maximum police expansion 
factor" (FPHA), the "normal acquisition cost per officer" (PEB), and 
the number of "police officers" at time K (P2.K). 
FPJ.K Cost of Needed Police Orders 
	
( $ ) 
equation: FPJ.K=(PEB)(PAC.K) 
FPJ.K equals the product of the "normal acquisition cost per officer" 
(PEB) and the "police order rate needed" at time K (PAC.K). 
FPK.K Maximum Police Budget Factor  
equation: FPK.K=(FPL.K)(FPB.K+FPC.K) 
FPK.K equals the sum of the "annual police operation budget" at time K 
(FPB.K) and the "annual police replacement budget" at K (FPC.K) multiplied 
by the "fraction of the operation budget for expansion at time K (FPL.K). 
FPL.K Fraction Operation Budget for Expansion 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: FPL.K=TABHL(TFPL,FPM.K,0,10,2) 
FPL.K is a function of the "average community concern - police" at time 
K (FPM.K). The relationship is defined by the table function, TFPL. 
FPM.K Average Community Concern - Police 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: FPM.K=FPM.J+(DT)(1/FPMD)(S1.J-FPM.J) 
FPM.K equals its value J (FPM.J) plus the product of the computation 
time (DT), the inverse of the "average time for community concern - 
police" (FPMD), and the difference between "community concern - CJS" 
and its average value at J (FPM.J). 
initial value equation: FPM=S1 
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"Initial average community concern - police" (FPM) equals the "initial 
community concern - CJS" (S1). 
FPN.K Delayed Police Capital Budget 	 ($/Yr.) 
equation: FPN.K=FPN.J+(DT)(1/FPND)(FPE.J-FPN.J) 
FPN.K equals its value at J (FPN.J) plus the product of (DT), the 
inverse of the "delay for police capital budget" (FPND), and the differ-
ence of the "annual police capital budget" at J (FPE.J) and its delayed 
value at J (FPN.J). 
initial value equation: FPN=O 
"Initial delayed police capital budget" equals zero. 
FPP.K Cost Per Officer Per Year 	 ($/officer/yr.) 
equation: FPP.K=(PEC)(FPPA)+(1)(PPQ.K)+(-FPPA)(FPQ.K)+(0)(0) 
or FPP.K=(PEC)(FPPA)+(FPQ.K)(1-FPPA) 
FPP.K equals the product of the "normal operating cost per officer" 
(PEC) and the "fraction of operation costs fixed" (FPPA) plus the 
product of the "variable cost per officer based on crime load" at time 
K (FPQ.K) and one minus the "fraction of operation costs fixed" (FPPA). 
FPQ.K Variable Cost Per Officer Based on Crime Load 	 ($/officer/yr.) 
equation: FPQ.K=(PEC)(CCK.K)(P2IA)/((PNA)(CCCA)(1)) 
FPQ.K equals the "normal operating cost per officer per year" (PEC) 
multiplied by the ratio of the present crime load on police to the 
normal load: the present load is CCK.K - the "average crimes reported 
per officer per year" at time K; the normal load = (PNA)(CCCA)/(P2IA) 
or the product of the "initial active criminals" (PNA) and the "normal 
reported crimes per criminal per year" (CCCA) divided by the "initial 
police officers" (P2IA). Thus the present load and the normal load 
have the same units: crimes per officer per year. 
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Police Sector  
Pl.K Police Officers Being Hired 	 (police) 
equation: Pl.K=P1.J+(DT)(PA.JK-PB.JK) 
Pl.K equals its value at time J (Pl.J) plus the number of police 
ordered during the computation time (=(DT) times the "police order rate" 
between times J and K, PA.JK) minus the number of police who finish 
the hiring and training phase and become active policemen (=(DT) times 
the "new police arrival rate" between j and K, PB.JK). 
initial value equation: P1=(PBAA)(PAF) 
The "initial police officers being hired" equals the product of the 
"time to acquire and train officers" (PBAA) and "the initial average 
police attrition rate" (PAF). P1, then, compensates for the initial 
attrition rate. 
P2.K Police Officers 	 (police) 
equation: P2.K=P2.J+(DT)(PB.JK-PC.JK) 
P2.K equals its value at time J plus the number of police who have 
become active (=(DT) times the "new police arrival rate" between times 
J and K, PB.JK) minus the number of police who have left the force 
during DT (=(DT) times the "police attrition rate" between J and K, 
PC.JK). 
initial value equation: P2=P2IA 
"Initial police officers" equals a constant, P2IA - the number of 
officers in 1960. 




PA.KL equals the larger of the "police order limit function" at time K 
(PAA.K) and the "police reduction maximum" at K (PAG.K). 
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PAA.K Police Order Limit Function 	 (police/yr.) 
equation: PAA.K=MIN(PAC.K,PAH.K) 
PAA.K equals the smaller of the "police order rate needed" at K (PAC.K) 
and the "police order maximum" at K (PAH.K). 
PAB.K Police Necessary to Maintain Desired Crime - Clearance  (police) 
 
equation: PAB.K=(PAE.K)(PABA)/PAJ.K 
   
  
or PAB.K=(PAE.K)(PABA) (persons arrested) 
PAJ.K 	crimes cleared 
 
PAB.K equals the product of the "average crimes reported per year" at 
time K (PAE.K) and the "fraction of crimes desired. 
PAC.K Police Order Rate Needed 	 (police/yr.) 
equation: PAC.K=PAF.K+(l/PACA)(PAD.K-P2.K-Pl.K+0+0+0) 
PAC.K equals the "average police attrition rate" at K (PAF.K) plus the 
inverse of the "adjustment time for police officers" (PACA) multiplied 
by the sum of the "police needed" at K (PAD.K) minus the active "police 
officers" at K (P2.K) minus the "police officers being hired" at K 
(Pl.K). 
PAD.K Police Needed 	 (police) 
equation: PAD.K=PAB.K+(PBAA)(PAF.K) 
PAD.K equals the "police needed to maintain desired crime clearance" at 
K (PAB.K) plus the product of the "time to acquire and train police 
officers" (PBAA) and the "average police attrition rate" at K (PAF.K). 
So PAD.K contains two factors: the first is related to crime rate; 
the second is a replacement factor. 
PAE.K Average Crimes Reported Per Year 	 (crimes/yr.) 
equation: PAE.K=PAE.J+(DT)(1/PAEA)(CCA.J-PAE.J) 
PAE.K equals its value at time J (PAE.J) plus the product of the computation 
time (DT), the inverse of the "average time for reported crimes" (PAEA), 
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and the difference between the "reported crimes per year" at time J 
(CCA.J) and its average value at time J (PAE.J). 
initial value equation: PAE=(CCCA)(PNA) 
"Initial average reported crimes per year" (PAE) equals the product of 
the "normal reported crimes per criminal per year" (CCCA) and the "ini-
tial active criminals" (PNA). 
PAF.K Average Police Attrition Rate 	 (police/yr.) 
equation: PAF.K=PAF.J+(DT)(1/PAFA)(PC.JK-PAF.J) 
PAF.K equals its value at time J plus the product of the computation 
time (DT), the inverse of the "average time for police attrition (PAFA), 
and the difference between the "police attrition rate" between J and K 
(PC.JK) and its average value at J (PAF.J). 
initial value equation: PAF=P2/PCAA 
The "initial average police attrition rate" equals the initial number 
of "police officers" (P2) divided by the "average time on the police 
force" (PCAA). 
PAG.K Police Force Reduction Maximum 	 (police/yr.) 
equation: PAG.K=-P2.K/PAGA 
PAG.K equals the negative of the ratio of "police officers" at K (P2.K) 
to the "shortest time for police reduction" (PAGA). PAG.K is the maxi-
mum rate at which the police force would be allowed the decrease in 
size if the decrease became policy. 
PAH,K Police Order Maximum 	 (police/yr.) 
equation: PAH.K=(1/PEB)(FPC.K+FPN.K) 
PAH.K equals the sum of the "annual police replacement budget" at K 
(FPC.K) and the "delayed police capital budget" at K (FPN.K) divided by 
the "normal acquisition cost per officer" (PEB). PAH.K is a financial 
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upper bound. 
PAJ.K Persons Arrested Per Officer 	 (persons/officer/yr.) 
equation: PAJ.K=PAJ.J+(DT)((l/P2.J)(CC.JK+0)+(1/1)( -PAJ.J+0)) 
or PAJ.K=PAJ.J+(DT)(1/1 year)((l/P2.J)(CC.JK)+(1/1)(-PAJ.J)) 
PAJ.K equals its value at time J (PAJ.J) plus the product of the compu-
tation time (DT), the inverse of the average time for persons arrested 
per officer (1 year), and a third term: it equals the "arrest rate" 
between times J and K (CC.JK) divided by the number of "police officers" 
at J (P2.J) plus the negative of the average value at J, PAJ.J. 
initial value equation: PAJ=CCAB 
The "initial persons arrested per officer" (PAJ) equals a constant, CCAB. 
PB.KL New Police Arrival Rate 	 (police/yr.) 
equation: PB.KL=Pl.K/PBAA 
PB.KL equals the number of "police officers being hired" at time K 
(Pl.K) divided by the "time to acquire and train officers" (PBAA). 
PC.KL Police Attrition Rate 	 (police/yr.) 
equation: PC.KL=P2.K/PCAA 
PC.KL equals of the ratio of the number of "police officers" at time K 
(P2.K) to the "average time on the police force" (PCAA). 
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Community Sector  
Sl.K Community Concern - CJS 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: Sl.K=S1.J+(DT)(SA.JK) 
Sl.K equals its value at time J (Si.J) plus the product of the computa-
tion time (DT) and the "rate of change in community concern" between 
times J and K (SA.JK). 
initial value equation: S1=S1XJ 
"Initial community concern" (S1) equals a constant, S1XJ. 
SA.KL Rate of Change in Community Concern 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: SA.KL=(1/SAXD)(SAA.K-S1.K) 
SA.KL equals the difference between the "percent change indicated in 
community concern" at time K (SAA.K) and the "community concern - CJS" 
at K (S1.K) divided by the "delay in public concern development" (SAXD). 
SAA.K Percent Change Indicated in Community Concern 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: SAA,K=TABHL(SAAT,SAB.K,0,20,4) 
SAA.K is a function of "delayed concern over crime rate" at time K 
(SAB.K). The relationship is defined by the table function, SAAT. 
SAB.K Delayed Concern Over Crime Rate 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: SAB.K=SAB.J+(DT)(1/SABD)(SAC.J-SAB.J) 
SAB.K equals its value at time J (SAB.J) plus the product of the compu-
tation time (DT), the inverse of the "delay time for crimes per person" 
(SABD), and the difference between the value for "crimes per noncriminal 
per year" at time J (SAC.J) and the value of "delayed concern over 
crime rate" at J (SAB.J). 
initial value equation: SAB=1 
"Initial delayed concern over crime rate" equals a constant, 1. 
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SAC.K equals the ratio of crimes reported per noncriminal per year at 
time K to its initial value. Crimes reported per noncriminal per year 
at K is obtained by dividing "reported crimes per year" at K (CCA.K) by 
"noncriminals" at K (Cl.K). The initial value is obtained by multiply-
ing the "initial active criminals" (PNA) by the "normal reported crimes 
per criminal per year" (CCCA) - yielding initial crimes per year - and 
dividing by the "initial noncriminal population" (C1JB). 
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Supplementary System Evaluation Variables 
Xl.K Total Population 	 (persons) 
equation: Xl.K=C1.K+C2.K+C3.K+C4.K+C5.K+C6.K 
Xl.K equals the sum of the "non-criminal population" at K (Cl.K), the 
"potential active criminals" at K (C2.K), the "persons in CJS" at K 
(C3.K), the "persons in prison" at K (C4.K), the "persons on parole" 
at K (C5.K), and the "persons on probation" at K (C6.K). 
X2.K Crime Rate (Per 100,000) 	 (crimes/person/yr.) 
equation: X2.K=(100000)(CCA.K)/X1.K or (CCA.K) (Xl.K)  
100000 
X2.K equals the "reported crimes per year" at K (CCA.K) divided by the 
ratio of the "total population" at K (Xl.K) to (100000). 
X4.K Fraction Reported Crimes Cleared by Arrest 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: X4.K=(BAFB)(BAF.K)/PAE.K 
X4.K equals the "average arrest rate" at time K (BAF.K) times the 
"crimes cleared per person arrested" (BAFB) divided by the "average 
crimes reported per year" at time K (PAE.K). 
X5.K Fraction Reported Crimes Punished 	 (dimensionless) 
equation: X5.K=(CFLB)(CFL.K)/PAE.K 
X5.K equals the "average rate sent to prison" at time K (CFL.K) times 
the "crimes punished per person sent to prison (CFLB) divided by the 
"average crimes reported per year" at K (PAE.K). 
X6.K Criminals at Large Per Person Imprisoned 	 (criminals/person) 
equation: X6.K=CCB.K/C4.K 
X6.K equals the "criminals at large" at K (CCB.K) divided by the number 
of "people in prison" at K (C4.K). 
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X8.K Arrests Per Officer Per Year 	 (persons/officer/yr.) 
equation: X8.K=CC.JK/P2.K 
X8.K equals the "arrest rate" between times J and K (CC.JK) divided by 
Symbol 
the number of "police officers" 
Value 	 Units 
at time K (P2.K). 
List of Constants 
Meaning 
AAAA 15 years Estimated minimum time to dispose of 
unneeded capacity. 
AACA 6 years Estimated correction time for a 
capacity deficiency. 
AADA 1.1 dimensionless Estimated prison capacity needed per 
prisoner (safety factor) used in 
capacity planning. 
AAFD 2 years Estimated time to average capacity 
loss for replacement decision. 
ABXA 2 years Estimated time after decision to 
acquire new prison capacity. 
ACXA 15 years Average useful lifetime of prison capacity. 
BAAA 15 years Estimated minimum time to release 
unneeded prosecutors. 
BACA 2 years Estimated correction time for a 
prosecutor deficiency. 
BAFB 1 crimes/person Average crimes cleared per person 
arrested. 	Estimated by police officials. 
BAFD 1 years Estimated time to average arrest rate 
for prosecutor hiring decision. 
BAGD 3 years Averaging time for prosecutor attrition 
rate. 
BAMA 1.5 years Estimated desired time to correct 
excess case backlog. 
BBXA 2 years Estimated hiring and training delay 
for prosecutors. 
BCXA 10 years Estimated average time prosecutors 
remain with court. 
CAAA 1 years Estimated delay in population reproduction. 
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Symbol Value 	 Units 	 Meaning  
CABA 	.01 	1/years 	 Fraction population increase per 
year from census. 
CBAA 	.003 	1/years 	 Normal annual fraction of non-crime 
pop. flowing to crime. Estimated by 
various CJS personnel and model tuning. 
CBCA 	1 	year 	 Estimated time for peer contact to 
result in flow to crime. 
CBEA 	1 	year 	 Estimated time for crime reward awareness 
to influence flow to crime. 
CBEB 	400 	dollars/crime 	 Estimated average dollar amount 
realized per crime. 
CBGA 	2 	years 	 Estimated time for police effectiveness 
to influence flow to crime. 
CBLA 	8 	years 	 Estimated time before education expen- 
ditures influence flow to crime. 
CBQA 	5 	dimensionless 	 Reciprocal of the estimated fraction 
of total crimes reported. 
CCAB 	3.3 	persons/officer/year Normal police arresting effectiveness 
estimated from Atlanta arrest data, 1960. 
CCBA 	.8 	dimensionless 	 Estimated fraction of persons with open 
cases who are free on bond. 
CCCA 	2 	crimes/criminal/year Average annual reported crimes committed 
per criminal estimated by various 
police officials. 
CCDA 	5 	crimes/year 	 Estimated normal (1960) aggressiveness 
of criminals on 0 to 10 scale. 
CCEA 	1 	year 	 Estimated time for awareness of fraction 
sent to prison, to influence flow to crime. 
CCFA 	1 	year 	 Estimated time for police per criminal 
to affect aggressiveness. 
CCKA 	1 	year 	 Estimated time for police load to 
affect arrest effectiveness. 
CCNA 	1 	year 	 Estimated time for criminals aggressiveness 
to affect arrest effectiveness. 
CCQA 	1 	year 	 Estimated time for case load to affect 
arrest effectiveness. 
CCSA 	5 	years 	 Estimated time for community concern to 
affect arrest effectiveness. 
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Symbol Value Units Meaning 
CUD 2 years Estimated time for budget per officer 
to affect arrest effectiveness. 
CDBA 275 persons/prosecutor/ 
year 
Normal effectiveness of prosecutors 
estimated from 1960 data. 
CEAA .35 dimensionless Normal fraction of people released who 
reform. 	Estimates varied widely. 
CEBA 2 years Estimated time for case load to affect 
the fraction of cases tried. 
CFBA .5 dimensionless Estimated normal fraction of trial 
cases receiving a prison sentence. 
CFCA .2 dimensionless Estimated normal fraction of cases 
that go to trial. 
CFEA .1 years Estimated average delay for nontrial 
cases 	(1960). 
CFFA .25 years Estimated average delay for trial 
cases 	(1960). 
CFGA 1 years Estimated time for case disposition 
time to affect plea fraction. 
CFJA .1 dimensionless Estimated normal fraction of total 
disposition to prison by plea. 
CFLB 1.5 crimes/person Estimated crimes punished per person 
sent to prison. 
CFLD 2 years Estimated time to average flow to prison. 
CFMD 2 years Estimated time to average court load. 
CGA 40 years Average inmate lifetime in prison. 
CHBA 5 years Estimated time for average sentence 
length to affect prison release rate. 
CHCA 4 years Estimated average sentence time, 1960. 
CHDA 1 year Estimated time the load on prison capacity 
to affect fraction sentenced to prison. 
CJAA .05 dimensionless Normal fraction of people who reform 
after prison. 	Estimates varied widely. 
CJCA 3 years Estimated time for load on person capa-
city to affect fraction reform after 
prison. 
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Symbol Value 	 Units 	 Meaning  
CKAA 	.9 	dimensionless 	 Average fraction of people released on 
parole estimated by court officials and 
release data. 
CLAA 	.9 	dimensionless 	 Estimated fraction of people who repeat 
criminal activity after parole. Estimates 
varied widely. 
CLAD 	3 	years 	 Estimated average time on parole. 
CNAA 	.3 	dimensionless 	 Estimated average fraction of people 
released on probation. 
CQAA 	.8 	dimensionless 	 Estimated average fraction of people 
who return to criminal activity after 
probation. Estimates varied widely. 
CQAD 	1 	year 	 Estimated average time on probation. 
FABA 	300 	$/capacity units/year Estimated annual operating cost per 
prison capacity unit. 
FABC 	500 	$/person/year 	 Estimated average annual cost per 
prisoner. 
FABE 	50 	$/person/year 	 Estimated annual cost per parolee. 
FACA 	2000 	$/capacity unit 	Estimated average price per unit of 
prison capacity. 
FAEA 	.2 	1/years 	 Estimated maximum prison expansion 
fraction - 20% per year. 
FAHD 	2 	years 	 Estimated time for community concern to 
influence prison budget. 
FAJD 	.5 	years 	 Estimated time for corrections capital 
budget to affect purchasing. 
FAKA 	0 	$/year 	 Test input for annual external support 
for corrections. 
FBBA 	250,000 $/prosecutor/year 	Estimated annual operating cost per 
prosecutor. 
FBBC 	150 	$/person/year 	 Average annual cost per probationer 
estimated by court officials. 
FBCA 	200,000 $/prosecutor 	 Average cost of hiring a new prosecutor 
including all associated support and 
facilities. 
FBEA 	.2 	1/years 	 Estimated maximum annual courts expansion 
fraction - 20% of prosecutors. 
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Symbol Value 	 Units 	 Meaning  
FBHD 	2 	years 	 Estimated time for community concern 
to affect courts budget. 
FBJD 	.5 	years 	 Estimated time for courts capital budget 
to affect hiring and purchasing. 
FBKA 	0 	$/year 	 Test input of annual external support 
for courts. 
FECD 	3 	years 	 Estimated time for community concern 
to affect education budget. 
FPDA 	0 	$/year 	 Test input of annual external support 
for police. 
FPHA 	.2 	1/year 	 Estimated maximum police expansion 
fraction - 20% of officers. 
FPMD 	2 	years 	 Estimated time for community concern 
to affect police budget. 
FPND 	.5 	years 	 Estimated time for police capital budget 
to influence hiring and purchasing. 
FPPA 	.3 	dimensionless 	 Estimated fraction of police operating 
costs not dependent on number of officers. 
PABA 	.25 	dimensionless 	 Fraction of crimes reported desired 
cleared by arrest. 
PACA 	6 	years 	 Estimated time to correct deficiency 
in police officers. 
PAEA 	2 	years 	 Estimated time to average reported 
crimes for police hiring decision. 
PAFA 	2 	years 	 Estimated time to average police attri- 
tion for hiring decision. 
PAGA 	15 	years 	 Estimated minimum time for release of 
unneeded police resources. 
PBAA 	1 	year 	 Estimated time to acquire and train officers. 
PCAA 	10 	years 	 Estimated average tenure on police force. 
PEB 	5000 	$/officer 	 Estimated average cost to acquire, train, 
equip and support a police officer. 




years 	 Estimated time for community concern to 
respond to crime rate changes. 
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Symbol Value 	 Units 	 Meaning  
SABD 	2 	years 	 Estimated time for public perception of 
changes in crime rate. 
TCBB 	.85/1/ 	dimensionless 	 Values for peer pressure influence (CBB) 
1/1/ on flow to crime. 
1.1/1.3 
TCBD 	.9/1/ 	dimensionless 	 Values for crime reward influence (CBD) 




TCBF 	1.15/ 	dimensionless 	 Values for police effectiveness influence 
1.05/1/ (CBF) on flow to crime. 
.95/.9/ 
.85 
TCBH 	1.3/ 	dimensionless 	 Values for fraction sent to prison 
1.2/ influence (CBH) on flow to crime. 
1.1/1/ 
1/.95 
TCBJ 	1/1/ 	dimensionless 	 Values for delayed education budget 
.95/.9/ influence (CBJ) on flow to crime. 
.82/.7 
TCBS 	1/1.05/ dimensionless 	 Values for population age distribution 





TCDB 	2.5/2/ 	dimensionless 	 Values for court productivity as 
1.7/ influenced by current load. Values for 
1.45/ 	 case load influence (CXD) on prosecutor 
1.2/1/ effectiveness. 
.9/.7 
TCCD 	1.5/ 	dimensionless 	 Values for fraction sent to prison 
1.3/ influence (CXG) on criminals' 
1.1/1/ 	 aggressiveness. 
1/.8 
TCCC 	.75/.9/ dimensionless 	 Values for criminals' aggressiveness 
1/1/ 	 influence (CXJ) on crimes per criminal 
1.3/ per year. 
1.6 
TCCF 	1/1.05/ dimensionless 	 Values for delayed case load influence 










dimensionless Values for police load influence (CCJ) 
on arrest effectiveness. 
TCCM 1.2/ dimensionless Values for criminals' aggressiveness 
1.05/ influence (CCM) on arrest effectiveness. 
1/1/.9/ 
.7 
TCCP 1/.95/ dimensionless Values for case load influence (CCP) 
.9/.8/ on arrest effectiveness. 
.7 
TCCR .7/.95/ dimensionless Values for community concern influence 
1/1.05/ (CCR) on arrest effectiveness. 
1.2/1.4 
TCCX 1/1.05/ dimensionless Values for budget per officer influence 




TCEA 1/1/1/ dimensionless Values for case load influence (CXR) 
1/1/1 on reform fraction after CJS. 
TCFB 1.2/ dimensionless Values for prison load influence (CXS) 
1.1/1/ on fraction of trial cases sent to 
1/.9 prison. 
TCHC 1.2/ dimensionless Values for prison load influence (CXT) 
1.05/1/ on average sentence time. 
.95/.8 
TCFC 1/1/ dimensionless Values for case load influence (CFN) 
.95/ on fraction of cases tried. 
.85/ 
.75/.6 
TCFJ 1/1/ dimensionless Values for case load influence (CFJ) 
.95/.9/ plea fraction. 
.85/.7 
TCJB 1.1/1/ dimensionless Values for prison load influence (CJB) 
1/.95/ on reform fraction after prison. 
.9 
FAGT .015/ dimensionless Values for community concern influence 











dimensionless Values for community concern influence 
(FBG) on courts capital budget. 
TFEB 0/.015/ dimensionless Values for community concern influence 




TFPL .02/ dimensionless Values for community concern influence 
.05/.1/ (FPL) on police capital budget. 
.2/.4/ 
.7 
SAAT 4/6/ 1/years Values for crime rate influence (SAA) 
7.5/ on changes in community concern. 
8.7/ 
9.5/10 
III. THE FORTRAN PROGRAM 
The Criminal Justice System Training Model exists in the form of a program 
written in Univac FORTRAN V programming language. On any Univac 1100-series 
computer system (or, with modifications, on any large computer system), the pro-
gram can be run interactively through any remote computer terminal that provides 
hard-copy 80-character output. 
A. Program Documentation 
The FORTRAN program consists of a main program, eight subroutines and two 
function routines, related as follows (A-4B means that routine A calls routine B): 
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TOTAL is the main program; it controls the execution of the simulation. 
PLOT is used to obtain a graphical representation of the variables of in-
terest, plotted against time. 
GETSYM interprets the instructions given by the user. 
NAMES contains a list of the definitions of the plot variables and the 
variable names of all constants and levels. 
TABLES defines the numerical values of the table functions used in the model. 
CONSTS defines the numerical values of the constants used in the model. 
LEVELS defines the initial values of the levels used in the 
model. 
MODEL performs the actual simulation of the model. 
PRINT is used is used to print the computed values of the rates, 
levels and auxiliaries. 
TABHL finds a numerical value interpolating from the tables. 
CLIP compares two numbers, returning an indicator that identifies 
which is larger. 
In addition to TABHL and CLIP, several standard FORTRAN library 
functions are called by several of the subroutines. 
Instructions  
There are 13 interactive instructions: CO, STOP, SET, STORE ON, 
STORE OFF, LIST, TIMES, PAUSE, PRINT, TABLE, PLOT, SUMMARY PLOT and SCALE. 
The user causes the program to perform simulations and make reports by 
typing in these commands and their modifying arguments. The syntax and 
effect of each command is described in detail in section IV, the Trainer's 
Manual. Briefly, GO causes a simulation run, STOP ends a series of runs, 
SET allows the uses to change the value of a constant in the model, STORE 
ON causes storage of results of runs for later comparison, STORE OFF 
causes discarding of unwanted previously stored results, LIST and TIMES 
cause chosen variables to be presented at given time intervals whether or 
not the chosen variables are plotted, PAUSE and TIMES cause the output 
to stop temporarily, PRINT causes values of constants to be displayed, 
TABLE enables the user to change functional relationships in the model 
that are stored as a table rather than as equations, PLOT causes a graphical 
display approximate time history of up to five variables to be output, 
SUMMARY PLOT enables the user to compare the results of previews runs on 
a single graph, and SCALE enables the user to control reference marks 
on the plot. 
Model, Input and Output  
The model itself (as opposed to provisions for interaction between 
the program and the user) is contained mainly in subroutines MODELS, 
TABLES, CONSTANTS and LEVELS. MODEL contains equations that describe 
how each variable depends on (a) constants, (b) values of other variables 
and (c) its own past values. TABLES contains relationships between variables 
and constants that are stored as a pair list rather than as an equation. 
CONSTANTS contains values of parameters (constants) of the model. 
LEVELS contains the initial value of certain variables called levels. 
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Subroutine GETSYM is concerned with input only and contains no part 
of the model. 
Subroutine PLOT is concerned with output only and contains no part 
of the model. 
Except for dimensions, data statements and common statements, sub-
routine PRINT does not contain any parts of the model. It simply stores 
results for plotting as printing. 
Model Building  
The model is a Forrester-type deterministis simulation model that is 
intended to represent the relationships among various parts of a criminal 
justice system ones time. It is a typical model of the kind often programmed 
in DYNAMO language, but the interactive FORTAN implementation allows much 
more convenient user interventions and changes than would be possible in 
a DYNAMO implementation. 
The user may make certain basic changes in the model without programming. 
Those functional relationships that are expressed as tables may be changed 
interactively via the instruction TABLE. Parameters may be altered in-
teractively via the instruction SET. But in order to add variables or 
to change functional relationships that are expressed as equations, the 
program itself must be altered. 
There are two levels of program alteration (model building): minor 
alteration and major alteration. 
Minor Alteration: 	When the model is to be modified by changing the number 
of level, auxiliary or rate equations, or the number of tables, or when the 
model builder wants to make a minor change in the output specifications, 
the programmer should proceed according to the following MODEL BUILDER S 
GUIDE. Statement numbers in this guide refer to the numbers printed on 
the left of the full program listing. 
Major Alteration: When the model is to be altered so extensively that 
it is more convenient to start from scratch than to revise the existing 
model, the programmer may find it useful to refer to the skeleton program  
listing, which contains those statements that are independent of the model. 
Computer card decks of both the full and the skeleton program are available 
from the authors. The numbers on the right of the skeleton listing cor-
respond to the numbers on the left of the full listing as shown by the 
full listing, which contains both numbers for each statement common to both 
listings. 
One should not attempt major alteration (as defined here) without 
previous experience in programming Forrestorian models in DYNAMO, or with-
our previous FORTRAN experience. However, the MODEL BUILDER'S GUIDE is 
sufficient for use by a non-FORTRAN programming to do minor alterations 
to the model. 
Generality of the FORTRAN Program  
Interactive programs cannot be written in ANSI standard FORTRAN (FORTRAN 
IV). Certain, but not all, features of the input and output portions of the 
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program are compatible with the advanced FORTRAN available on large computers 
other than the Univac 1108. If the program is to be implemented or any 
computer other than a Univac U-1108, transletion of many FORTRAN statements 
will be necessary (this is a commonly encountered task for FORTRAN programmers). 
B. Model Builder's Guide  
Introduction  
Every Forrestorian simulation contains various types of equations. A level  
equation is a first-order difference equation that calculates the value of a 
variable called a level; each level is equal to the old value of the same level 
plus a term that includes the time increment as a multiplicative factor. An 
auxiliary equation is an algebraic or logic equation based on levels and/or 
other auxiliary variables, defining an auxiliary variable. A supplementary equation 
defines a supplementary variable, which is similar to an auxiliary variable 
except that it is used for output only and is never used to calculate any other 
kind of variable, i.e., a supplemetary variable never appears on the right-hand 
side of any equation. A rate equation defines a rate variable, which expresses 
the influence of one level variable on another. A table is a set of pairs of 
values that defines one variable in terms of another by means of a table look-
up (with linear interpolation) rather than by means of an equation. A plot  
variable is any variable chosen by the programmer to be able to be displayed 
to the user on a graphical time plot. A constant is any parameter whose value 
will not be allowed to change with time during a single simulation., This nomen-
clature has been chosen to coincide with that of the Forrestorian simulation 
language DYNAMO, since the previous existence of a DYNAMO-type model is assumed. 
The following is a list of the step-by-step procedures required to make a 
minor alteration to the existing criminal justice training model. We will separ-
ately consider (A) changes in the model itself and (B) changes in the output 
characteristics. The following minor changes are contemplated: 
(A) Model changes 
1. Add (delete) a level equation 
2. .Add (delete) an auxiliary equation 
3. Add, (delete) a rate equation 
4. Add (delete) a constant 
5. Add (delete) a table 
(B) Output changes 
Plot a variable not currently plotted 
7. Change the plot specifications of the plot obtained 
when the user does not intervene 
8. Change the simulation specifications 
The statements that need to be updated are referred to in this Model Builder's 
Guide by the subprogram name in which they appear and by the line number within 




(A) MODEL CHANGES 
1. To add (delete) a level equation, the model builder must update: 
1.1 Number of levels. This parameter appears in the following places: 
1.1.1 TOTAL:L4. The number in parenthesis in PNAMES(xxx) is the sum of the 
number of rate, level and auxiliary variables. 
1.1.2 TOTAL:L9. The number in parenthesis in ILEV(xxx) is the number of levels. 
1.1.3 TOTAL:L15. NOLEVS is the number of levels. 
1.1.4 TOTAL:L25. The numbers in parenthesis in IVALS(xxx) and ILEVS(xxx) are 
the number of levels. 
1.1.5 TOTAL:L78. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number of 
levels. 
1.1.6 TOTAL:L139. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number of 
levels. 
1.1.7 PRINT:L2. The first number in parenthesis in F(xxx,20) is the number of 
levels. 
1.1.8 PRINT:L3. The number in parenthesis in IF(xxx) is the number of levels. 
1.1.9 PRINT:L6. The number in parenthesis is the sum of the number of rate, 
level and auxiliary variables. 
1.1.10 PRINT:L255. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number 
of levels. 
NAMES:L4. The number in parenthesis in ILEVELS(xx) is the number of 
levels. 
1.1.12 NAMES:L5. The number in parenthesis is the number of levels. 
1.1.13 NAMES:L62. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number 
of levels. 
1.2 Array of level names. This array is a list of the names of all the levels, 
appearing in the following places: 
1.2.1 PRINT:L20-L25. The array in this COMMON statement is a list of the names 
of all levels, separated by commas. The list starts in column 7 and ends in 
column 72 (on an 80-column computer card). If the list is too long for one card 
(line), then it continues on the next card, which is identified as a continuation 
by having a non-zero character in column 6. 
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1.2.2 PRINT:L40-L45. The array in this DATA statement is a list of the names 
of all the levels, enclosed by single question marks and separated by commas. If 
the new level is added at the end, the slash (/) must be restored at the end. 
1.2.3 PRINT:L201-L246. In these lines, each level is given a serial number 
in one of the statements F(i,J)=yyy, where yyy is the name of the level. 
1.2.4 NAMES:L49-L53. The array in this DATA statement is a list of the names 
of all the levels, enclosed by single quatation marks and separated by commas, 
with continuations as indicated above and with an ending slash as mentioned in 
1.2.2 above. 
1.2.5 LEVELS:L9-L12. The array in this COMMON statement is a list of the names 
of all the levels. 
1.2.6 MODEL:L16-L21. The array in this COMMON statement is a list of the names 
of all the levels. 
1.2.7 MODEL:L49-L53. The array in this COMMON statement is a list of the names 
of all the levels, except that each name has a prefix I . 
1.2.8 MODEL:L56-L60. The array in this REAL statement is a list of the names of 
all the levels, except that each name has a prefix I. 
1.2.9. MODEL:L62-L107. A statement of the form NAME=INAME, where NAME 	is the 
name of a level and INANE is the I-prefixed name of the same level, is given for 
each level. 
1.2.10 MODEL:L312-L317. A list of the names of all the levels, separated by 
commas, is given in these continuation cards (lines). 
1.3 List of all level equations. This list appears in the following places: 
1.3.1 LEVELS:L23-L80. This list contains the equations that define the initial 
valu'es of each level. A given level should not appear on the right-hand side of 
a level equation unless it was defined (left-hand side of a level equation) in an 
earlier equation. Thus the order of level equations is important, and a new 
level equation must be put in the proper place. 
1.3.2 MODEL:L342-L387. This list contains the equations that define the levels. 
Here again the order of definition is important, and the new equation must be 
placed so that the variables on the right-hand side have been previously defined. 
2. To add (delete) an auxiliary or supplementary equation, the model builder  
must update: 
2.1 Number of auxiliary variables. This parameter appears in the following 
places: 
2.1.1 TOTAL:L4. The number in parenthesis in PNAMES(xxx) is the sum of the num-
ber of rate, level and auxiliary variables. 
2.1.2 TOTAL:L9. The number in parenthesis in IAUX(xxx) is the number of auxili-
ary variables. 
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2.1.3 TOTAL:L80. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number of 
auxiliary variables. 
2.1.4 TOTAL:L135. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number of 
auxiliary variables. 
2.1.5 PRINT:L2. The number of auxiliary variables is xxx in A(xxx,20). 
2.1.6 PRINT:L3. The number of auxiliary variables is xxx in IA(xxx). 
2.1.7 PRINT:L249. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number of 
auxiliary variables. 
2.2 Array of Auxiliary variable names. This array appears in the following places: 
2.2.1 PRINT:L9-L17. 
2.2.2 PRINT:L25-L38. 
2.2.3 PRINT:L50-L175. In these lines, each auxiliary variable is given a serial 
number in one of the statements A(i,J)=yyy, where i is the serial number and 
yyy is the name of the auxiliary variable. 
2.2.4 MODEL:L5-L13. The array in this COMMON statement is a list of all the 
names of the auxiliary variables. It also contains a list of names of supplemen-
tary variables, except that each name has the prefix D . 
2.2.5 MODEL:L301-L309. 
2.3 List of auxiliary equations. This list appears in the following places: 
2.3.1 MODEL:L115-L241. The list of level equations must be ordered so that the 
variables that appear on the right-hand side of an equation have been defined. 
3. To add (delete) a rate equation, the model builder must update: 
3.1 Number of rate variables. This parameter appears in the following places: 
3.1.1 TOTAL:L4. The number in parenthesis in PNAAES(xxx) is the sum of the num-
ber of rate, level and auxiliary variables. 
3.1.2 TOTAL:L9. The number in parenthesis in IRAT(xxx) is the number of rate 
variables. 
3.1.3 TOTAL:L137. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number 
of rate variables. 
3.1.4 TOTAL:L140. The number in parenthesis in PNAMES(I+xxx) has xxx as the 
sum of the number of auxiliary variables plus the number of rate variables. 
3.1.5 PRINT:L2. In R(xxx,20), xxx is the number of rate variables. 
3.1.6 PRINT:L3. In IR(xxx), xxx is the number of rate variables. 
3.1.7 PRINT:L6. In. NAMES(xxz), xxz is the sum of the number of rate, level 
and auxiliary variables. 
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3.1.8 PRINT:L252. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number 
of rate variables. 
3.2 Array of rate variable names. This array appears in the following places: 
3.2.1 PRINT:L18-L19. The array in this COMMON statement contains the names of 
all rate variables. 
3.2.2 PRINT:L38-L40. The array in this DATA statement contains the names, in 
single quotes, of all rate variables. 
3.2.3 PRINT:L176-L200. In these lines, each rate is given a serial number 
in one of the statements R(i,J)=yyy , where yyy is the name of the rate. 
3.2.4 MODEL:L14-L15. The array in this COMMON statement is a list of the names 
of all rate variables. 
3.2.5 MODEL:L310-L311. 
3.3 List of rate equations. This list appears in the following place: 
3.3.1 MODEL:L243-L268. The list of rate equations must be ordered so that the 
variables that appear on the right-hand side of an equation have been previously 
defined. 
4. To add (delete) a constant, the model builder must update: 
4.1 Number of constants. This parameter appears in the following places: 
4.1.1 TOTAL:L14. NOCONS is the number of constants. 
4.1.2 TOTAL:L23. The numbers in parenthesis in Y(xxx) and CONST(xxx) are 
both the number of constants. 
4.1.3 NAMES:L2. In CONST(xxx), xxx is the number of constants. 
4.1.4 NAMES:L4. In ICONS(xxx), xxx is the number of constants. 
4.1.5 NAMES:L60. The number of iterations in the DO statement is the number of 
constants. 
4.2 Array of Constant names. This array appears in the following places: 
4.2.1 NAMES:L35-L48. The array in this DATA statement is a list of the names 





4.3 List of Constants. This list appears in the following place: 
4.3.1 CONSTS:L12-N107. In these lines, the numerical value of each constant 
is defined in statements of the form nnn=uuu, where nnn is the name of the 
constant and uuu is its numerical value. The order of statements is im-
material. 
5. To add (delete) a table, the model builder must update:  
5.1 Number of tables. This parameter appears in the following places: 
5.1.1 TOTAL:L18. 	The number in parenthesis in TNAME (xxx) is 
the number of tables. 
5.1.2 TOTAL:L15g. The number of iterations in the DO statement 
is the number of tables. 
5.1.3 TOTAL:L387. The number of iterations in the DO statement is 
the number of tables. 
5.2 Array of table names. This array appears in the program in the 
following places: 
5.2.1 TOTAL:L27-L30. The array in this DIMENSION statement is a list 
of all the tables with the number of values defined for each table 
in parenthesis, separated by a comma. The format is DIMENSION list, 
using continuation cards if necessary. 
5.2.2 TOTAL:L31-L33. The array in this COMMON statement is a list 
of all the tables separated by a comma, punched as indicated before. 
The formate is COMMON/TABLE/list. 
5.2.3 TOTAL:Ll62-L187. 	A set of statements, one for each table, with 
the format if (I.EQ.J) write (6,6498) INSYM, NAME, where J goes from one 
to the number of tables and NAME refers to the given name for each table 
in the order they appear in the COMMON statement, must be given here. 
5.2.4 TOTAL:L392-L417. A set of statements, one for each table, with the 
format if (I.EQ.L) NAME(J)=XNUM, where L goes from one to the number of 
tables and NAME refers to the given name for each table in the order they 
appear in the COMMON statement, must be given here. 
5.2.5 LEVELS:L2-L5. The array in this DIMENSION statement is a list of 
all the tables with the number of values defined for each table in parenthesis, 
separated by commas. The format is DIMENSION list, using continuation cards 
if necessary. 
5.2.6 LEVELS:L6-L8. The array in this COMMON statement is a list of all 
the tables separated by a comma, punched as indicated before. The format is 
COMMON/TABLE/LIST. 
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5.2.7 MODEL:L23-L26. The array in thi DIMENSION statement is a list 
of all the tables with the number of wlues defined for each table in 
parenthesis, separated by a comma. The format is DIMENSION list, using 
continuation cards if necessary. 
5.2.8 MODEL:L27-L29. The array in this COMMON statment is a list of all 
the tables separated by a comma, punched as indicated before. The format 
is COMMON/TABLE/LIST. 
5.2.9 TABLES:L2-L5. The array in this DIMENSION statement is a list of 
all the tables with the number of values defined for each table in paren- 
thesis, separated by commas. The format is DIMENSION list, using continuation 
cards if necessary. 
5.2.10 TABLES:L6-L9. The array in this DIMENSION statement is a list of 
all the tables with the number of values defined for each table in paren-
thesis. The name of the tables in this array should be changed so that 
it starts with a D instead of T as in the previous dimension statement. 
5.2.11 TABLES:L12-L14. The array in this COMMON statement contains 
the names of all the "T-Tables." 
5.2.12 TABLES:L15-L18. The array in this DATA statemnt contains the 
names, in single quotes, of all the "D-Tables." 
5.2.13 TABLES:L19-L44. The array in this data statement contains the 
values chosen for each RD-Table." The format is /xxx,yyy,zzz/ where xxx, 
yyy and zzz are the values which establish the functional relationship. 
5.3 Storage of table values. 
5.3.1 TABLES:L45-1,78. The numerical vals for the "T-Tables" are defined 
in a series of iterations for each subset of tables with the same number 
of values. 
(B) OUTPUT CHANGES 
6. To PLOT an additional variable ,  the model builder must update: 
6.1 Number of plot variables. This parameter appears in the following 
places: 
6.1.1 TOTAL:L16. NOPLTS is the number of variables that can be plotted. 
6.1.2 TOTAL:L22. The number in parenthesis in NAME (6,xxx) must be set 
equal to the number of variables to be plotted. 
6.1.3 NAMES:L2. The number in parenthesis in NAME (6,xxx) must be set 
equal to the number of variables to be plotted. 
6.1.4 NAMES:L3. Since the DATA statement may have at most 18 continuation 
cards, the array of variables to be plotted must be stored in more than 
one array if more than 18 variables are to be plotted. To plot between 19 
and 36 variables, the number in parenthesis in NAME 2 (6,xxx) 
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must be set equal to the number of variables to be plotted minus 18, 
so that the complete array is kept in NAME 1 and NAME 2. If more than 
36 variables are to he plotted, a third array NAME 3 would he used pro-
ceeding as before. 
6.1.5 NAMES:L55 and L57. The number of iterations in these DO statements 
must be set up in the same way as the DATA statements. The purpose of 
this procedure is to store all the plot variables in a single array called 
NAME. 
6.1.6 MODEL:L22. The number in parenthesis in X(xxx) must be set up equal 
to the number of variables to be plotted. 
6.2 Array of plot variable names. This array appears in the following places: 
6.2.1 TOTAL:L41-L45. The array in this DATA statement is a list of the 
scale specifications for the five variables to be plotted without the 
user intervention. The format is DATA VLIST/xxx.,o.,o.,o.,aaa., followed 
by four continuation cards with the format +yyy.,o.,o.,o.,bbb., where 
xxx. and yyy. represent a number in the array NAME corresponding to the 
variables to he plotted, and aaa. and bbb., are the desired upper'limits 
of the plot variables. 
6.2.2 NAMES:L8-L25 and L27-L34. The arrays in these DATA statements 
are a list of the variables to be plotted with their meaning. The format 
of this list is + 'NAME', "MEANING', where NAME stands for the variable 
name, and MEANING refers to its significance in the model. The format 
of the data statement is DATA NAME 1/list/,DATA NAME 2/list/. 
6.2.3 MODEL:L32-L38. The array in this EQUIVALENCE statement is a list 
of the elements of the vector X and the plot variables that are to be in 
a one to one correspondence. The format is EQUIVALENCE list, where the 
elements of this list are ordered pairs where the first component is 
X(i)+and the second one of the plot variables, enclosed in parenthesis 
and separated by a comma. The order of the plot variables in this 
list must be the same as in the array NAME defined previously. 
6.2.4 MODEL:L270-L295. In this set of statements a variable of the format 
DNAME is defined equal to NAME where NAME refers to the given name for the 
variable to be plotted, for each plot variable. 
7. To change the plot specifications of the plot obtained when the user  
does not intervene, the model builder must update: 
7.1 Scale of the time plot. This parameter appears in the following place: 
7.1.1 TOTAL:L41-L45. The array in this DATA statement is a list of the 
scale specifications for the five variables to be plotted. The format 
is /xxx.,o., o., o.,aaa.,/ where xxx. is a number that indicates which of 
the variables in the array NAME is to be plotted and aaa. is the upper 
limit of the scale. 
7.2 Years to be plotted. This parameter appears in the following place: 
7.2.1 TOTAL:L53. PLTPD is the plot period. 
8. To change the simulation specifications the model builder must update: 
8.1 Time increment. This parameter Is currently .25 years appearing in 
the following place: 
8.1.1 TOTAL:L55. DT is the time increment. 
8.2 Lenp„th  of the  simulation  run. This parameter is currently 20 years 
appearing in the following place: 
8.2.1 TOTAL:L53. NOYRS is the number of years. 
8.3 Initiation of the simulation. This parameter is currently 1960 
appearing in the followinL; place: 
8.3.1 TOTAL:L53. TINED is the year in which the simulation starts. 
IL 













C. Complete Program Listing Including Model  
MAIN PROGRAM TOTAL 
COYM:n /111)00/ 	 1010 
O 	 1011 
1012 
IML3FR 	 1013 
CO ;CN 	r_/ 	0 "7 
1015 
1)1 ,:_%0-IC%1 0211,,2D4,».1vAPH.,,,),KPON(51 	 1917 
1013 
O 	 iY/ y 	 1019 












I 	 -/tI 
IOTA 
10 12  
L I 	L. 	T/-- ■-t_ 	;T-/. 	/-i-3.3-/ 1033 
. 	 I 
0 - 	 Si_ /") 	 , 
T/-, 
•. 
, I R;,, 	11/-PA ;"..3E-/ 
1^36 
IU'!S , I091 1^36 
0ATA 	 ,IRr3E /-ic: 	T-/ LL y3/-LLVEL-/ 1037 
DAT ,",- / 1038 
CALL 	ii4vE5 103 9 
D3 	7589 	1=1,5 1040 
7583 KRUrll I 	1 , 1 	• 1041 
00 	1 	1=1,5 1042 
I SMx(1 )=Iy ,11 1 ) 1043 
DJ 	1 	J=1,5 1044 
1 U.L.,T(I,J)=00I:“(1,J) 1045 
1046 
J.STCRE= , , P-P.7 
1CL)'., CALL 	COAT 10 10/-■ .f3 
CALL 	LvELS 17)49 
CALL 	TALES 105:i 
u0 	2 	1=1,4 1351 
2 0044E(1)=0 17, 52 
1=1,2, 1053 
4 11111.S( 	i 	)=‘, 1454 
HAITI  
S i 	)-0 1055 
7 1;, Lx I 	I 	I , 1057 
Al l 5F) 
1:54 
1:0 11,6 	 1061 
F0 1-1'.!ATC- 







IF(ITYPE.N,,.11 00 TO 9199 




IF(1%5Y:I.TO.ISTC79) GC TO o351 
IF(INSY1 1 .E3.ISUM 1(0 TO 7600 




O0 TO 7450 	 1077 
IFIINSY!:../10,.I4T1 05 TC 99 	 1276 
IF(INCY.E.IPAI, , ,E) GO To 6310, 	 1070 
06' TO 7,59 	 1030 
IF11056! ,,,,E0.150:41_'9) GO TC 6301 	 1511 
1F(INSY44 .E.Q.III05E.T1 00 TO 7557 	 1032 
IF(I01(61.00.12,31 00 TO 6767 
1F(IN 	.7C: .0 T 1 	C.,0 TO +4110 




996 OD 99 ./7 1=1,6:) 
LL3,111 ,, LANK 
L111Ef+J , XT01)=191; 













1; , 6) 
•:11 2,2,-, 	 ].:69 
10612 
                      
98 
         
            
LL.P. 	 1; '74 
V 	1 
	 1D 1 5 
         
                                
                                
                                
            
106 	 -1L.T1 	["..-+ 	 riL 	 17 
_ 	- 
+- 	 T-•' L 	-) 	 1092 
1'0 7. )0 	 1C'n 
         
           
C***DEJ.J3 	 1101i 
4636 J-j 	 1101 
KT1 '6=1 	 1102 
4532 CALL .:,LTSYi.1 	 1103 
J.J+1 	 1104 
T IML5 	=4.* 	 )+1• 	 1105 
1F(ICEL.E0.11 00 TO 7(, 99 	 1106 
GO TO 4532 	 1107 
4531 1TYPE=-1 	 1108 
CALL GET5Y,_ 	 1109 
[TYPE.° 	 1110 
4535 IFIINSYv..E.Pr!A!.;LS(1)) 1AUX(11=1 	 1111 
IFfluEL.NE•1) 	10 4531 	 1112 
GO TO 7.99 	 1113 
6767 CALL CATS‘CA 	 1114 
JDLoOLIM 	 1115 
CALL OETSYM 	 1116 
KDEL3U5=nu 	 1117 
GO TO 7,99 	 1113 
c***p01111 	INF0k',.AT11; 	 1119 
82 1TYPE=-1 	 1120 
CALL GET6),- .', 	 1121 
ITYPE=0 	 1122 
IFI:NSYY•!'].!VA=:L)ST TO 	 1123 
         
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                
36 , TO 6401 	 1124 
        
                                
            
16(1NSY:.'.E .J.ILLdb) 1,11 10 	 1125 
        
                                
1135 95 FONT/TI- 1)L)-,5X,-N4E-,2X,-1)F.SCRIPTION - I 




92 FOli' ,..“(13,5X,6A61 
91 CONTINUE 
1144 143 :191 TE: (6,1441 1 ,CONST I 1,Y( I) 
11 	If((4.; 	...6 66,1 	) ) 	 •-)4 )3 
20 9 8 I=1,\CLEVS 
98 	IF(11)..u.11. 1 VL31;1) 	TI 64 ,34 
6496 I5(1909')...T 1 , 1 111 'HO T2 6497 








0091 1=1,NOPLTS 	 1136 
..19ITEC6,92)1,1%Aj,i/,J=1.6) 	 1137 
6491 :)RITEI6,142) 
142 EOR11 ATI- 110-,5x,-COIST.-,5X,-PRESENT VALUE-I 




144 FOIC151(33.5X,A6,8X,E1 , .51 	 1145 
GO TO 64119 	 1146 
6492 09116(6,94) 
94 8091ATI- 1(0-15X,-LEVEL 




96 ...9ITE(671i)4) 	 129 3 
60 TO 649 2' 















69 ID 6481 
6494 TO (5,1) 	11.EL:1(1),IV/4.111) 
648) on 145 1=1,2 









,•;0 	71J1 	J=1,0 1162 
1163 VLISTII,J)=. 
J=I 1164 
7102 ITyPE=-1 1165 
J:,=1 
CALL. 	CETSYO 1167 
IF ( IDEL.E0.1) . GO 	TO 	7,.99 1168 
DO 	5436 	I=1.NJPLTS 1169 
5436 IF(INSY: ,..EA',.E(1,11) 	(.C. TO 5437 1170 
GO TO 9998 1171 
5437 JJ=1 1172 
VLIST(1.J)=1 1173 
CALL 	6:1- 3Y 1174 
IS- 7),( J)=INSY 1175 
1TY 0 E=0 1176 
IF(IDEL.!)F.5) 	GO 	TO 	713 1177 
J=J+1 1178 
GO 	TO 	7102 1179 
7103 CALL 	GETS3:4 1180 
IFITTYPE.FQ.1) 	GO 	TO 	71.,4 1191 
1112 
TO 	71-, 5 1.1d3 
71,.;4 IF(113r1.'1E.STAk GJ TO 393 1184 
1185 
1190 
713 CALL 	f,LT3y: ,, 1188 
•...• 
1119 (.,0 	11) 	73.. 
101 
CO 	7177 
11 1 0 
11 1 1 
71-6 	11(I5S5: . .)(...578.)0. 	IN7, y• - .NE.PIJO)fl 0) Ti` 9008 1192 
( 	I 	10Y....1 „).,11,.:( 	11.157(5 ,J1»=JJ 11)3 
VL157(4,J,)=-JJ 1175 
VL167 ( 	,J.,)= - =))))). 1196 
71,7 	CO 	71u8 	K=Jv,...! 1196 
DO 	71J6 	L=2,5 1197 
718 	VLIcT(L.KI=vL191(L,J0( 1198 




GO 	TO 	7152 1203 
C***50P.Ry 	PLOT 1204 
76(73 	1F(JSTO1)E.EC.3) 	53 	TO 	9998 1205 
CALL 	GETSy 12)16 
IF(INSyy.NE.1 0 LO 7 ) 	50 	TO 	9998 1207 
DO 	7611 	J=1,5 1208 
00 	7611 	1=1,254 1209 
7611 	Z(1,5()=J. 121C 




DC 	7601 	J=1,5 1215 
1601 	VLIST(1,J)=5 1216 
J=1 1217 
Jc=1 1218 
76,2 	ITYP(==-1 1210 
ILL 	0L7sy,., 122:7 
















00 7613 K=1,5 
7613 1F(IVAR(IRN,KI.E.JJ) GO TO 7614 
KRUN(J1=1RN 




GO TO 3958 
7614 KK=52(1k%,1,K)+4 
124? IF(IDEL.E.21 GO TO 7663 
J=J+ 1 1255 
102 
W.-.1 5667 1=10,O1. 1.15 	 122? 
5767 	I 	( I •ISY::.1 	( 	1 1) 	 1223 
GO 	 1224 
5768 JJ=1 	 1225 
Sv!C(J)=JJ 	 1226 
1TYPE=J 	 1227 
NEXT=NEXT+1 
ITYPE=-1 
CALL GETSY ,1 
IF) 1.00.3 .33. 1.6 0 .4) 6(.: TO 7615 	 1243 
Z(1,J1=5211=1,r 	 1244 
1F(I.LE.41 GO 10 7615 	 1245 






TO 76.., 2 	 1251 
763 CALL (..,LTSY 






1255 Ti 	76-,5 
7604 	IF(P11,Y.T.N..:.OTA.: 03 Ti) Y9)e. 1256 
VLI5T(2,j;:)=J 
1258  7LIST(2,J;)=—JJ 
7605 	CALL 	GETSY 1259 
IF(ITYPL.E.0.1) 	43 	TO 	76J6 1260 
2(4,J).xN0:1 1261 
GO TO 	7607 1262 
7606 	IF)ISY.NE.STAP 	.ANO. 	INSYv..NE.PCUND) 00 TO 9998 1263 
IF(IN5'W.EU.STAR) 	VL1ST(4,J0)=JC 1264 
IF(INSY".F.L., .POUN0).VLIST(4.JL.)=—J0 1265 
7607 DO 	76os 	K=JG,J 1266 
Z(3,A)=2(31-1L) 1267 
2(4,K1=2(4,J,,) 1268 
DO 	7608 	L=2,5 1269 
760d 	VL I ST(L ,K) =vL 1 ST 	L sJ 1270 




GO 	TO 	7642 1275 
C***kESET 	VALUES 1276 
7550 	CALL 	CETSYM 1277 
IF(ITYPLoNLoi) 	Q0 	1. 0 	9';T.: 1278 
IF(INSY.T4.1C0%) 	00 . 10 	7551 1279 
IF(I515Y:T.E0.ILEV:0 	'JO 	TO 	7552 1280 
00 	10 	9778 12R1 
7551 	CALL 	COSTS 1292 
00 	TO 	7353 1293 
7552 	CALL 	LLVLLS 1284 
7553 	IF(19LL.::).1) 	,Q 	TO 1285 
C_***ST,REILl 12,; 7 
5351 (_,AL 6F1- 1, 	 1258 
.J, TJ 	 123) 
12Qj 
IF(13:5m.:0.10FF) Gj IC 6353 	 1291 
GO TO 9998 	 1292 
6352 JST0RE=1 	 7293 
fRuN=9 	 1294 
GO TO 7099 	 1275 
6353 JSTDRE=L 	 1296 
IRUN.0 	 1297 
DO 6354 J=1,5 	 1278 
6354 KRUN(J)=1 	 1293 
GO TO 7()99 	 130'J 
C***SCALE OATA 	 1301 
631 CALL GETSY 	 1302 
IF(ITYPE.N.17 GO T0 9998 	 1303 
1304 
CALL GET5V.', 	 135 
IE(TTYPE.E0.2) 0019 63.2 	 13'06 
IFAINAME.E(0.THAL.'" 	 ISY".E0. , 10) P4LF=9LANK 	 1307 
IFIINAY.E.F.:;.THALF 	 FLLE=OOT 	 130e 
IF(INA.E).10%H 	 13 ,79 
0 ,:E=DOT 	 1310 
GO TO 631..3 	 1311 
63,2 IF(13..NL.iSP—._t:I CO-TO 9998 	 1312 
'.,PACES=X.NU; ,. 	 1313 
633 IF(IDEL.E0.1) ,7,c. T9 - 99 	 1314 
GO TO 63...1 	 1315 
C***7A9SE DATA 	 1316 
6313 1PA03=9 	 1317 
104 
105 
23: • 311 	1=1.6 	 ! 
1F I 	 T 	0312 
1) 
IF(1.)17L.F.C.1 	1..51 	1PAS.:,=1 
1 , 19 
1327; 
1321 
1 32 2 
GO PD 6311 	 1324 
6312 20,5611 	?3'F 	 1325 
6311 CW.Tir:JE 	 1326 
GO TO 7,33? 	 1327 
C*.*CHAV■ F TAilLES 	 1328 
7436 CALL GETSY:4 	 1329 
J=6 	 1330 
7431 IF(INSY.E(.■ ..P , A'rE111) GO TO 7432 	 1331 
40 TO 939H 	 1332 
7432 2=2+1 	 1333 
CALL GETSY ,. 	 1334 
IFIIDEL.E0.810 1 	149 	 1334 
GO TO 7432 	 1336 
C***v.15C P:PUT DATA 	 1337 
6241 ULL GETS'C 	 1338 
IF(ITYPIE.1) 00 T'). 9398 	 1339 
1^:9'.1E=P4SV, 	 1340 
GALL TiCTOy, 	 1341 
	
'TO 9,13 	 1342 
PLLY=I'L!,• 	 1343 
1344 
1345 
IF113Y-..ILLYL,,(1;) 	 147 
L - 	4221 	 13433 
106 
IF 	1V1', 	 ' 	1 	H2 
11-'11T:sF 	IPL 1311 
1 	, `.T2 62.4 
6221 
14 T3 1.16'3 
' ,1:11Tf'1 6 ,-.2221 	If'" 
6222 FORvAT(1\,%-6.- 	Cf,2 1 10T 	61 	CmW1F17. STORE IS 06.-1 1355 
GO 	TT. 	621 1356 
6202 T11,1L,=V1T 1 1357 
GO 	TO 	621, 1358 
42.3 PLTPT.)=X%,Y 1359 
GO 	TO 	6212 . 1360 
6204 NOYR8=M1_1' , 1361 
GO 	TO 	621: 1362 
6206 Y(1)--xnum 1363 
GO 	TO 	6210 1364 
6238 1VALS(1)=XNU' ,1 1365 
1366 GO 	TO 6210 
6209 DT=XNUN 1367 
6210 1F(IDEL.E0.11 	GO 	TO 	7„99 1368 
GO 	Ti) 	62:1 1369 
7355 03) 	7u56 	1=1,5 1373 
Z13,11=v 1_11..T13,11 1371 
1372 Z14,11=VL1ST15,11 
71-66 S , 'C11)=VLIST11,11 1373 
1AL.FES 1374 
1 1 75 
1376 
16 	AT( 	) 
If 	(PLTD2.Lt.,'T 1 	07 	1. 	6241 1377 
P1 P =PL11'..)/DT 
13P) I F I , T1J(PLTPL:,HTI.:-T . 	 1 	 =-1 P +1 
6141 : , i , X=11.'.',YT/1:71+1 
IF'..),)( 	 ' 




DO 34 K=1,5 
IFIS!::CIKI.E0.1 CO TO 34 
107 
0° 61 1=1.2 
61 	..PITE.16,161 
111.1L=TI 8 E'.., 
CALL -100ELIT1IE,OT,TI.IE,CC,VLIST,2.' ,. AX) 
32 00 72 1=1,5 
JU= A 0 S IVLIST42,1)I 
GO TO 73 
00 75 0=-10.5 
IF(IFIXIALISIVLISTI2,0)1/.NE.J ■.0 GO TO 75 
213,-.1)=2(3,1I, / 
75 CONTINUE 




IF(J0.NE.I1 60 TC 72 	 1400 
DO 81 0=00,5 	 1401 






















'8HITE(6,35) 	 1412 
35 FOWIATI1X,I3,2L).3,4X,82,3Y.',861 	 1413 






77 , 	L=1,2 
1414 
1416 






1 -, 7 	61 .71 	1=2,4.2 142:: 
1611.e].21",6=3 1421 
1F(I.E.414K=4 1422 
7)) 	61J2 	J=10) 1423 
IFCVLIST(1,_11• .2T•-.5) 	72 	TO 5102 1424 
IFC - IFIX(VLISJ(1,71).%L.J) 10706102 1425 
K=VLIST(1,7) 1426 
1RITE16,61731 1427 
6173 FORATI- 	LOCER-,13,- ,7-) 142H 
IF(1.6'7.4) 	64ITE((,,61_ , 4) 1425 
6174 1437 
NEXI=73 1431 
CALL 	UT.SY'... 1432 
IFIITYPE.Er“ .71 	42 	TO 	51. , 2 1433 
1COUNT=1 1434 
L(K‹,J)=XNUY 1435 
6172 C'"ITINE. 1436 
61:71 CC::(INA. 1437 
1F(1COJ'j..3) 	70 	TC 1433 
0G 	83 	111,2 142'4 
83 1441 
TO 	32 1 44 1 
1442 
I 876= 1441: 
T I 	1 =Tr' 1 14 4 







IFIY, TORE.E:.. 	Tu 1,— 













01) ii II=51fHTS 
1476 
1477 
DO 612 1=1,5 
612 IPL I )= 
DO 711j J=1,5 	 1452 
KPUI(J)=1U*1 	 1453 
IVARIIRU'hJ)=VL:ST(1,JI 	 1654 
00 7110 1=1,254 	 1655 
7110 SZ(IRUN,I,J)=ZI:ill 	 1455 
GO TO 1040 	 1457 
END 	 1453 
SLILIRCUT LIE PLOTITU'E,5,Z,I5 , ,HALF.ONEsSPACF5,PAUSE) 	 1459 
DIEIISLON SC(51,L(254,5).15. , (51 	 1460 
L■ ILNSION LU:L(6G1 	 1461 
OPIEN51011 PAUSE(6),(5),IPLT(5) 	 1462 
INTEGER ::_A!'irc.,i)()T.S ,/c,NO,['ALF,ONE,.8PACES,PAUSE 	 1463 
DATA EP5/.,U11 	 1464 
DATA dLA , IK/— —/ 	 1465 
DATA DOT/—.—/ 	 1466 
DATA NO/-00—/ 	 1467 
DO 610 1=1,5 	 1466 
614 144(11=) 	 1469 
109 
110 
rl 	fl • . E.:* 	 1418 
03=11-5 	 1479 
IF( . !D(JJ.S) - S1.!. 	11 13 	 148 
	
12 1=1,6: 	 1481 
12 LINL(11=DeT 	 1482 
GO TO 14 	 1483 
13 DO 1 I=1, 	 1484 
1 LINLAI1=LNK 	 14.85 
LINL(30)=W, LF 	 1486 
L116(60)=ONE 	 1437 
14 JO 1ju0 J=1,15 	 1483 
:.1AX=-1 	 1489 
DO 611 4=1,5 	 1490 
IFI1PLTIK).EC.1) 37 TO 611 	 1471 
IFr.lAx.CE.I.Surte.» GO TO 611 	 1492 
MAX=ISUO(K( 	 1473 
1=K 	 1494 
611 CONTINUE 	 1495 
1PLT)I1=1 	 1496 
IFISVIC(1).00.0) 40 TO 1 =u 	 1497 
IF(2(4,11-2)3,I).LL.E031 GO TO 13L0 	 1498 
IFIZI11.1).LT.Z(3,1) ■ 30 TO 1600 	 1499 
IF(Z(II,1).GT.2(41:1 , GO 	 1500 
<= I (L)II I I ) - z ( 3,1 ) ] / IL( 4 1 ) 	( 3,1 ) 	 1501 
IFIK.GT.63) K=60 	 1512 
IF(K.LT.1) K=1 	 1503 
403 	 00 13 4)2 	 1504 
LINE(K)=15i.',111 	 15^5 
Pz;1/7(1)= , 
'JO TO 1.3 	 I317 





P11',..1!-IY.I71 - • 
151 
1511 
1'12 5•!:.11L((,. ■ 	 .1) 	;'11 
1)-(T1 - '..LT.L11 - ) 	) 1: 1.  151 
P,' - Si7(1J).LF.Tr.T, T,13 55 1516 
GO 	12 	15 1515 
55 R .,i:,.. , (5,1111133 1515 
111 FOF1')AT(',11 1517 
1_1=1J+1 15113 




SJUROUTINE 	RRINT11111E,ISC) 1523 
2Rnif2,11 1524 
CO 	CCI 	/0111./RS/ 	IF 1525 
COv:•011 	/1-1 11A "S/ 	N601 E5 1526 
/PRIfTi 1527 
OATA 	N55f 1:;25 





1 ..ITE:(6,((=,11P, , J11),151,51 
IF(1A(1).5'.:.1) 	:').:TE(5,77)5: 1 :1:(1),(5119 ,.:,<=1,f) 1535 
2 C11:1-1711"1JE 1535 
IFt1R;11.,N.1) 1537 
1535 
11111). , 5.1) 	 ,, ),( 1-1 11,KI,K=191 , 1533 
4 C - 011.: 51 
LTu 1.1 15'.1 
112 




G , 1/ 	I I TYDL xT 	),(41EKT 
l'.)T027- (T, TOP-/ 	• 15.43 
LE16T)1=( 104(); 
1550 
(. : X1J=111:XT 1 551 
IF(ITyPF.()E.-1) 	ITyPF=) 1752 
IOCC=-5 ) 1553 
1554 
IF 	(NEXT 	.LL. 	72) 	GO 	T3, 	1: 1555 
620 0551=1 1556 
1 
%ExT-rxT 1557 
READ(5.1) 	IA 1558 
: 7 1559 
17? 	1=.X 	,7o 156? 
IFIITYPE.RO..-1) 	GO 	TO 	47 1561 
IF 	(IA(I) 	 45 1762 . 




():,O 	TO 	II)), 1566 
IF 	(IA(I( 	---) 	10 	4') 1567 
IF 	(1Ty), ): 	J) 	GO) 	T i " 	51 1765 
17YI ) )_=2 
11.71 C3 TO 	1— 
IF 	 o 
1573 IF ( 	IA( 	I 	I -1-1 	15 	2'; 	) 
113 
)) 	IF 	(I. , (I ) 	.• 	•,. . 
I" 2 • 	 1675 
-4-) 	1) 7 	 1576 
1' 	(1•')(1) 	-5-) 	)))) 	 1 , 77 
-6-) 	2„ 	 575 
1 	 557, 
IF 	(111!) 	.1-, 	-8-) 	),( 	i)1 1 	 1515 
IF 117111 .5)- 	715 TO 22- 	 1511 
	
47 IF 1I511) .50. -- -1 75 TO 31., 	 1512 
[F11 ,,!1) .5(5. -)-) 60 TO 12): 	 1513 
11-11A(1) 	
• 
-*--) CL TO 13)1 : 	 1584 
15 11 1,11) 	.F.O. -1-) r , n T^ 	 1585 
IF) 1511 	-.-1 8 5) TO 5,1 	 1516 
IFIIA11) .59. -1-) 57 TO 	 1587 
IF 117111 .50. -,-) (;0 TO 665 	 15)33 
IF1IA111 	
▪ 
-/-) 	 1589 
IFII,A111 .10: -=-1 25 TO 110)! 	 1550 
IF (ITYPF .55- 2) 67 TO 8,s 	 15)1 
52 	IF CLE)1).,T0 	5) (55 T(3 1 	 1522 
FLC(L5%1,,T),*6,6,P46V() 	1 1_,6,1!%11,)) 	 1583 
LE!!32TH=L!?)6Th ,-1 	 1614 
1F1ITYPE.NE.--11 11Y11 	 1595 
0)9 :9 1,_! 	 15 5 6 
295 	x%255 =FL1(5,6,if,1111-48-1-X*1'-5 	 1597 
1):, 5 ,-.1)1C+1 	 1592 
IivP2).2 	 15)) 
1._)0 1'0 1 	 1690 
360 	IDE1=1 
(J ,7. T5 7„ 	 1792 
400 1F)5.2  
45 10 0,:0 	 167,4 
1!),LL.3 	 1255 
114 
r:' 










12 2 I:)EL12 1616 





GO TO 	9)2 
800 :2311EI6,21 	1A(:),1 1620 




3 7 FrYPF 	iHr L1';2 -1 
1D,=_L= ,;, 
1.624 
5 0 	1- 0 	?= 1 1,25 
091 7L,EL=6 1626 
632 
GO 	TO 	9 	1 1627 
1623 
1622 
1,,, L- L=7 
1L,, ; 
flC 
: TiCO 167.: 
1232 
12 
1=1 , 1 
IF 	(11YP 7 	.L ]633 
163 ,4 
1!,35 
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r, 	61/ 1660 
04“. 	447152/ 1651 
DAiA 	11711 11S/ 1552 
DA1 ,1, 	11_,V11 LS/ 11, 1 3 
CC 	1 16 
1 c,,,%1 
r 	= ) 








3 	 fi+1)-T , • (i);.1 1) ;672 
17'3 
Jr,L=T 	11 1374 
1675 




Fu',CTIO% 	(,L1P(7,6,C,I)) 1697) 
IF(c.G IE.3)7Lip=:‘ 1661 




I 	/1- , 	,/ 1376 
1697 
171 16'71 
;;,_,IR .DUT I TE 	C_(7 162 





'Tr ■ 	 .7/ 
1. `_±.1-' 	j 
1 7 
1707 
L**. ,% -EL 






4551 P'1Hr:T1TI,^E, 1713 
4555 1 7 14 
1F(J3E._, 1%.)Ex.LL.KDL3Gr , PITE(6,12'i4) 1715 
1234 1 - (22,,,1! 1710 
,,/,- I 	-, ,".([ 1Y,!, 1717 

















(. 	I 	• I 	• ■ 
17 Y-1 
1 ( 35 
1737 
L 1 1 1i-! 
1735 
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10 
11 SI.T:TT 	IT 
12 1J1TJ 
























36 177 2"_. 
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'' /--:„, — -/,iLif 	'77. - / -- ,..T 	'77 E-/.,17',/- 7•'-/,1 - ,•••=-/- - ---/  
, ‘,77 71' 	r '/I... ./ ,,, L1 7 '.../• - /. -- Y - '7./.' 	/  
5_5 
96 
57 I/- 	.! 
59 
60 C.-L1 • 	 L 1 
61 
62 "•,. 	1 
64 	 I,  
65 	 ' 
66 
67 
68 	 ,LT • 
69  
70 	ILL 	LI  17 11.L. 
71 	 I=LL iL LH S 
20 6 1=1,42 
S I  LEV f 1 ) = 2 	 1256_ 







4 1 I 1 vES11 I =u 
20 5 	1=1,3...) 
5 	1221 I I ).f1 
2 j1 /2.2'6F I 	)=fl 
22 2 1=1,6 









7 1LUX II 	'I., 175 7 
83 2:1 	39i37 	1= 17,9 .1 
84 IS — I 	1 	I =1 7,;X 	I 	11 1 7:62 
85 2 	11967 	J=1,6 1761 
86 :16,67 121_1"1 1. 1I,J)=III..1c,T(1,)) 1 2 62 
87 T 1• 
88 
89 
90 ( 	71 	2 
91 12 6 7 




TY ■ '' 





99 f 	. 
! 7, 
100 • .' 'T2 1 1 -7 f 
101  1' 7 7 
102 Irl 	ii:FY 	....! ) -,h.1 	1 H ■ 	 '-i ! -- `7d 
103 ‘,. 1... 
104 1-!!!!C! 
105 'Cfc! o3u1 1:7J:1 
106 C, T 
107 c,'"! T7 7 -7 ,',7 7713 
108 C 	"1 17 
109 fc!!.0 Tfl .331 17;95 
110 7F. 7;17 	.■ 777 17 4 5 
ill I7 
112 1_1 	.1- 
11..1 
_114 717X7 	+i 1'7 -11 
115 
116 
117 '—fjc, LP.. l'cf73 
118 f!!,!Pc'p!!) Li 
119 -)')6 16 	!'!! 
120 
121 ' 
122 +— 	 FL 
123 
124 •" 
125 "' J= 	' 17 - 1 
126 iTI 	'L=1 11 - 2 
127 F.j4 7 7 LL 	!L_FSY 11-.1 
123 
128 
• t• 	I. 
1.":, 
1 	I 	7 129 
130 • t 
117 131 









4531 1:= ( 	I I 	) 	I 	NIh(11=1 1111 
i=1.2' 
138 
139 ., 434 
140 IF I'I,Yv.r.:-P - HA. , EL,t 1+151 ) ) 	II'V(1)=1 
141 IF 	 1'; 	41. 1112 
142 
143 
3; 	Tfl 	7.--7.) 1113 
1747 C.:.LL 	1J_13v , :' 1114 
144 7 	71'. 
145 C 'LL 	T,ETSY: ! 	16 
146 1 7 
147 T37..'r± IT 







155 1 	I 









164 1-1. 	• 	;; • 
165 ( 
166 I 	• : 9') , 1 
167 1(7 	( 	I.' 
168 ( 	I 	. 
169 ( 	.7.:(.• 	 ) 2 ( 	I 	) 
170 IF( 	1.7 	7.77 --1(TE(71, 	,477 Th I.,, 	7 •1- CC 5 
171 ( 	1.- 	I 	) 7.1.1Th 	5•54".- 1(7:7, H ',1C25. 
172 IF( 	I7•77L 	.177 1 (.11TE (5156 	?,) 1 7 	.7_, v 7 • 117 (77_•. 
173 ..12 . • 
174 I 	I 	I 	.b.•  +r(.ff (5•75 	- I 7 	7Y • 3717 C(7 7 
175 i 	1•I 	.• 	141 17(--_ 	( ,1- (7=(: 7, 
176 I 	h 	( • 	' 
177 IFI I•HF•IF) ( 	6 	, 	(. , 	- f 
178 I 	r I 	; -1- 77_ 	- 1' 1'7 	̀;`(' .12h- - 
179 I 	I 	• 	.• , TTE( 	7. • 
180 IF. 	I 	• 	• 1' [ 	( • T .7-7 J 
181 IF 	1 1. 





















	 197 t 1141 
-1 
199 143 Ilc 
142 	%2li(3,14 ,,) 	[9:T,5T(ii,y(1) 1144 
207 
144 	F3TO.ATI13.5X,C.6,5X,51..5) 1145 
TO 	6485 	. 1145 
201 6422 	,k178(5,94) 	1147 
F:M1-AT(- vALcE - ) 1148 
205  90 114') 	• 
206 8, 5 	, :;.?1 .1516,144) 	1,,ILLVL:=,(;),IV.',L8(1) 11.3L, 
207 19 
208  1152 
209 -.L18.5) 1183 
210 69 	13 6452 	1154 
71j  54)4 	,..q.115(5,1 	ILL21.511, ■ V-L5:11) 
- 1155 
217 445, 	145 	1=1,2 1155 
213 145 	.:711((6,15) 11:7 
214  11 	(T2'11...5'1.1) 	',. 	-3H 
215 :JO 	TO 	58 1 1 ,- 5 
216 1 
217  71• 	 , 1 	1=1,5 11, 1 
_2_18 7H 1  











;, 	; 	 ; 	' 	• 
226 
227 
• 	!"; ; ;1 7 	 • 
7; 
228 I 117? 
229  117 
230 ';_;' , 3.1 	Tv 1174 
231 ' 117', 
232 I 	fV. 1176 
233 1 F 	I • 	.5 	3 	T( 	713 1177 
234 117 
235 C,,D 	TO 	71s,2 1179 
236 7133 CALA 1180 
237 To 	71,4 1191 
238 VLIST(3,J 1_1732 
239 33 	T, 	7i 1193 
240 1:311 3:773 
241 VLLI,F12,J:,),„L 1185 
242 VLIST(2,J:1=—,J)  
243 VLiST 1 537 
244 721.5 C—LL 
245 1 isj1C 71  
246 
247 TI 	1 1 




252 71 	,7 7 	• 	' , J 	,J 
253 L=2., 11 , 7 
254 71 -..; .HL.J 11 







260 'y 	PL:1- 
261 . IF( 	. 12'75 
262 LL 	GET':v 
263 IF 	( 11, 5 
264 U,D 	7511 	J=1, 
- 	265 DC 	7511 	1=1,254 12 , 7 
266 7511 Z(1,J)=,. 
267 DC 	7b51 	1=1,5 1711 
268 1212 
269 7(3,1)= . 1213 
270 1214 
271 DO 	76..)1 1215 
272 75 	1 '../1_13511,J). 12 
273 J=1 1 2 	7 
274 1215 
275 ITYPL , -1 12] 
276 C,;LL 122"i 
277 F . 1221 
278 5531 	1=1,%I.PLT:, 1222 
279 DD-57 151 	1 . 	E(1,I)) 
280 3 
281 
282 3. 5 I 5) =JJ 
283 I is6-1_=, 
284 










292 ,71',.J ■ ..JJ 1235 
293  217 
294 7 ? 	 41.."' 	" 127F, 
295 751 I 'F 	I 	A 	I 	• 	I 	• ,-.. 	• j 1235 
296 (55 	TO 	r;::,')? 124C, 
297 76:4 ,T=S. 	I 	I 	Vl • 1 ,K1-1-4 1241 
298 :,f-.: 	7615 	1=1 	''T.K 1242 
299 IF(1.50.3 	.0R. 	1..4) 	(") 	TO 75.15 1243 
300 ZTI,...1)=5 -LTIR0,l,K) 1244 
301 IFfl.LE.4f 	35 	TO 	7615 1245 
302 LI3.J..)=;I51(713 ,J..d 	I 	../(1.J)) 1246 
303 2 ( 4, 54_, f= ,,4 ,'AX1.1214 .54, 	),fi T 	1 •J ) 	) 1247 
304 7415 (7')!:T [NUS 1248 
305 IF ( 	D:T_ 	.2 	T' 124' 
306 5=5+1 
307 30 	I0 	75 	2 125 1 
308 713-3 OLL 	1,LTSY,'.1 1252 
309 IF1 	ITY=L. 1 :;.1 	";) 1).5 .3 
310 /(1,J 1255 
311 (; 	1, 
312 
313 
314 1- 	( 3 - 	• 	. 	• 	7 T(: 	■ -) 
315 150) 






1 ,2 ( 1 	111- 	 (- 
120 	 11.(1 1 12 ,- 
.1 , 
,'; 	), 
76,-3 	vLV,T I L ,K, -1''''.'1_:1,ST f L ,J,L 1 
12(,•--.; 
1275 




GO 	19 	7611)2 1275 
C"ARESLT V.LULS 1275 
755J 	CALL 	1-,LT537' 1277 
IF1ITYPA.:,L.11 	T) 	9998 1278 
IF(I'14Y ,. .Fc.1C1JT,11 	A, 	7.2 7551 1,7 7 
1r(1112,3..41.1'.521 	21 	117 7 542 1240 
C .,:3 	TT) 	2974 121 
1551 	CALL 	C0'..AT5 1242 
LC 	v) 	7553 1243 
1552 	CALL 	LEYC. L.S 12 12,4 
7553 	1111DEL.55'..11 	7.".) 	T: 	7.T51 1295 
2,17 	T 	755 	) 12°5 
'17 11 	11.1 	1, 
5 1 .1_ 





































355 63'.4 199 
356 
357 CLF ,:ATA 1371 
358 11 C 	LLF7LY 372 
359 1F(ITYPH.':: - .11 	'JO 	TO )3- ).4  
360 . 1i74 
361 CALL 	96T5Y• 1375 
362 IFI1FYPE.F.3'.2) 	30 	TO 63,2 1376 
363 1F ( i 13(7 
364 PiSYo.LO.YLS) HALF=DOT 130H 
365 IFIINAMC.EC.PY:E • N:21 1329 
366 IF(HA1E.fl.lc%E 1 ,1SY:.71.YFS) O' , .E=Or,T 
367 00 	TO 	6373 13:1 
368 6362 IFIP ■ A' , 7_.6F_.I52,, 17 1 3: 	10 	99') , i 1?12 
369 S10CE9=x6 1T., 13 
370 6393 IFIIDEL.Efl.11 	GC; 	TO 799 1314 
371 U 	10 	63J1 1315 
372 9116 1316 
373 631,, 11,/,39,o 1311. 
374 L31 	6311 	1=1.6 1316 
375 ",-.) 	T7 631Z 1 	; 
376 
377 1;3 	TO 
378 1 	: 
379 I 	L 	. 1 	.1. 	. 11 , 1;2 	--•■• 
380 6 	TO 	1, 11 1 
381 6 	'.17 07 	-1 
382 1. •.1 	1 	• 	! F - IL? 





386 J=1) 1• 1 '(- 
387 74(1 	(=1.? 7, 
388 7431 ILl 	I Y'.F 'i .T,'Ll 	I T 7(.'? 1 1 '1 
389 GC', 	TO 	099R 
390 7432 J=J+1 1113 
391 CALL 	6ETS ,,, 1 1 3/■ 
392 TCF:4(J)=XN" 1, 
393 IF(I.EQ.21T(n(J)=.- xTr , 
394 IF 	C 
395 IF! I .z(7.4,TC3F, (J=XNU" 
396 IF( 	.E0.51TCOJ(J)=xN , Iv 
397 IFt 	.EQ.6)TC35iJi=xNUm 
398 IF!  
399 IF I 	.F.74'.81T(Cr'(J1=3 0-  
400 IF( 	. 1 i.91TC(...F(J1=Xf , U" 
401 IF( 	.Y).1^)TCCJIJ)--xNU" 
402 1F( 	.E.Q.11ITCCv(U)=xv , Y 





408 TE 	.r(7:.171TiTh (J)=1.N" 1, 
409 IF 	I.F0.18)T:- FC(J)= 1 
410 IF II .70 .13 I TCFJ (J ) =3N , "! 
411 
412 1.1(:.211T'JJY(J)=,C,H 
413 IFI I.C...22H-^, ([(J)=xN ,,- 
414 IF 	I •Fr7•21 )1 - ■ 







I 	i 	CI 
419 C , .) 	77 
420 (-='." .1 1 (_ 	1%•11,- ;T 	r6T-1. 17 7 7 
421 62'!1 	C , LL 	.") 1,I ;v 1' 
422 fr(11Yi 	.^L 	.11 	T' 	•'1-, 
133; 
423 
424 CALL 	.1 	;vi' 17.1  
425 IT( 1 TYPE'. 	. 2 1 	';) 	TO 	99 - ) 
426 IN S , Y= INA , F 	, 1342 
427 J0 	6205 	1.1,7CONS 1744 
428 626)5 	IFt1N5Y 1'.1-- C.CON5T1111 	'7,0 	TO 	62'36 13 63 
429 30 	62.:7 	1.1.0.OLVS 1346 
430 626.7 	IFITSY 1 ',.E,..ILEVLS(111 	61 1 	T7 	623'3 1 7 67 
431 IC 	6221 174 13 
432 IT(INSY',. .F.171. ) 	CO 	7 7 	5277 174 ,? 
433 IF(P)!3r , '.EO.1 1,TP, RT) 	1-)r) 	TO 	52 , 2 1. 5 7 
434 1F(INSY'%.E7.1PLTPD) 	,511 	IC 	62: 1 3 1191 
435 IF(INSr!.Y 7, ) 	'1,7 	7 7 	62 	4 
436 CO 	77 —; 141R 1 	. 1 
437 6221 	c ,211E16.5222) 	1%3 1 7 ci■ 
438 522? 	OR , AttlX.Ar),- 	 "F 	CH\' 142' IS 175c 
439 TO 	5215 
440 62u2 17=7 
441 UO 	Fr) 	623, 
442 171,7 
443 (;7 	TO 	1,21 - 
444 52),4 11,7 
445 
446 r, 	(1 	1 	1 = 
447 ) 	 r 7 	6 2 17 
133 
448 x 
449 T• , 	621 
450 62.„ r =," 1367 
451 -I IF 	 7 131 , 6 
452 62.)1 1159 
453 1170 
454 LLi.i/=VL1!:T(1.[I 1 1 71 
455 7((,.I]=1LIST(5,1) 1372 
456 5;CII)=VLIST(1,[) 1171 
457 1374 
458 16 F° ,0, AT( 1375 
459 110)=1 1376 
460 IF(PLTP6.LE.DT1 	17 	6241 1177 
461 INP=PLTPD/DT 1171 
462 u.'0D(PLTP"),r.n" 	 INP=1•P+1 1179 
463 64 ,41 . .1 ,', X=(%'):/r...1'1.-1 1310 
464 I F('.!0.)(•Osc.tS,r)T). 	T,. 	I 	,%x=%:AX+1 111] 
465 V-1; = I NP .1) T 13 . 12 
466 1343 
467 70 	162 	1=1,Z, 
468 ^.PTS=t 	(./AY-1)/1.'1'1+1 134 5 
469 711.( 1 ,APTS 1396 
470 :62 Z12.1)=7 ,4 ,-. 1 ,, A 7 
471 61 	1=1,2 
472 I TE(6,;6) l'o 
473 117)r 
474 . C; , LL 	"-.) 	',--11_ I 	TI:•":,: -.:7, 	r 	':—.: 	- ,\/1_7:1- ,i, 	' ) 13'31 
475 3.? J.: 	r'2 	1=1,6 1'")7 
476 3,.=- , ',SIOLL'T12,1:1 1 , ?3 
477 I 	r 	(J 	.•': 	.11 	1:-, 	71 1 -' ,-,.. 
478 D" 	P". 	J.J,,..... 
rznr. 






484 	 J=J.. 
485 IrII<( 
r• 
486 (4 .J 	r-z7 
487 	s 	7 [ %.)E 
488 72 	CO%TINJF 
489 	,RI1E(6131) 
490 33 	F1RvA711x.,-PHI.-.4X,-LF,-,,, 
491 
492 	D;) 	34 	<=1.4 









498 	DO 	62 	L=1/2 1474 
499 52 	;'ITF(61,16) 
Y.77 
500 	 5 
501 iFL 	=i 
' 	1 502 
503 	 '..1.71 	1=2.4/2 
1 504 F ( i 
505  
506 	40 
507 .L 	1,J)••-•) ) 	2 
508 	11- 	( -1i- 	I Y. 	L 	T 	1,-))). 






512 ! ■ 	(1.1„:.4) 	)(1IT , (((,61 	) 
513 611 , 4 	1 ,0'2 -.1•(- 	 - •
12,_,_) 1.4 	1-'■ 
514 1:FxT=7-1 
14 1 1 
515 CALL 	(FTSY - 
14+2 
516 u0 	TO 	61 , '2 
1411 
517 1Cr.o!T=1 




519 6142 	CONTINUF 14
36 
520 •611 	CONTINUE 
14 , 7 
521 1F11GO'JNT.E11.) 	GO 	TO 	611(
-cy I43e 
522 uo 	d3 	I1-1,2 1439 
523 03 	,;R1TE(606) 1447
, 
524 GO JO 32 1441 
525 • 6004 	CONT1NuF 1442 
526 IFLG=o 1441 
527 117T 1444 
528 CALL 	PLOT(TPIE,SWC,2,15",HALP,(INF,5DACE5,pF 1 144 
529 DO 	63 	1=1,2 7446 
530 63 	WRITE(6,161 1447 
531 IF1J5TORE.EC.1 	GO 	TO 	1,i1) 144P 
532 C***.57,OIRE 	Ru• 	9AT1 	• 144 0 
533 71.19 	IRUN.IRUN+1 145'1 
534 1F(IR(A.GT.1) 	GO 	TO 	9758 
535 .00 	711J 	J=1,5 1 4 2 
536 KRuN(J)=Iruf'.+1 1451 
537  1vAR(IRW ,I,Ji=v1.157(1,JI 1454 
538 DO 	7110 	1=1,254 14 " 
539 711, 	52(112uN,I,J1=7(1,J) 
540 GO TO 1 47 
• ■ 
541 F NO 14;F 
136 
1 6,0I ■ LWT1%! - 	PL:T(II 	'7.T:.C./..1:: 	.HALF, 	%F.SI"CrEo:"'5/') 1459 
2 1.:1..._%:-> 	S•151.L1254.5).13,) 146. 
3 . 	DIr.%.S10 	l_1(6,J) 1451 
4 DI 	+T-r1.PAUSL(6),I3,:151,IPLII51 1452 
5 INTLGER 	(ILANK.DDT,SAC.MO,riALItONEtSPACFSIPA'JSC 1463 
6 DATA 	EP5/...,:,'01/ 1464 
7 DATA 	IILANK/- 	-/ 1465 
8 DATA 	DOT/-.-/ 1466 
9 DATA NO/-NO-/ 1467 
10 DO 	610 	1=1.5 1463 
11 610 	1500(11=D 1469 
12 NPTS=Z11,1)+4 1470 
13 TMS=Z(211) 1471 
• 	14 STIME=PAUSE11) 1472 
15 IJ=1 1473 
16 1. 1110=1. 1".E ,-115 1474 
17 DO 	1,) 	II=51/IPTS 1475 
18 DO 	612 	1=1.5 1476 
19 612 	IPLT(II=j 1477 
20 TI:s!F=1- 1'1E+T5'S 1473 
21 JJ=II-5 1479 
22 IFf: 40D(JJ.SPA(15)..1E.-/ 	'ID 	TO 	13 1430 
23 DO 	12 	I=1,6D 1481 
24 12 	LI/1E111=3'31 1482 
25 L,O 	TO 	14 14.3 
26 13 	D'..; 	1 	1=1,6, 1434 
27 1 	010E111= 	•Li,r.‹ 1435 
28 L I ,'..c 	( 	3 	, 	I 	=I , ,,l_ i- 1436 
29 LIT16,1='1;:17 149/ 
30 14 	07, 	1/1'; 	J=1,!, 14.8 
31 ....:04. - 1 1,4P') 
32 O!': 	611 	r.=1.5 147'. 






4RITE(6,91) 	 1512 
IFITP1E.LT.5T1 El 1111 Tr` 1, 	 1=13 
	 1t.!/, 
55 	', LA.,10,111T7' 





34 	c( 	. x••1,( 	r: 	.1 
35 	..:Ax.151.1 - 1<) 
36 	 IK 1 , ■ 4 
37 	511 	 14')  
38 	 IPLIt1)=1 	 1494  
39 	 IF(S:.C( :).L%. I GL, TO 	 14:)7 
40 	 IF(Z(4*I)-7(3.1).LC.LPS)  
	
41 	 1 06 	 1459 
• 42 	 IFIZIII,I). ,,—,).7(4 , 11) CO TO 1 00 	 1.0  
43 	 K=I(Z(I1,1)—n3.1))/(7(4,1)-713.I»)*4:-.. ) +1 	 15(11 
44 	 IF(K.GT.501 K.60 	 1532 	  
45 	 IFtK.LT.1) K=1 	 - 1503  
46 	400 IF(LINE(K)..:L.L,LANK) :. 	T7 4,2 	 15'1/4  
47 	4J1 LINL(K)=15(1) 	 S 	 15115  
48 	 ISU:4(1)=,  
49 	 GO TO 1Ju 	 15'7  
50 	4j2 IFILINEiKi.E0T, 00 TO 4.i1 	 157ft.  
51 	 154011)=1511+1 	 1514  
52 	1 ,-, 4 CONTINUE 	 1514  
53 	 PTPIE=IFIx(TI'T.) 	 1511 
59 	111 	 1 17 
60 	 10=1J+1 
137 
16 














	 DIMENSION A(12602J)vR125.20)0- (46,20) 
3 
	 DIMENSION 14(126)rIR(25),IF146) 
4 	
DIMENSION PRNT 20 / 
	
15 2 4 




COMMON /PNAMS/ NAMES 	 1526 
COMMON /PRNT/ 	 1527 
   
    
7 
    
    
8 
    
     
+AAA,AABIAAC I,AAD,AAG.BAA.BAB.BAC9BAD.BAE0BAH , BAJIBAKII8AL.BAM , 






+CJB.CJDoCKA.CLA,CLCICLD,CLE,CLF,CLG,CLIA.CNA,COA , CXC , CXD , CXG , ' 










         
         
22 
	 +CBL,CCE,CCF,CCK,CCN,CCO,CCS,CCZ, 
         
         
23 
	 +CEB,CFG,CFL,CFM,CHB,CMD,CJC, 
         
24 
	 +FAM.FAJ,FBH,F8J.FEC,FPM,FPN, 
         
          









































































AI 17,J 	4 
67 
	 AC 	,J1 , :- nr. 
68 












































85 	 A(36sJ)=CC 
86 	 A(17IJ)=CCP 
87 	 A(38,J)=CCR 
88 	 A(31.J)=ccv 





















106 	 A(57,J)=CHA 
107 	 A(58,J)=CHC 
108 	 A(59,J)=CHE 
109 	 A(60,J)=CJA 
110 	 A161,J)=CJ0 
111 	 A(62,J)=CJD 
112 	 A(63,J)=CKA 
113 A(64,J)=CLA 




















































































1 	I =F- PA 
152 
	
A 1 u3 J z1=4.) .`2, 
153 
	









A I 1 •rn ,J 	=F4',.;' 
158 
	
A11;.7•J1=4- 4 , F: 
159 
	 Al 11 ,4,3 4=i PL. 
160 






166 	 :,1117,J;=P;,r, 
167 	 A(113,J)=P 
168 
169 	 A112 - , j)=AC 
170 	 A1121,J)=x1 
171 	 A(122,J1=X2 
172 	 A(123,j1=Y4 
173 	 /0124,j)=X5 
174 	 A(125,J)=X6 
175 	 A(126,J)=X'l 
176 	 R(1,J(=AA 
177 	 Pf2.,J)= 4._3 
178 	 !: ■ 3,-11=AC 
. _ . . 	. 
179 
180 	 R:5,J)=. 
181 	 h16,,J1 - =DC 
182 	 RI 7,J1=CA 
183 	 7215 ,..)1=Cb 
184 	 ( 9 ,J)=CC 
185 	 r(c 1 
186 	 rt 
187 	 k(12,J)=:1F 
188 	 R(13,J)=Cr, 
189 	 ,J)=Ct• 























F12 	J ) =CO- 
221 
	






193 	 1;(1A.,,J)=2 , 
200 	 RI25,J1=SA 
201 	 FII,J1=1 
202 	 F(2,J)=A2 
203 	 F(3,J)=AAF 
204 	 F(4,J)=61 
205 	 F-I5.J)=62. 
206 	 F-(6,J)=AF 
207 	 F(7 , J 1 = 6 A (7, 









225 	 r(25,3).(17 
226 	 F 	- r_ )3 
■ 
227 	 F 27.31 = 
228 	 r'i 
229 
230 	 F 3i.31 =CPc7 
231 	 1- 131 	J ) 
232 	 (12, 
233 	 F(3e,,J1=i- 
234 	 F(34.3).FAJ 
_ 	. 
235 1, (35,J)=FL.11 
236 	 F(36,3)=FP,J 
237 	 F137,31=FEC 
238 	 F(36,J1.17 101' 
1 r.,13 
1 F 	14 
239 	 F12';...11=FP"i 
240 
241 	 F(41,3)=P2 
242 	 F(42,J)=PAF 
243 	 Ft43,31=1, P•F 
244 	 F144,31=PAJ 
245 	 F(7._)1 , ":,1 
246 	 F(46.J)=',A , i 
247 	 RETIlkN 
248 	 1 	:.RITE(5,7f,1( 7 II) , I=1 ,31 
249 	 H3 2 1=1.126 
250 	 HtlTrf5,771 , ! 	I 	,(A(1,v.),F'.=1.3) 
- — 	_ 
251 	 2 C:"?',ITIJE-. 
252 	 6c) 3 1=1,25 
253 	 IF(I[ ,:t 1 ).3:—A 1 	.';d7 7.(‘,.771 
254 	 3 (--, N I I%'17 
255 
256 	 IF11rt1+.F-..11 	 151') 
257 	 4 Cc,iTI•UF 	 15,,,, 
258 	 TET:IPN 	
1541 
259 	77 rrwvAil1X.A6.'.1- 1').5. 1 1/.7X.5[17.5)) 	 1542 
260 	76 FOreo ,\ T ( /,417x.51-A -, .2,/ I I 	
15:43 
261 	 E%i) 	 1544 
. 
146 
.J. I 	)4' , 1 IL 	y 
2 512 ) 
3 Cu 	/01_ 	C 	I/ 	I557 	• I. I .sqLyT 
11 
5 LLTIL,T,.,. 15A 
6 1550 
7 )'ExTJ=ExT 1551 
8 15(ITYP,.55.-1) 	ITYPE=0 1'.)52 
9 10E(..=-5,, 1553 
10 1.3155= 1594 
11 IF 	(NEXT 	._E. - 72) 	Go 	Tu 	Ii 1555 
12 620 NEXT=1 1556 
1.3 NEXT,:=NExT 1557 
14 REA2(5911 	IA 1598 
15 1 FOR)IATI72A1) 199q 
16 1° LI,',) 	1I:, 	I=5ExT,72 1960 
17 IF(ITYPL.F.4.-1) 	GO 	1. 0 	57 1561 
18 IF 	(IACI7 	s-,INE, 	-+-I 	'7Y.I1 	TO 	48 1562 
19 IF 	(ITyPE 	.NE. 	01 	:Sj 	TE) 	1331 1563 
20 151uN=1 1564 
21 ITYPE=2 1555 
22 GC 	TO :5 56 
23 43 IF 	III 	.5 	 ---) 1557 
24 IF 	(11 , PE 	.)) 	52 	15 	552 
25 15155=-1 
26 ITYPE=2 1972 
!, 27 Ccli 	1i. I 71 
28 49 IF 	(IA(I) 157 2 
29 Jr (IAII) 	-I-) 	T., 	2 1573 
30 IF 	IIAII) 	-2-) 	uT, 	2,, 1574 
31 IF 	(iA(II 	-3-) 	., 2)_, • 	1D75 
32 IF 	(IA(I) 	- 4 - ) 	SC 	Ti• 	2 1576 
• 
147 
33 iF 	II,(I) 1077 
34 IF 	1.1 	.t 	 T 
35 IF 	II4(1) 	.5):. 	- 1- 	on 	Ti 17,7 
36 fI,(1) 	-8-)0010 3.  
37 IF 	(16(i) 	• 	0. 15 ,, 1 
38 47 IF 	(I , (f) 	.f.. 	- 	-) 	:,,- 	iv . -'. 
39 IF 	1\T 	.._(... 	-)-) 	03 	TL, 	1233 1593 
40 1 5(/0(1) 	.,„;. 	_*_) 	no 	TO 	130, 15E4 
41 IF 	(10(11 	.13. 	-1--) 	76 	40, 1585 
42 IF(1,6(11 	-.-) 	GO 	TO 	5,1 15?6 
43 .LU.'-)-) 	00 	TA 	50 157 
44 IF 	NAN') 	 -,-) 	66 	TO 	o(,,J 1588 
45 11, (1.)1) 	.L3. 	-/-) 	GO 	TO 	7,j 1589 
46 IF(IA( I 	.50. 	6') 	TO 	116 1590 
47 IF 	(ITYPE 	,E0. 	2) 	33 	TO 	801... 1591 
48 50 IF 	flETH 	.E0. 	5) 	GT, 	TO 	1...0 1592 
49 F1_0(LEN;..11.5,6,1y.A) 	= 	FL2(:),6.1;, (1)) `,?3 
50 LENGTH=LE1)..,T , +1 1544 
51 ITYPE=1 
52 GO 	TO 	1v...3 15;6 
53 20. , XNU:.!=FLDIL.,6.!A(I1)-45+X.NiI*1 , .0 15;7 
54 LJEC=11)LC+1  
55 I TYPL=2  
56 uo 	TO 	1—, 
57 9 50 . IDEL=1 
58 CD 	TO 	9,0 162 
59 AC I0CL2 16 - 3 
60 L , 1) 	TO 	6, 1A."4 
61 55: 15:5=3 
62 (,0 	TO 	)-4 161)6. 
63 5 ,-)1 





68 7. 1on=3 1612 
69 66 1613 
70 11JJ IDEL=10 1614 
71 TO 	9-- 1615 
72 126 1DEL=12 1616 
73 60 	TO 	90,:, 1617 
74 13,6 IDEL=13 1616 
75 00 	TO 	9,0 1619 
76 60u ARITE(6,2) 	10(11,1 1620 
77 2 FORMAT)- 	1i4PROPER 	CHARACTER -,A1,- 16 COLUN -,121 1621 
78 1622 
79 3 FOR ,4AT(- 	RLTYPt 	THE. 	LINE-) 1623 
80 IdEL=9 1624 
81 60 	TO 9 1625 
82 891 1DEL=6 1626 
83 GO 	TO 	91 1627 
84 092 IL)EL=7 1628 
85 63 	TO 	9.1 1529 
86 1Lo C3N71,JE 163 
87 Go TO 62u 1631 
88 1=1+1 1632 
89 ',)'?1 IF 	IITYPL 	.F. 	1) 163'1 
90 11-((TYP. 	-1) 	Go 	TO 	30 1534 
91 IF 	IlL)L(.. 	 T:J 16 .35 
92 )(J 	flu 	J=1,1-L(._ 163f , 
93 '., 1 	• 	.•, 
94 620 IF 	11',IY1 	•LT. 
95 VD 	171 	9u. 1,,;') 	• 
96 v5'.) CC! ruILA. 164,, 
149 
97  164 
98 	 *._1,t...P 	 - 	 1662 
99 	 (...11.^.UL  
100 	V 9 , 	NLX I I 	 1544 
101 	 I 	 13T()P1 STUP 	 1645 
102 	 LTURN 	 1646 
103 	 LAD 	 1647 
• 	 150 
9uO -,1- 9LLVLE,1 164E 
2 u 	...I. 	 1692619 	. 	T 
3 1, 	JSl 	i 	i.:A' . E1(691EI9 . ;i,E2(696) 
4 (.6;‘,1, 	I EL.VE S 	46 1 
5 
6 INTEUR COAST 164)  
7 DATA 	NAE1/ 165:: 
8 +-Si 	- • -CCY-1. ,%,,,, I TY 	CA: )C ERN -, 
9 +-F1 	-9-TOTAL 	ANNUAL 	CJS 	L;U.,1, GET -9 
10 +-CB 	-9-NFT 	FLO)/ 	TO 	CRI ., E7. -' 
11 +-xf., 	- 9 -CR I! 	AT 	LRG/PERSOE■ 	I v,Pi2 I 50,%ED -, 
12 +-X2 	- •-CR I ME 	RATE 	(PEN 	1 6j 'OW..., ) -, 
13 +-CCB-s-CRP'IINALS AT 	LARGE -, 
14 +-ECA-s-REPORTLC 	CRI , IES -, 
15 +-P2 	-9-POLICE 	OFFICERS `.. t 
16 + - X4 	-,- FRACT 	REP 	CRIALS 	PJNISHED -, 
17 +-CC 	-9-4RRLT 	RATE -, 
18 +-FPA-9-TOTAL 	AWLJAL POLICE EUDUET -, 
19 +-CCL-9-REP 	CRU ,, ES/POLICE 	OFFICER -, 
20 +-CCY-v-POLICE 	DUDuti/OFFICEP 
21 +-Xb 	-9-ARRESTS 	PLR 	.:FE:CEli 	PER 	YEAR -, 
22 +-CFC-.-FRACTION 	TRIALS -, 
23 -I--,2 	-.-PROSFCUTORS -, 
24 +-C3 	-,-PER52 	l'i 	COO -, 
25 +-C6 	-9-PEI:SCN5 	'-'+ 	P,..):DYTI'n -/ 
26 DATA 	NA:'E2/ 1051 
27 +-CF<-•-,..Ri:1- 4 	CASLS/01:.;! -, 	C 	'1- 0,< -, 
28 +-4,1A-,-T._iT ,, L 	.'.,-EiL 	0.:,' , 1; 	v.. .,,::LT -, 
29 +-X b 	-,-1,1"(..T1; , H 	Pi.. ∎ 	r.NI• 	r.7) 	PO 	;I:. 	-ti_,: -, 
30 +-L4 	-v-PE::6Ei ■ :, 	I,,i 	PRI1.')N 
31 4. - ,, 2 	-t-r-',d1,W1 	C,W; , LITY -, 
32 +-LJL.,-9-PEECE%T 	PkI:,ON 	U4P 	I'l 	u6E -, 
      
151 
       
33 
  
C 5P.LCT 	r].. , 
   
     
       





38 	  






44 	+-FALA- 9 -FAJO-t-FAKA-9-FAi .,D- 9 - F.; ,, A -9- F 36 C - s+.F3CA-, 
45  
46 	+-FPD.-9-FPND-1-FPPA - 1 - PALiA -9- P A CA -.9-.. P A E
A-,-PAFA-9 
47 	+-PA6A- 9 -P6AA-9-PC1A-p-PE0 - 9 - PEC - . - SAX 0-9-5 A 3 D -1 
48 






54 	JO 1 1=1,6 
     
16 54 
    
             
55 	 00 3 J=1913  
56 	3 3i,A.(19J)=4A 	1(19,11  
57 	 3,3 4 J=195  
58 	4 •ih,•'E(l,J.1b)= 	L2(19J1 
59 	1 LONT1NUE  
60 	00 	I=1,36  
61 	5 CONbi(1)=1C(1) 
62 	00 6 1.1940  
63 	6 LEVLL311)=1LLVL1,11)  
64 	kLPJkA 
65  
            
    
1655 
    
            
    
1356 
    
    
1657 
    
            
            
    
1/)55 
    
            
     
165') 
    
     
1660 
1661 
    
         
         
            
              










11 D 	CLI '7 1 	9  
152 
1 V, 	 .1=2 1662 
2 I 	N 	I 	TMCh 	(2.)I 
3 LAr.% 	EP 	/ 1/  
4 IF(201:JT.LL.P-1 	 1, 1665 
5 T 	2 1666 
6 PT=1*(P01%1-P';1/P2 1667 
7 I=PT 1568 
8 IF(PT - EPS.T.FLJ , T(1]) 	GO 	TC 	3C 1669 
9 TAOHL=TmoLEII) 1670 	' 
10 GO TO 999 1671 
11 3U 	1iut3HL=TAaLL(1)'(TA(312111+1)-TAt3LE(1)).(PT-11 1672 
12 GO 	TC 999 1673 
13 16 	TAUHL=TA6LE(1) 1674 
14 GO TO 999 1675 
15 2U 	MAX=14-11,1-1J)/P2 1576 
16 TADHL=TAL,LCIMAXI 1677 
17 999 	rTURN 1678 
18 END 1679 
153 
S: 11t2 	T flit_ TA +LC; 	 16 0 ' , . 
2 	 1.)1mr_N31 1:1N TC.) , • (6) .TC-' 	). Tr .sr I 	) .Tri 1 11(.5 	.TC 	1• 111 (1. I 	/ 
3 	 +T(CC(7).Tal.TC ,...rl',11,T(CJ(6).TCC - .
(6),TC( 	('51,Tr:Rf6). 
4 +TECX(6 11TC0
1,TCT A( 61 . T(FH(‘-i),TCFC161 .TCF J(61.T: 1 4C1'1. 
5 
	 +TC-10(51.FA6T(61. 61.TF(6).Tt'PL161.CAAT161 
6 	





9 	 +DCjL(5),DFACI61,DFH-,(6),DFEE1(6).,-)FPII6I,OSAA(6) 
10 DI1'1ENSIONNAME51,126) 
    
        











	 + .7CFC,TCF.J.TCHC,TCJ', ,FAGT,FlT,TFEL3.TFPL.SA'1T 
15 





19 	 DATA DChb/.85,1.91.0..,1.1,1.3/, 
20 
21 
22 	 +f)Ct_i11/1•3.1 •2,1.1.1•.1 • •.‘;`, / s 
23  









+DCC R / • 7 •95 , 1•,1• , • 1 • 2 1•41, /, 






33 	 -4.D/2•,,2•.1.7.1•.5,1•2, I •.. , ,„ 7/. 
34 	 +DCFA/1••1.,1•.1•.1•,1•/, 
35 	 +JC!-I/1.2,1.' 	 .8/ 
36 	 DATA i2CFJ/1..1...J5..9..), 5,.7/. 
37 
+DCF0/1•291.1•1.,1•,•9/, 
+DFAC,/ •015.•:23,• , -, 6 •127•25 .‘,/ • 




















52 	 DO 6 1=1,6 
53 	 TC3b(1)=OCII 
54 	 TciiD(1)=Dei',r(1. 
55 	 Ta3F(I)=uctr([ 
56 	 TCLAI(I)=DCH(1 
57 	 TCHJ(I)=DC"JII 
58 	 TCCD(I)=0CCn(r 
59 	 TCCJ(1)=OCCJ(1 
60 	 TCC ,, (I)=DCCIf 
61 	 TCCq(I)=DCCR(t 
62 	 TcCx(1). , )C0(it 
63 	 TCF0,111 =1:CAIF 







I 	I 	' 
F ACIT 	[ 1= 	! 
,7 ( 1 )=. 
TF' 	1 , ..)Fi 	I 
TFPL ( 1)= ∎.:F1!L 	I 
5AATI1)=3(1) 
6 CONTINUE 
PO 7 1=1.7 
T0(011)=N:(C[11 
7 CONT1NUL 
DO 9 1=1,8 
76 	
TC65(1)=C35(11 
77 	 TCDb(1)=JCOF,(1) 













4- C C., 	 4CC.,' 1.4C:r7'k,C. C"r‘, • 
4CCL2-4.- .1- F 	 4CCSA4C(.1r.C; , ..3.%4C1..',A,CF • \I" 
*Cf1,0,C 
tH2r1..si 















+PEC,SAXL.IAE'C',C3XJ,02%J.P2 1 A.CIIA•CCA 1 oSIXJ 
        
AAAA=15. 
        
AACA=6. 
        
AALM=1.1. 
        
AAF.:=2. 
        
         
ACXA= 15 ' 
        
L“',AA=15. 
        
CACA=2. 
        
dAFo=1. 
        
UAF4)=1. 
        
6,1:12,=3. 
        
         


















31. 	 . 	. 
32 	 Cci,;•=2 • 




37 	 CC:. 
38 	  
39 	  
40 
41 	 LC= 1. 
42  
43 	 CCA=1. 
44 	 CC.5=5.  
45 	 CCZD.2. 
46  
47 	 CL;-..%=.55 
48 
49 
50 	 CFC=.2 






















                          
                           
    
('. 
                     
                           





                          
                           
                           





                           
                            
                            
                            
                             
76 
77  
78 	 '  
79  































                   
                   
                   
    
J - 
              
                   
                   
                   
                   
   
SIX „V= 
              
   
R:LTUkN 
              
   
ENO 
          
1631 
 
1 	 SL,,H ..),,' r I 	1....,_`/LI—, 
2 	 (,).,[_ 	, 	(6 ).7._ 	i 	IT , T, 	H• , ),F ,'L Ji. , ),V 	.., t 	I, 
3 	 4-Ti_._....(!T, 	),T.(, 	r 	, ,7, ,:__1(...T 	: .:, ),Tc..-.'f ,,), 
4 	 +T(._CX!.,1 	 3), , '. 	loi.. , 	. 	 ; . T C.c.: ( 6 I , 1 C-C ( •:: I v 
5 	 4- 1- ,J.:1 	 I ,t- 	 ( 	■ 	, 	'1_ ( 
6 	: 






13 	 Ca••.'ON /Y/ Ai,A41,1\ 
14 
15 
16 	 +CCET 	  
17 	 ;.CF 
18  
19  
20 	 tF.3,_;C.F :(1." 	 ,Fr= (,, 7 D7,A 
21 	 PC.',., ,PEr;., 
22 	 4-PLC, 	 ..),P21;• or 	 1 
23 	 -!2=C.2X3 
24 	 33 , 33x3 
25 	 2/:22! 
26 	 217-- 5IXJ 
27 
28 
29 	 CXF , 
30 
31 
32 	 C6;:=.1 
160 
/1! 	 7,C 	 ,C4,C5,C5 t 
+CFG,C.FL,CF'11Ci7r, ,(1 , :),;:-JC 







            
            
            
   
C4I 
       
            
   
C'.+! - 	:/ I !_'..\4-CnC.' 




        
        
        
 
C1JC1 I 3 -C( 










44 	 Aira:3x.^, 
45 	 PNA=C2+CCrA*C3A-CA4 4 '75+CLA:.*C5 
46 	 CAA=L1+PNA 
47 	 CpC=1.. ,, P/L1  
48 	 CLE.CDE,*Ca,,,  
49 	 CL:3=1. 
50 	 CE,L=3:JpG,J./1(..i*P , .A) 
51 	 CC=P2*C1j,t  
52 	 CCE=CFJ , +(_F:,, ,, CFC/, 
53 	 CCF=1.  
54  
55 	 r1CK=P,, E/2  
56 	 CC=CCor  
57  
58  




63 	  









72 	 F,FirS1 
73 	 
74 	 FEC-31 
75 	 FID=51 
76 	 FPN=D. 
77 	 PAF=p2/pCAA 
78 	 P1=P,AA*PAF 
79 	PAJ=CCA6 
80 	 sADI.  
81  
82 	 ENO  
   
163 
       
           
2  
ITC,. JI  





9 	 +CJE3,1)CJ),Ciz.A,CLELC.C.L.1,.:7J,:L,  
10  
11 	 +FAK,DF , .. 	 'FLA 	 oFPC .FP D • 
12 	 +FPE,FP,FPJ,FPK,FPL,FPP,FP,J,PAA.PAu.PAc,PA,),PA7,PAH.c^,A,SAC, 
13 	 +JX11.DX2,DX4.DX5,JX6,Dx. 
14 	, CL,CD,CE ,CF,C3 
15  
16 	 ,D42 ,AAF 	 , 
17  
18 	 +CHS,CE3L,CCE,CCFICCK,CCt‘ICC%,CC.:',. 
19 	 +CCZ,CFloCF -T,,CFL,CF",Ci0.21C , i,CJC, 
20  
21 	 4P2,PAE,P=F,PAJ,J51,  
22  
23 	 LII 	L5I 	T5 	(61,TC•..(51,15.:..F((,),TC .' , 61,TC.—J(6 1,1C '7,(9), 
24 	 +T(..cc(7),Tar.. , ( 5),ICcr(c.,),TccJc),Ta:••(5),TccP(5),Tcr6), 
25  
26 	 Tc.__IL,( 5 ),r-- ,- C,T(5),F•:r.:1( 	 •!(S 	.TrPL (5),SA,'',T (5) 
27 	 CClC /T:i•Lc/ 
• 28  
29  
30 	 7•C 
31 	 / J , i 
32 	 5551 CCL 	55 	(1).,1).(x(2).11).(x(2.,),C).rx(4),P',1, 
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
_ _ 




35_ - 	 . 











48 fPLC , S2A, ,3AcD,C3xJ,.., 2xJ.P21,C11,,CC-lxJ 
49  
50 +1;12,1C3. 	IC:4 I 	1(..5, IC ■7,• 	 r 
51 iCFL•1C7'..., 
52  
53 +121,1P2,1PAE1i  
54 C-of 1%1 Tr.:\ L 
55 17'12 
56 1 	 ' 
57 + I 	1 	!: 	3, 	11:6 	, 	IC 	 _ 	, 	! . 













             
             
             
             
             
             
             
    
' 	 ' 	 3 




      
      
C3=1. 3 
     
      
      
73 	 C.-= I C5 
74 	 C= ILF  
75  
76 	 CbC=1CjC  
77 	 CIC 
78  
79  
80 	 (CF. = ICCE 
81 	, [CCE  
82  
83 	CC%=1CC% 
84 	 cc 	ICCC 
85 	 CC5=TCCS 
86 	 C(..7 , 1CCZ 
87  
88 	 : 
89  
90 	 a 	[CFF 
91 
92 
93 	 CJ1 
94 
95 






101 0 1=! 0 








110 -1- 1=TIHE-1)r 1773 
111  17(74 
112 DC '1715 
113 ; I - E=T 




























142 CJL)=1 	2.:. 4 C4/12 
143 CLC=CCP.CC: 












156 „ 	' 	4 
157 LXL 
158 CX= TA , • ' , • 
159 , ILI 	- ( 	I 











I ,4)iv 	1 , • 	) 









FAD . Am f%1( FAE .F AF) 
  
 





FEB=TA),HL(TFEd,FEC..11 , ./2.) 
  
   




176 	 FPO.FPDA 
177 	 FPH=FPHA*PE ■74P2 
178 F P L.TAuH L(T''P L II F P)4 ...) .. LJ e s2d) 
179 
	




181 	 PAD=PAd+PliAA*PAF 
182 	 P 4 6=t — P2)/P4C.);)  
183 	 PAH , (FPC+FP)/PE 
184 	 SP.A=TAUHL(54AT,S;));,....2 	4.) 
185 	 CD=c_JJ;.*xn, 
186 	C*),. K1LHiY .AA5 
187 	 AC6,= )FA+F.,, J)/FikCA 











C CA= CC3 *CC C 
cLm=coEB*ccr,cc.:/ccc,;,cc..),, 
CBO .C9 Y 4 CCCIFC3 0A 










213 RC O=1. -CF A 
 * 
ccD.Cc3,,*(1-Fc,*Qcv 











212 	 CFA.CF,J*Cf-J.C.Ft.:*CFC 
214 	 - i]: 
215 




220 	 F 	, F 
221 	 - 
222 	 Ft,/,=1: 	 • ;. 4-1-_,<. 
223  










CLF =1 -_ ,.- /(C 1+ 1 
233 	 CCY=FPA/P2  
234 	 F1=FPA+FAA+F,A+FLA 
235 	 Si,C=CCA*C1Jo/C1*PA*CCC;-) 
236 	C***SuPPLE'IENTARY ECUATIONS  
237 	 X1=C1+C2+C3+C r) , C6  
238 	 x2=ii -)•..*CC:%/x1  
239 	 x4=E;AFAF/P.',E  
     
     
     
 
1708 
   
     
     
     
240  
241 	xf—aA/C4 
242 	C***RATt:  LUJIONS  
243  






- 	250  
251 	 C. 
252  
















265 	 PA=A%1AXI(P,PAL, 
• 266  
267 	 Pc=P2/pCAA 
268 	 SA=(517, -51)/a-%xL: 
269 	(***STOE PLOT DATA 
270 	 DX8=x8 
271 	 L)CC=CC  
272 	 DC6=CJ  
273 	CCArCC 
274 	  
275 	 DCCL=CCL 
276 	 ,CCY=CCY 
277 	 0CFC=CFC 
278  
279  


















/ 	1 — 	I `7. I I X 	 / 	Y 	( 1 Y. T 	1 
	
291 	  1)C4=4 
212 	 005. 1:5 
293. 	 DC6=c16  
•  294 	 0P2=P2  
295 	 US1=51  
296 	 L' , 55 	 1711 
297 	 DO 4551  1=1,22 	 1717 
298 	4351 IF(1r1,)EX.EU.IIIi'ESA11/CLL PRINT(T1'.C.U) 	 1713 
299 	4555. CONTINUE 	 1714 
300 	 IFIJDE6!JG.LE.INDEX .AND. PICFx.LE.K^LSrtRITE(6,1236) 	 1715 
301  
302 	 +CL:AsCr31,9C =10,C - F,C3H,C . LI,C''' -',C.311,C711-1 ,(7 	 trC . i.CCCs 
303 	 +CCD.CCC.CCH , CCJ , CCL , CC —, CCP , CCR,CCv,CC'',CCY,CCY,C^A. , '7“7.r,C. 
304 	 +COD.CE , CF.f. , Cri , CFC.CFE,CFH,CFJ.CFK,CF,CF7,CoA,CHC, ,, IF,r.it., 
305 	 + CJ 6, CJ 11,, CKA , CLA , CLC , CL11 , 1_111_,C_F,CL: 1],CLr,c%.'...0._1%,CxC,cxfl,C:XC,  
306  
307 	 +Ft, K , F 3 A+FE1 1, FC , F 1), F1'7 , Pr',F,FH.F'!KoFFA,F,FP'1,1' 0 ,1,7P7.FPD, 
308 	 4- FPE,FPh,FPJ,FPK 	 ,PtGi.P.'•is":.".,SAC, 
309 	 +x1,x2,x4,x5,X5,xc, 
310  
311 	 +CH,CJ,CK,CL,C. 
312  
313 	 +C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C-'0',,(LC,C , 1 ,C 
315 	 +CE', f,CF„CFL,CE'.;,C,IY,C-i• 
317 	 +P191) 2,PAF tl'AF 
318 	1236 F:A.1 1 1/sT( 
320 	 - 	2,—,411;(1X01....10•51,/,4}'),',11X471 
172 
173 
321. • 	+,/,- 1 71' 
322 ..":•/• , 41•:•( 	1 	Y. 	• :71:•51, 
323 +,/,- 	1n1-.41Y,,1 1721 
324 +,/,- 1722 
325 +,/,- 1723 
326 +./.- 1724 
327 IFI - o311- 1', L,r'Ll.0C.'2T1 	50 	L7) 5.7:C1 1725 
328 KK=,<K+1 1724 
329 CO 	56y 	11=1,5 1727 
330 1F(sC(11).Ec.C) 	C,0 	TO 	56o 1728 
331 LL=S+:C1111 1727 
332 KI=A3511/L15T12,11)1 173 0 
333 IF(KI.E.c;) 	CO 	TO 	55? 1731 
334 ZI3,K11=1N1(2(3,K1),XILLI) 1732 
335 559 	K1=4351VLIST(4,11)) 1733 
336 IFIKI.ED.':1 	60 	TO 	558 1734 
337 2(4,K1)=A ,'Ax1(7(4,e,1),XILL'1 1735 
338 558 	ZIKK,11)=XILL) 1735 
339 560 CONTINUE 1737 
340 5301 	CONTINUE 1734 
341 C***LEvEL 	CDU4TIONS 1739 
— 342 A1=Al+DT*(nA-A6) 






349 C1=C1+1, 1*1CA -Fa•-CJ - C.;+:1L- 





353 	C5=C5+:)T.(CK-(L-1  
354 	 C6=C6+0T*(C%-(P- ,.:J) 
' 355 	 CA4=01A+(pT/CAI.((.1+C2+C31(75.C 6- CAA) 
356 	 Ch-C=C+r)T/C'C , ).(C0P-C()  
357 	 CbF=C1E+IPT/nE,.%)1(C.fc-c,  
358 	 CCJG*(CT/C)(CL-C,..C,)  
359 	 CuL=(.3L+(DT/CI3LA)*(CLF - C , L)  
360 	 CCE=CCE+)T/CLFA)*(CFA - CCE')  
361 	 CCF=CCF+cDT/CCFAI*ICCG-CCF1  
362 	 CCK.CCK+(pi/CCKA) ,*(CCL-CCK)  
363 	 CCN=CCN+WT/aNi-0*(CCb-CCNI  
364 	 CCO.CCO+IDT/CLOA)*(CFP-CCa)  
365 	 CCS=CCS+IDT/CCSA)*I51-CCS)  
366 	 CCZ=CCZ-1-(DT/CC7D)*iCCy - CCZ1  
367 	 cEa=cE , i+(ot/c cLG .--Cfr)  
368 	 CF6=CFc,, (0i/CFCA)*(CLA - CF6)  
369 	 CFL=CFL4-(CIT/CFLO)*(CF-CFLI  
370 	 CFM=CFM+(DT/CFrD)*(CFK-CF ,";  
373. 	 Crio=CHH+CDT/CHEA)*(CHC -CHm  
372 	 CHD=CHD+(GT/ChuA)*(CJO - CHD) 
373 	 CJC=CJC-*(DT/CJcA)*ICJ1,-cjc)  
374 	 F:,H.FA,1*(DT/F,%H .3)*(:)1-F411)  
375 	 Fi,..)=FAJ+(0T/F)*(FAL-FJ) 
376 	 Ft.:H=F3H+IDT/Yr,IDI.(51 - FL;f1 
377 	 F6J=FJ+IDT/wEJ0)*(r)c.J) 
378 	 FLC=FEC+17/Fr 1-Fr(7) 
379 	 FP:•;=F13, +(DTP-P -D).(7,1-FPAI 
380 	 F2i1=FPN+(DT/IPM*(F'Ot-F 2 1  
381 	 P1=P1+X*(P;',-P,1) 
382 	 p2=p2+;)T*(P-P:= I 
383 	 
384 	 PAF -WAF +I nr/Pl,F P - 1 	 ) 
_385_ 	  
386  
387 	  
.318 	  
COkTINJL 	 1740 
389 	 TFIKT .4 1: • F. • II C.LL i , !•11%i 	1 ) 	 1741 
390 	 HEJUIC; 	 1742 
_391_ 	_ 	 END 	 1743 - 	- 
